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WRITTEN SUMMARY OF SP MANWEB'S (THE "APPLICANT") ORAL CASE PUT AT THE
ISSUE SPECIFIC HEARING OF 30 SEPTEMBER 2015
ISSUE SPECIFIC HEARING OF 30 SEPTEMBER 2015:1.

INTRODUCTORY REMARKS

1.1

This note summarises the Applicant's case as presented at the Issue Specific Hearing
held on 30 September 2015 at Denbigh Town Hall, Crown Lane, Denbigh (the "IS
Hearing").

1.2

The note follows the structure of the Agenda for the Issue Specific Hearing on
Wednesday 30 September 2015 ("the Agenda"). Where an item was discussed at the
IS Hearing that was not on the Agenda it has been marked as an "Additional Agenda
Item".

2.

INTRODUCTION OF THE PARTICIPATING PARTIES

2.1

Mark Westmoreland Smith of Counsel (Francis Taylor Building) spoke on behalf of the
Applicant.

2.2

Oral representations were made from the following Interested Parties:
2.2.1

Iwan Jones

2.2.2

John Mars Jones

2.2.3

Devi Parry

2.2.4

Andrew Sumner (Landscape consultant on behalf of Denbighshire County
Council)

2.2.5

Joe Welch (Councillor at Denbighshire County Council)

2.2.6

Paul Mead (Development Manager at Denbighshire County Council)

2.2.7

Ian Warner (Denbighshire County Council)

2.2.8

Huw Davies (Conservation Officer at Conwy County Borough Council)

2.2.9

Ceri Thomas (Planning Officer at Conwy County Borough Council)

2.2.10

David Hatcher (Natural Resources Wales ("NRW"))

2.2.11

Giles Cannock (Kings Chambers, representing NRW)

ITEM 7 LANDSCAPE AND VISUAL IMPACTS
3.

ITEM 7.1 THE APPLICANT IS REQUESTED TO MAKE A SHORT PRESENTATION
ON THE LANDSCAPE AND VISUAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT (LVIA), WHICH HAS
BEEN UNDERTAKEN TO SUPPORT THE APPLICATION FOR THE
DEVELOPMENT CONSENT ORDER (DCO), AND IDENTIFY WHERE SIGNIFICANT
EFFECTS IN TERMS OF LANDSCAPE AND VISUAL IMPACTS WOULD OCCUR.
THE PANEL MAY THEN WISH TO ASK QUESTIONS

3.1

Sarah Gibson, Associate Partner, Gillespies, for the Applicant provided a short
presentation on the landscape and visual impact assessment which has been
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undertaken to support the Application, including identifying where significant effects in
terms of landscape and visual impacts would occur. This is outlined below.
Approach to LVIA
3.2

Ms Gibson confirmed that the landscape and visual assessment or LVIA has been
prepared in accordance with the third edition of Guidelines for Landscape and Visual
Impact Assessment (GLVIA3) published by the Landscape Institute and Institute of
Environmental Assessment and Management.

3.3

Ms Gibson noted that, as required by Planning Policy Wales, information from
LANDMAP was used to inform the baseline for the assessment and as the starting
point for the assessment of landscape sensitivity. This was supported by extensive
field surveys. Ms Gibson confirmed that the Applicant is satisfied that the likely
significant landscape and visual effects (including cumulative) have been identified
and correctly assessed using this approach. NRW has also confirmed, in their relevant
representations response (No. 91) that the methods used in the landscape and visual
impact assessment are appropriate and compliant with current guidance.
Study Area

3.4

Ms Gibson indicated that the study area for the assessment extended approximately 2
km either side of the 132kV Overhead Line, and that based on previous experience,
beyond this distance significant landscape and visual effects are unlikely to arise as
the wood poles would appear about 5 mm high in the landscape. Ms Gibson noted
that the Applicant had been flexible in its approach, to the extent that where potentially
sensitive receptors (e.g. the National Park and AONB) lie beyond 2 km they were
included in the assessment. In terms of timescales the Applicant has stated in the
Environmental Statement that the effects would be long term, which the Applicant has
taken to mean at least 15 years. No assumption was made that the development is
reversible.
The Methodological Approach

3.5

Ms Gibson emphasised that the Application is for an overhead line on wood pole
supports. The term ‘pylon’ or ‘tower’ refers to a steel structure which is quite different
in size and scale to the wood pole support structures being proposed here.

3.6

Ms Gibson confirmed that the Applicant also visited the study area on many occasions
in both winter and summer and that GIS mapping, computer modelling and production
of Zone of Theoretical Visibility (ZTV) maps assisted in the assessment.

3.7

Ms Gibson noted that in accordance with GLVIA3 the approach to the landscape and
visual assessment (including cumulative) required the identification of the sensitivity of
the landscape or visual receptor and the prediction of the nature or magnitude of
change likely to arise, and that a judgement was then made about the likely
significance of the resulting effect based upon these two variables. The methodology
makes clear that the landscape and visual effects are categorised as negligible/ minor/
moderate or major adverse. Any effect judged to be moderate or major is considered
significant. Ms Gibson noted that these are broad categories which represent a
continuum of significance. Because of this there is reference in the Environmental
Statement to effects being, for example, at the “upper end of moderate” or as
“moderate/ major”. Ms Gibson confirmed that the Applicant considers the assessment
of landscape and visual effects to present a realistic worst case scenario. The
assessments were carried out in clear weather when the Proposed Development
would be most visible, and viewpoints were photographed in winter when there is a
lack of screening by trees in leaf. Ms Gibson confirmed that the only viewpoints which
were not taken in winter were the three additional locations requested by the
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Examining Authority and that these viewpoints were taken about six weeks ago when
the trees were in full leaf.
3.8

Ms Gibson noted that for the purposes of the assessment, a number of low voltage
lines which would potentially be affected by construction were included in the
assessment although consideration is being given to undergrounding or diverting
these. Ms Gibson noted the implication is that some of the low voltage lines in the
viewpoint survey may be removed which would lessen any combined effects in some
places, to be clear however, all of the existing low voltage lines have been included in
the baseline assessment.
Mitigation

3.9

Ms Gibson explained that mitigation planting has been proposed in some locations in
response to identified significant effects, which is in compliance with SP Manweb’s
Schedule 9 obligations and Overarching National Policy Statement for Infrastructure
EN-1 (NPS EN-1) (paragraph 5.9.8). Whilst the Applicant considers the planting will
lessen the effects and be of benefit to the Proposed Development, it did not rely on it
in the LVIA to reduce the category of effect as there are so many variables involved
when trying to predict the extent to which planting will screen effects over a period of
time. Ms Gibson confirmed that as a result, a precautionary approach has been
adopted.

3.10

Ms Gibson clarified that in the roadside planting proposals shown in the plans
accompanying the Environmental Statement, the intention is not to plant in blocks
along the road. The planting within the areas shown on the landscaping plans is
indicative only and is still subject to detailed design and consultation with landowners
and the highways authority. The plan showing ten dots, for example, does not
translate into the planting of ten trees. The detailed design will be discussed with the
landowners and the Local Planning Authority.

3.11

Ms Gibson confirmed that SP Manweb is seeking to provide two for one planting off
site. This reflects company policy. It is not part of the scheme, is not required for
mitigation and was not taken into account in the assessment. It is additional to the
planting that forms part of the scheme.
Residential Visual Amenity

3.12

Ms Gibson explained that the Applicant has prepared a residential visual amenity
assessment. This is an assessment of the effects on private residential properties
within 200m of the 132kV Overhead Line, which is where significant effects are most
likely to arise. Ms Gibson explained that the reason not all properties were visited is
that GLVIA3 notes that it is impractical to visit all properties that may be affected along
the route and undertake individual assessments.

3.13

Further, Ms Gibson stated that the Applicant did not ignore properties located beyond
the 200m parameter. Beyond 200m an assessment was made of effects on overall
visual amenity. GLVIA3 defines visual amenity as the "overall pleasantness of views
that people enjoy of their surroundings, which provides an attractive visual setting or
backdrop for the enjoyment of activities of the people living, working, recreating,
visiting or travelling through an area". Ms Gibson explained that the identification of a
significant effect on the visual amenity of a settlement does not mean that every
property automatically will have a significant effect on its outlook.
Overall Effects

3.14

Ms Gibson outlined that through careful routing, in accordance with the Holford Rules
and balancing all the environmental issues, the Applicant considers that the routing of
the Proposed Development limits landscape and visual effects of the 132kV Overhead
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Line as far as possible. Ms Gibson made clear to the Examining Authority that not all
adverse effects in the landscape can be removed.
3.15

Ms Gibson explained that the main strategy for minimising adverse landscape and
visual effects is avoidance through careful planning and design of the route of the
Proposed Development. SP Manweb developed the route iteratively from a number of
options that were originally proposed. The routes go through a number of revisions in
response to consultees’ comments and through assessment of potential landscape
and visual impacts.

3.16

Where representations were received regarding landscape and views, the issues
raised were considered by SP Manweb, usually by visiting the relevant area and
revisiting or "back checking" previous decisions. Ms Gibson gave two particular
examples, the first being the Tir Mostyn Ridge where the line was routed slightly below
the ridgeline to lessen the effects on views from more distant settlement but kept high
enough up the hillside to minimise effects on closer properties in the valley around
Soar. The second example was the Applicant's decision to move the route of the
Proposed Development to the west of Henllan away from the edge of the settlement.

3.17

Ms Gibson stated that the design of the 132kV Overhead Line has continued to evolve
through detailed line design and micro-siting of poles (known as "Option B"). This has
been undertaken as part of the negotiations with landowners, with the aim of achieving
a better placement of poles with the landscape and to respond to landowner's
suggestions. This includes placing poles within or immediately adjacent field
boundaries wherever possible.

3.18

Ms Gibson informed the IS Hearing that for the most part the 132kV Overhead Line
would blend into the background of trees and landform, whether in the rolling farmland
or more open landscape around the A543.

3.19

Ms Gibson noted that modern man-made features are not uncharacteristic of the area
and the presence of the 132kV Overhead Line would not affect the integrity of the
landscape.
Significant Landscape and Visual Effects

3.20

Ms Gibson admitted that due to the nature of the Proposed Development, significant
visual effects could arise at any location if the viewer were sufficiently close to one of
the wood pole structures. However, Ms Gibson highlighted that even where this is the
case, due to the appearance of the line, the effect in most instances will diminish
rapidly with distance. For example, the effect would usually no longer be significant
beyond one or two fields away.

3.21

Ms Gibson informed the IS Hearing that she was going to highlight some key areas
along the route where significant effects have been identified.
Tir Mostyn Area (VPs 03, 42, 47)

3.22

Ms Gibson explained the Applicant had acknowledged that the landscape at the
southern end of the route, particularly on and around the Tir Mostyn ridge is likely to
experience moderate landscape and visual effects.

3.23

Ms Gibson stated that people living in or visiting the village of Saron are likely to
experience moderate effects on their general visual amenity as they move about the
area using the B4501, B5435 and the local public rights of way. Similarly visitors to
Bryn Glas and the Caer Mynydd campsite will experience moderate effects on their
general visual amenity. Ms Gibson confirmed that walkers on Foel Gasyth, Moel Ytta
and Tir Mostyn and the network of local footpaths may also experience moderate
visual effects.
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3.24

Ms Gibson made clear, however, that the effects would not occur everywhere in the
locality, but rather that the effect would depend on the precise location of the receptor.
The effects would be variable and often transient, for example if driving along the road
the 132kV Overhead Line may only be seen briefly. Ms Gibson confirmed that in more
open locations, such as around Tir Mostyn, the effects may be experienced over a
longer period of time. Views of the line are likely to become more contained by local
topography and vegetation as it crosses the undulating valley floor north of Saron.

3.25

Ms Gibson informed the IS Hearing that the Applicant has received questions as to
why the 132kV Overhead Line was routed along the shoulder of the ridge rather than
lower down in the landscape. Ms Gibson explained that this route was chosen in
order to prevent skylining in views from receptors that lie along the western flank of
the ridge, including receptors, being people, moving along the B4501 and the Lliwen
Valley. If the line had been routed closer to these properties the magnitude of the
effect and resulting level of significance would have been higher. Ms Gibson noted
that the choice of route was a "balancing act" between not skylining (in accordance
with the Holford Rules) and not placing the route lower down in the landscape as to
affect more receptors and thus visual and residential amenity.
Peniel (College Farm, Segrwyd and Pandy) (VPs 05, 08, 50)

3.26

Ms Gibson stated that this area is likely to experience moderate landscape and visual
effects.

3.27

Ms Gibson informed the IS Hearing that on the edge of the Tir Mostyn area, the 132kV
Overhead Line would briefly skyline as it crosses the ridge to the east of Foel Gasyth.

3.28

Ms Gibson explained that people in and around the village of Peniel (including around
College Farm, Segrwyd and Pandy) are likely to experience moderate effects on their
general visual amenity as they move about the area using the B4501, local lanes and
public rights of way, including those near Tan y Garth, Pandy Wood and Plas Captain.

3.29

Ms Gibson stated that these effects would be variable, they would not be moderate
everywhere and they would often be transient and/or brief.

3.30

It was noted by Ms Gibson, that respondents' main concerns in relation to this area,
have related to effects on the residential visual amenity of nearby properties, including
the skylining in views, and effects on the adjacent public rights of way network. The
line has been routed to sit as equidistantly as possible between the properties and,
where possible, to avoid more visible elevated areas, in accordance with the Holford
rules. Ms Gibson stated that the Applicant has utilised a small hollow in the landform
on the B4501 to limit views of the line in wider views across this area, though it was
acknowledged by the Applicant that the line will still be visible and will locally skyline.
This also shifts the alignment away from Plas Captain. Ms Gibson confirmed that,
where possible, the proposed route follows the grain of the landscape and as far as
possible keeps to the lower lying areas, utilising woodland blocks and hedgerow trees
for screening, but there are sections where the route will be more widely visible as it
crosses the arable fields and pasture near Plas Captain and Ty Coch.
A543 Crossing - Llannefydd Lowlands (VPs 11, 51, 10)

3.31

Ms Gibson noted that in this area the 132kV Overhead Line is likely to become more
visible as it oversails the slightly elevated section of the A543. Oversailing this road
was unavoidable and there will be some moderate landscape and visual effects,
although Ms Gibson confirmed that these would be localised. The 132kV Overhead
Line crosses at a slightly oblique angle in order to follow the lower lying landform into
Eriviat Park and avoid skylining over a longer section.
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3.32

Ms Gibson stated that the respondents’ main concerns appear to be about the
interruption of westerly views to the Elwy and Aled Valley SLA along the road. Ms
Gibson stressed that these views are experienced only very briefly by people travelling
westwards on this road, due to the layout of the road at this location and also the
typical speed of travel along the road.

3.33

Ms Gibson referred to concerns raised about the specific mitigation measures
presented in the Environmental Statement. Ms Gibson emphasised that these are
indicative only and that SP Manweb has no intention to block plant trees along this
road. Planting is still subject to detailed design, but Ms Gibson noted that the
Applicant's intention is to suggest that trees would be planted in groups in strategic
locations which would, in time, draw the eye away from the poles and reduce their
perceived prominence in the landscape. Ms Gibson confirmed that these trees would
be located so as not to affect skylines, shade crops or block views to the uplands
wherever possible.

3.34

A new DCO requirement is also to be inserted which will ensure that no new trees are
planted on the yellow or blue areas of land without the agreement of the relevant
landowner.
Llannefydd (Llanevyth) Lowlands - Eriviat Park (VPs 11, 12)

3.35

Ms Gibson noted that the landscape of the Llannefydd Lowlands in proximity to Eriviat
Park has more of a parkland character than neighbouring pasture and arable fields,
meaning that it is grassland with individual specimens of mature trees.

3.36

Ms Gibson stated that people living in or visiting areas close to the Eriviat are likely to
experience moderate effects on their general visual amenity as they move about the
area using local roads, lanes and public footpaths in close proximity to the route of the
Proposed Development, including those near Eriviat Park and Eriviat Bach Isa. Ms
Gibson explained that this is largely due to two locations where poles are likely to
skyline, albeit briefly, as the route oversails the A543 (as discussed above) and on the
approach to B5428.

3.37

It was made clear by Ms Gibson again that all these effects would be variable and
often transient or experienced only briefly.

3.38

Ms Gibson stated that, as discussed earlier, in this area the Applicant has sought to
find a route between the dispersed properties that avoids housing and as far as
possible stays low to the landscape, whilst taking advantage of existing tree coverage.
Hafod Dingle and Clwydian Way (VPs 15)

3.39

Ms Gibson informed the IS Hearing that the landscape of the Llannefydd Lowlands, in
proximity to Hafod Dingle, is likely to experience moderate and localised landscape
and visual effects.

3.40

It was made clear by Ms Gibson that this is a very small area. People walking on the
Clwydian Way close to Hafod Dingle, on a short section of the B5382 and at Lechryd
Bach are likely to experience moderate effects although Ms Gibson stated that these
will be much localised.

3.41

Ms Gibson noted that respondents have raised concerns about the proximity of the
132kV Overhead Line to residential properties and the Dingle. Ms Gibson confirmed
that the 132kV Overhead Line has been routed to sit as equidistantly as possible
between properties or by setting the route behind hedgerow trees and in low-lying
areas. The route skylines at the B5382 crossing but is as direct as possible and as
equidistant as possible between nearby properties. Ms Gibson stated that the route
crosses Hafod Dingle on the far side of the farm away from the residential property,
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through a narrow section of the Dingle, and directly oversails and crosses the
Clwydian Way.
Elwy Valley
3.42

Ms Gibson confirmed with the Panel that this would be addressed later during the IS
Hearings.
Cefn Meiriadog Ridge (the Bryn) (VPs 39, 37)

3.43

Ms Gibson confirmed that Cefn Meiriadog is the low ridge which forms a visual barrier
between much of the study area and the landscape to the north, including St Asaph
and the North Wales coastline. It was noted that the proposed 132kV Overhead Line
would rise up and over the ridge after crossing the Elwy Valley.

3.44

Ms Gibson stated that crossing the ridge was unavoidable due to the orientation of the
ridge, but that the Applicant, by taking a direct route over the ridge as recommend by
the Holford Rules, has limited the number of poles seen on the skyline. The terminal
pole, which Ms Gibson confirmed is a slightly bigger structure, would sit below the
ridgeline which means that in many views it would be back-clothed by the rising
landform behind.

3.45

Ms Gibson gave the example of people living in or visiting Groesffordd Marli whom it
was stated are likely to experience moderate effects on their general visual amenity as
they live and move about the area using the local lanes and footpaths. Ms Gibson
noted that the effects of the 132kV Overhead Line will add to the effects currently
experienced due to the existing high voltage pylon lines in the area.
Questions raised by the Examining Authority and Interested Parties

3.46

In response to a question raised by Mr Iwan Jones, via the Examining Authority, Ms
Gibson confirmed that the Applicant would check View Point 11 in order to confirm
whether the image accurately represents the impact assessment at this location. Ms
Gibson stated that the removal of trees has been taken into account in the impact
assessment and therefore trees that will be removed should not be included in the
photographs. See Appendix One (to be submitted for Deadline 4).

3.47

In response to a query raised by John Lloyd Jones of the Examining Authority, Ms
Gibson confirmed that the impact assessment is made on a long term basis, which is
for a minimum of fifteen years in the LVIA. Mr Westmoreland Smith further confirmed
that the Chapters of the Environmental Statement adopt different approaches to
assessment of what is described as "long term". In the Landscaping context, Mr
Westmoreland Smith explained that an effect would be long term if it exists for at least
fifteen years. As such, once a structure is in place for fifteen years, from a landscaping
perspective, it is assumed to be there ad infinitum.

3.48

Following the oral representation of Mr Sumners of Denbigh County Council, Mr
Westmoreland Smith confirmed that the Applicant would respond to issues raised
regarding consideration of undergrounding at the routing stage in writing. See
Appendix Two (to be submitted for Deadline 4).
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4.

ITEM 7.2 TO EXAMINE IN WHICH RESIDENTIAL PROPERTIES WOULD THE
OCCUPIERS BE MOST AFFECTED BY THE APPLICATION IN TERMS OF THE
IMPACT ON THE OUTLOOK FROM THE DWELLING AND ITS CURTILAGE

4.1

Ms Karen Lees, Landscape Architect, Gillespies, on behalf of the Applicant confirmed
that there are four residential properties on which the Applicant considers there will be
moderate visual effect:
Tan Yr Allt

4.2

Ms Lees confirmed that the property Tan Yr Allt is approximately 105m from the Limits
of Deviation, and has open and expansive primary views in the direction of the 132kV
Overhead Line, from both the house and garden. Ms Lees noted that the 132kV
Overhead Line is likely to sit low in views and be mostly back-clothed (particularly from
the house) and as such the predicted magnitude of change would be medium. The
overall significance of effect would be moderate.
Ty Coch

4.3

Ms Lees explained that Ty Coch is located in a lowland area near Peniel and Pandy
Wood. The property lies approximately 180m from the Limits of Deviation. The garden
and rear and/or sides of this property would have wide views of the 132kV Overhead
Line as it approaches from Peniel and then passes across Pandy Wood. Poles would
appear stacked in views with the potential for one or two poles to be skylined above
Plas Captain, and as such the magnitude of change is considered medium and the
overall significance of effect moderate.
Llechryd Bach

4.4

Ms Lees explained Llechryd Bach is in a more central location of the study area. The
property lies approximately 140m from the Limits of Deviation and the 132kV
Overhead Line would be visible on the skyline. Some 150m to the rear of this property
the 132kV Overhead Line would be visible across a wide field of view. The garden
area sits to the rear and there are views from the rear of the property which are likely
to be moderate.
Plas Hafod

4.5

Ms Lees explained Plas Hafod is approximately 85 metres from the Limits of
Deviation. Ms Gibson confirmed, on behalf of the Applicant, that the siting of poles has
been undertaken to try to minimise the effect in relation to the property but that there
will be poles visible in an adjacent field.

4.6

It was confirmed that there is the potential for views of the poles to skyline at the front
of the property, but that this is likely to just be the tops of poles due to the intervening
screening from existing hedgerows and garden boundaries. It was noted that there is
also proximity to an existing 33kV line. As a result, Ms Lees confirmed, the impact
would be moderate at this location.

4.7

Ms Lees explained that a further five properties which have been assessed as minor
would fall into the moderate, and therefore significant, category but only if the 132kV
Overhead Line moved closer to the edges of the Limits of Deviation. These properties
are ID 19 at Hafod Olygfa, ID 71a at Pandy Wood (presently derelict), ID 267 Eriviat
Bach Isaf, ID 290 at Berain, and ID 292 at Croen Llwm Mawr. Ms Lees confirmed that
text relating to these five locations and the summary of the likely significance of visual
effect (on residential visual amenity) resulting from shifts in the pole positions is
provided in the Applicant's response to the Examining Authority's First Written
Question 8.5(b).
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4.8

Ms Gibson stated that in reality the 132kV Overhead Line is unlikely to move
substantially closer to any of the five properties and certainly not to the edge of the
Limits of Deviation due to constraints caused by conductor swing.

4.9

In response to a query raised by John Lloyd Jones of the Examining Authority, Ms
Lees confirmed that the residential locations discussed are all within 200m of the
132kV Overhead Line.

4.10

In response to a query raised by Jo Dowling of the Examining Authority in relation to
Croen Llwm being classified as minor, Ms Lees confirmed that as a bank of trees will
remain at the location, and as the Applicant has considered its setting including
intervening vegetation and likely views, this location is classified as of minor impact.
Ms Lees confirmed that if the trees were removed then this location would be
classified as moderate.

4.11

In response to a query raised by Mr Lloyd Jones, Ms Lees confirmed that the
assessment takes account of the fact that the Croen Llwm is a residential property
with agricultural sheds and views onto the Proposed Development from the rear
garden. Ms Gibson clarified that the sensitivity of a residential property is automatically
assumed to be high in the assessment and that the surrounding buildings would only
be of consideration when assessing the magnitude of change that the 132kV
Overhead Line would have on the property, not the sensitivity of the receptor.

4.12

In response to a point raised in the oral representation of Councillor Welch, Ms Lees
confirmed that Tan Yr Allt has always been identified on mapping as ID7 as, on the
OS base, this property did not have its name delineated.

4.13

Further to the oral representation of Mr Parry, Ms Lees confirmed that there are
grouped properties around College Farm, being Hendy College, College Farm and
Pen Y Buarth. As grouped properties, originally a central point was taken and from this
point the distance to the Limit of Deviation was 200m. However, the table in the
Residential Visual Amenity Assessment correctly identifies College Farm as being
190m from the centreline of the Limit of Deviation. The Applicant agreed to provide a
written representation detailing this statement. See Appendix Three.

4.14

In response to a request from the Examining Authority to provide a written
representation on the long term effects of trees dying or becoming senescent in terms
of long term landscape and significance of effect, Ms Gibson confirmed that
reassessing every group of trees could be onerous as the assessment would have to
be reconsidered on a basis of bare ground which would be unrealistic (i.e. with no
trees or screening), but that a written statement could and would be supplied. See
Appendix Four (to be submitted for Deadline 4).

5.

ITEM 7.3 TO EXAMINE OTHER MATTERS RELATING TO LANDSCAPE AND
VISUAL IMPACT, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO:(i) choice of viewpoints and any comments on landscape issues from the
viewpoints visited on the Accompanied Site Inspections

5.1

[Applicant Note: The Applicant has submitted an acetate sheet in response to Action
9 pursuant to the IS Hearing Day 2, which can be used to show the height of a vertical
feature in the landscape from a particular distance, and is therefore a potentially useful
tool in the context of an LVIA. Appendix Five confirms how this was deployed in the
context of the Proposed Development, and provides details of the formula for
calculating the height of poles at different distances and also a copy of the document
that piloted this approach.]

5.2

In response to a query raised through the Examining Authority from Mr Parry, Ms
Gibson confirmed that the use of the clear acetate sheet on site to demonstrate how
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high a pole would appear in the landscape at different distances is based upon a
separate piece of work undertaken for Gwynedd, Anglesey and Snowdonia National
Park. Ms Gibson confirmed that the Applicant would submit a written representation
detailing the methodology as well as an online link to the Examining Authority. Ms
Gibson confirmed that this methodology has not been independently verified.
(ii) definitions of terms used in the LVIA
5.3

Please refer to Appendix Seven for a detailed explanation of the definitions used in the
LVIA.
(iii) effects upon Public Rights of Way

5.4

In response to a question raised by Mr Lloyd Jones of the Examining Authority, Ms
Gibson explained that the Applicant has dealt effectively with local rights of way by
assessment in the round. To assess the impact on every public right of way would be
unreasonable.

5.5

In addition, it was confirmed that a sufficient assessment of open access land was
undertaken, which is detailed in Chapter 7 of the Environmental Statement.
(iv) effects upon the Elwy Valley

5.6

Ms Gibson confirmed that the Special Landscape Area lies to the west of the
proposed route; one of the reasons for the routeing decisions made was to avoid
impact on the Special Landscape Area. Ms Gibson stated that the impact on views
from the A543 of the Special Landscape Area would be minor and likely to be
experienced only briefly.

5.7

In response to a query raised by Jo Dowling of the Examining Authority, Ms Gibson
confirmed that the proposed route is approximately 1.8km from the closest Special
Landscape Area boundary.

5.8

In response to a question raised by Mr Lloyd Jones, Ms Gibson confirmed that
LANDMAP is a tool for the decision maker to use; not a tool which makes the decision
itself.

5.9

Ms Gibson stated that the Applicant provided for Deadline Two an assessment of the
impact on a number of local roads.
(v) effects upon Groesffordd Marli

5.10

Ms Gibson confirmed that the assessment concluded that some moderate visual
effects are likely to be experienced from the cluster of properties at Groesffordd Marli,
local lanes, and the network of public footpaths on the northern slopes of the Cefn
Meiriadog ridge. These visual receptors all lie close to where a short section of the
132kV Overhead Line would be seen on the skyline as it crossed the ridgeline. The
effects will add to those currently experienced due to the existing high voltage pylon
lines in the area.
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5.11

In response to a question raised by Ms Dowling of the Examining Authority, Mr
Westmoreland Smith confirmed that the reason for undergrounding at Groesffordd
Marli is not because of the landscape and visual impact. The assessment in this area
did not engage the policy test of serious concerns. It is for technical reasons relating to
clearance distances of existing 132kV and 400kV lines that the 132kV Overhead Line
had to be undergrounded at this location. The poles were placed away from
Groesffordd Marli so as to avoid an impact on residential amenity.

5.12

Further to a question raised by Ms Dowling, Mr Westmoreland Smith confirmed that
the serious concerns test is applied along the length of the 132kV Overhead Line
consistently. It is correct to say if the 132kV Overhead Line were undergrounded the
impact would be less in the location, however the test had to be applied consistently.
Mr Westmoreland Smith then confirmed that the trigger for serious concerns is a major
landscape impact, but the Applicant has considered all impacts, in particular whether
there would be an unacceptable impact on residential properties.

5.13

Mr Westmoreland Smith confirmed, in response to a statement made by Mr Barlow,
that although it is technically possible, it would be technically difficult to go underneath
a 400kV line as the Applicant may need to shut down the network within the vicinity.
(vi) effects upon the Historic Track near Groesffordd Farm

5.14

Please refer to agenda Item 8.1 of this Oral Summary, which provides an analysis of
the effect upon the Historic Track near Groesffordd Farm. There is not considered to
be any effect on this track as a result of the Proposed Development. The track is
outside the Order limits and the Applicant would not be utilising the track for
construction or maintenance purposes.
(vii) effects caused by any other construction access tracks especially in the
vicinity of Plas Newydd, Berain and Llechryd

5.15

Mr Westmoreland Smith confirmed, on behalf of the Applicant, that the Land Plans
show access tracks as coloured brown and that these are Class 1 rights. The
Applicant has undertaken to identify in table form all of the brown land and what it is
proposed to be used for, which will be submitted to the Examining Authority.

5.16

In response to a question raised by Ms Dowling of the Examining Authority, Mr
Westmoreland Smith referred the IS Hearing to Sheet 1 of the Access and Rights
Plan, which show two types of access. Generally the Applicant will need roughly five
metres of access, which will require the removal of some vegetation. These
hedgerows will be reinstated. It was noted that the details of visibility splays are not
yet known and therefore have not informed the Landscape assessment.

5.17

Mr Westmoreland Smith highlighted that Requirement 9 of the DCO (as at the date of
the IS Hearing) relates to highways and states that the design needs to be approved
by the Local Planning Authority. Further Mr Westmoreland Smith referred the Panel to
Schedule 3 of the DCO, highlighting that:-

5.18

5.17.1

Part one deals with permanent alteration of layout and column three within
Part one provides a description of the alterations. These are
modifications/upgrades to existing tracks, for example resurfacing works.

5.17.2

Part two deals with temporary access, the descriptions all include the term
'creation' or 'extension'.

Mr Westmoreland Smith stated there is a further distinction: the rights being acquired
are permanent even though the track would be restored or removed as the Applicant
may need to use the access in the future for maintenance or repair. There are eight
access rights which are permanent (4 of these are over existing tracks whilst 4 would
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be new tracks, although the land would be reinstated following construction with the
Applicant having the right to use that land as an access during maintenance). It was
confirmed that a list of these accesses would be submitted by the Applicant for
Deadline Three. See Appendix Nine.
5.19

In response to a question raised by Ms Dowling, Mr Westmoreland Smith confirmed
that there are two requirements which the Applicant must address: the first being
Requirement 9, which relates to highways works, under which the Applicant has to
supply documentation to the satisfaction of the Highways Authority that the access
proposed is safe. The second requirement relates to landscaping, under which the
scheme must be approved by the LPA and which must delineate all the landscaping
works which would include the reinstatement of hedgerows removed to create
accesses. The requirements operate together to ensure safe access signed off by the
Highways Authority and once the construction activities have been carried out,
landscaping is undertaken to ensure the proper restoration of the access.

5.20

Mr Westmoreland Smith, in response to a question from Ms Dowling, confirmed that
there are two areas of land to be considered in relation to land interest, being yellow
and green land:5.20.1

The yellow land is the 'construction land', and the Applicant has previously
agreed that the installation of trees in this area would not be undertaken
without discussion with the landowner. The yellow land demonstrates class 2
rights, being rights to fell trees alongside a concomitant obligation to
reinstate the same. It was confirmed that the Applicant will include a further
requirement to accommodate landowner wishes. See Appendix Ten (to be
submitted for Deadline 4).

5.20.2

The green land is for landscaping and mitigation. Mr Westmoreland Smith
explained that the approach to assessment in this context is that
landscaping mitigation is needed both in the context of national policy and in
the context of the statutory duties on SP Manweb under Schedule 9 of the
Electricity Act 1989 to have regard to the environment. Mr Westmoreland
Smith confirmed that the Applicant is seeking powers for the purpose of
planting in green land for which landowners will be asked to accommodate
planting; this is the purpose behind the compulsory acquisition of the green
land.

5.21

Mr Westmoreland Smith further outlined that compensation (subject to assessment
pursuant to the Compensation Code) will include the effect of having planting on a
landowner's plot of land. It was explained that the compensation system recognises
that land in agricultural use may have a positive value, but that when a tree is planted
in such land it may not be used for the same purposes and, furthermore, that the
landowner may have to maintain that tree at cost. The compensation will address the
diminution of the value of the land both as a result of the loss of utility of the land and
any on going cost of maintenance.

5.22

Mr Westmoreland Smith also noted that SP Manweb will undertake to maintain the
trees for a period to be agreed with the Local Planning Authority.

5.23

It was also highlighted by Mr Westmoreland Smith that compulsory acquisition is not
the only route: that there can be voluntary agreement, and in voluntary agreement,
discussion of maintenance would take place.

5.24

In response to a question raised by Ms Dowling of the Examining Authority, Mr
Westmoreland Smith explained that the green land will be the primary subject matter
of the landscaping scheme to be discussed with, agreed with and approved by the
Local Planning Authority.
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5.25

Further to a question raised by Mr Lloyd Jones of the Examining Authority, Mr Bonner
confirmed that the information available on access tracks was taken into account in
the consideration of effects on listed buildings.

5.26

In response to a question raised by the Examining Authority, Mr Westmoreland Smith
confirmed that the method of hedgerow replacement is to lift and replant the same
hedgerow. Ms Gibson commented that replanting of a native hedgerow would include
establishment well within fifteen years.
(viii) effects upon Designated Landscapes, i.e. Snowdonia National Park and
Clwydian Hills AONB

5.27

No specific response was required by the Applicant in responding to this question on
the Agenda. The Snowdonia National Park Authority, the Clwydian Range and Dee
Valley AONB Joint Advisory Committee and NRW have confirmed that adverse effects
on the designated landscapes are unlikely
(ix) effects upon Historic Landscapes i.e. Lower Elwy Valley and Vale of Clwyd

5.28

Ms Gibson confirmed that the Eriviat Park Landscape has been adequately assessed
and that the impact is considered to be moderate. It was confirmed by Ms Gibson that
this parkland is not a registered park and garden.
(x) Given that some landowners are reluctant on grounds of highway safety and
on-going maintenance to see trees planted as landscape mitigation, please
could the Applicant confirm how they propose that landscape mitigation can be
achieved to the assessed level? Please could the applicant also please confirm
that no planting scheme would be forced on landowners?

5.29

Mr Westmoreland Smith noted that the answer to this question was given earlier and
that the Applicant had no further comments.

5.30

In response to a question raised by Mr Iwan Jones, Mr Westmoreland Smith explained
that the distinction between yellow and green land relates to a distinction between
rights being sought. The yellow land includes construction rights, the right to fell,
remove, replant and replace the vegetation – the planting in relation to the yellow land
is to replace lost planting as a result of construction works. It was confirmed that there
will be no new trees without landowner consent on the yellow land and that this would
be reflected in a new DCO requirement. It was further explained that rights over the
green land is being acquired solely for mitigation planting to address the effects of the
Proposed Development itself.
(xi) Is the Applicant confident that the assessment of the number of dwellings
that are within 200 metres from the limits of deviation is correct? There seems
to be a difference of opinion as to how close Plas Newydd is to the limits of
deviation. Does any other Interested Party wish to challenge the 200 metre
calculation?

5.31

Mr Bonner confirmed that the Historic Environment Assessment details distances from
buildings to the Limits of Deviation and the alignment, and these figures are correct. It
was further confirmed that the distance Plas Newydd is greater than 200m from the
Limits of Deviation, including both the house and the curtilage.

5.32

Further to a question raised by Mr Parry via the Examining Authority, the Applicant
confirmed that College Farm is within 200m of the proposed line and that the actual
assessment of this location reflected this.
(xii) Conwy CBC in their Deadline 1 submission, say that the Elwy and Aled
Valleys are Special Landscape Areas. Please will Conwy CBC explain the status
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of this designation and its importance in policy terms and how this is
manifested in their Development Plans?
5.33

This Agenda item was not discussed at the hearing.
(xiii) The Applicant in reply to question 8.5. in Deadline 1, cites 5 properties that
may be affected by changes in pole positions, it goes on to say, “even if the
poles became closer to these dwellings ….. none would be likely to be
unattractive and thus unsatisfactory places to live” On what basis was that
assessment made?

5.34

Ms Gibson explained that there is no published guidance on how impacts on
residential visual amenity should be assessed, or the criteria that should be applied in
considering the extent of any such impacts. However, the matter of consideration of
potential effects on living conditions has been examined at several public inquiries.
Ms Gibson referred the IS Hearing to Appendix 7.1 of the Environmental Statement
which states that ‘In terms of impact on living conditions and on the basis of the
assessment, even if the poles became closer to these properties and significant visual
effects arose, none would be likely to have the visual component of their residential
amenity affected to the point where they become ‘unattractive and thus unsatisfactory
places in which to live’.

5.35

Ms Gibson explained that the Applicant's approach has been informed by the
‘Lavender Test’, which is named after a planning inspector who stated the following
during a planning appeal following the refusal of a wind farm planning application in
Langdon, Dover :“When turbines are present in such number, size and proximity that
they represent an unpleasantly overwhelming and unavoidable presence in main
views from a house or garden, there is every likelihood that the property concerned
would come to be regarded as an unattractive and thus an unsatisfactory (but not
necessarily uninhabitable) place in which to live. It is not in the public interest to
create such living conditions where they did not exist before."

5.36

Ms Gibson stated that this was the approach which the Applicant applied in the
residential visual amenity assessment and that this informed the professional
judgement on the visual component of residential amenity. In terms of defining the
tipping point of visual effect which would make somewhere an "unsatisfactory place to
live", Ms Gibson stated that the Applicant considers this to be areas where the
development would become a dominant feature in the main views from a property.
Given the size and appearance of the wood poles, Ms Gibson confirmed that this is
highly unlikely to arise beyond 200m which is why this was the cut off distance for the
Residential Visual Amenity Assessment. The assessment concludes that there are
likely to be moderate visual effects on four residential properties near Groesffordd
Marli. However the Applicant maintains that the line would not be so close or intrusive
to become the dominant feature of the view in any of these cases.

5.37

Ms Gibson referred the IS Hearing to GLVIA3 (paragraph 6.3.6), noting that when
undertaking residential visual amenity assessments, it is occupiers of rooms normally
occupied during waking or daylight hours (assumed to be downstairs) that are likely to
be more susceptible to changes in their visual amenity. This is because views from
these rooms are likely to be experienced for a longer period of time. This guidance,
with its emphasis on primary views, formed the basis for the assessment. The
Residential Visual Amenity Assessment was taken from publicly accessible locations.
Ms Gibson stated that GLVIA3 notes that it is impractical to visit and produce private
viewpoints for each residential receptor.

5.38

It was agreed that the Applicant would submit the Lavender appeal decision into the
Examination. See Appendix Eleven.
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(xiv) Given that the grid connection may only be in place for 25 years which is
approximately the same length of time that mature broad leaved trees begin to
make a landscape impact; apart from hedgerow restoration; is the tree planting
associated with this scheme a matter of mitigation for the grid connection or a
matter of landscape restoration after decommissioning?
5.39

Ms Gibson commented that trees grow at variable rates, on average the rate of growth
is that by fifteen years the trees would be around six metres high, which would provide
some screening. It was recognised that this is variable.

5.40

Mr Westmoreland Smith confirmed, in response to a query raised Mr Iwan Jones, that
areas in which planting will have to be removed for decommissioning are yellow land,
meaning land in which generally the planting will be of hedgerows. The tree planting
will, in the majority, be undertaken in the green land.

5.41

Mr Westmoreland Smith confirmed that if the Applicant acquired compulsory
acquisition powers, and subject to a scheme being agreed, the Applicant would be
able to unilaterally plant trees on the green land.
(xv)The Panel understands that Clocaenog Forest is commercial forestry in
which areas become subject to felling in rotation. Please could the applicant
and/or NRW provide details of the felling regime for Clocaenog Forest and
explain what impacts this would have on the nearest sensitive residential
receptors near Clocaenog Forest?

5.42

Ms Gibson explained that the nearest sensitive visual receptor to Clocaenog Forest is
Hafod Olygfa, the recently constructed single storey property which is located on the
shoulder of Tir Mostyn close to the existing wind farm turbines. Removal of
commercial forestry is unlikely to affect the assessment of effects on views from this
property which are considered to be minor.

5.43

It was confirmed that the Applicant did not have the detailed felling regime and so the
Applicant would not rely upon it.
(xvi) Has the applicant considered the impacts that Ash
would have on the landscape, given that ash is one of
species of trees in the Order limits? What effect would this
established trees for screening and the implications that
replacement planting.

die-back (Chalara)
the most common
have on the use of
this may have for

5.44

Ms Gibson confirmed that the Applicant did consider the potential impact of ash die
back as the assessment was undertaken in winter when there were no leaves on the
trees. Ms Gibson confirmed that ash has been removed from the replanting proposals
and that the Applicant's intention is to work with the Local Authority's ecologist to
decide what should be included in the mitigation planting.

5.45

Ms Lee confirmed, on behalf of the Applicant, that there are approximately fifteen
footpaths that are oversailed by the 132kV Overhead Line.
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ITEM 8 HERITAGE IMPACTS
6.

ITEM 8.1 TO ESTABLISH WHETHER THE TRACK OPPOSITE GROESFFORDD
MARLI HAS ANY HERITAGE STATUS

6.1

The Examining Authority asked Mr Bonner, of Network Archaeology, on behalf of the
Applicant, to say a few words about the heritage status of Groesffordd Marli to the
local community.

6.2

Mr Bonner stated that the track running south from Groesffordd Marli is not designated
as a national asset and nor does it benefit from protection within the Lower Elwy
Valley Historic Landscape Area HLA (C) 4, which lies over 500m away. Mr Bonner
noted that the track is not recorded in its own right in the Historic Environment
Records of Denbighshire Council.

6.3

Mr Bonner stated that the track does appear on a Tithe map of 1846, which is its first
appearance in historic mapping. Mr Bonner indicated that field reconnaissance,
undertaken as part of the historic environment assessment for the Environmental
Statement, recorded that the road marked on the tithe map survived as a ‘holloway’
track with intermittent raised banks and hedges on either side.

6.4

Mr Bonner noted that the track provides transport links, via a network of other roads
and tracks, to the surrounding villages such as Hafod, and the town of St Asaph, but
that these connections do not rely on the track, suggesting that the track is primarily
part of the ‘local’ network.

6.5

Mr Bonner confirmed that the track has not been assessed singularly, since together
with other existing roads, trackways and agricultural fields, it forms part of the historic
landscape setting of the village of Groesffordd Marli, which is recorded as an asset in
the Historic Environment Records of Denbighshire Council (HERS 105497). Mr
Bonner therefore confirmed that the track is assessed in this context, and that the
settlement at Groesffordd Marli has been fully assessed in SP Manweb’s historic
environment chapter of the ES (Table 8.13 and Paragraph 8.7.76, Figures 5, 32). Mr
Bonner offered to summarise the assessment of Groesffordd Marli in terms of heritage
for the Examining Authority. The Examining Authority requested that this be submitted
to the Examination. See Appendix Twelve.

6.6

The Examining Authority noted that the reason the track had been raised as an issue
was that there was an implication of a potential threat to the track in terms of it being
used as an access track or similar, and therefore looking for some reassurance for
local residents. However, the Applicant has now confirmed that the track will not be
used as an access route and is outside the Order limits.

6.7

Mr Bonner explained that in examining the Tithe maps the track is shown as one of a
network of local roads, forming wider connections, but appearing to be non-essential
to cross-country travel further afield. The Tithe map marks the nearest crossings of the
River Elwy to the northwest and southwest, but the track does not seem to link directly
to either to form a cross-country regional routeway, suggesting that the track was part
of the local network.

6.8

The Examining Authority indicated that this assessment should be submitted to the
Examination, since it is of interest to residents.

6.9

Mr Bonner noted that in any event the track is not designated.
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7.

ITEM 8.2 EXAMINATION OF HOW THE PYLONS WILL AFFECT THE SETTING OF
BERAIN AND PLAS NEWYDD

7.1

The Examining Authority noted that the historical importance of Berain was not under
dispute by any party. However, the question was whether the Applicant was confident
that the setting of the Grade II* building in this historic landscape had been assessed
properly.

7.2

Mr Bonner confirmed that the Applicant was confident that the setting of the Grade II*
building in this historic landscape had been properly assessed. Berain derives its
principle significance from its fabric, form and rarity, and from its historical
associations. Mr Bonner also noted the importance of Berain’s buildings within the
surrounding estate setting as part of a working farm. Mr Bonner noted that the
Applicant has considered all of these aspects for which the asset derives its
significance in its assessment.

7.3

The Examining Authority queried whether the Applicant was confident that a proper
assessment had been made in terms of the siting of the building within the landscape.

7.4

Mr Bonner noted that the effects are assessed in the Environmental Statement as
being moderate, referring the Examining Authority to paragraphs 8.6.12 and 8.7.43 of
the Environmental Statement. In this context Mr Bonner noted that the assessment of
a moderate impact is primarily derived from the proximity of the Proposed
Development to the farm and its crossing of the farm. In terms of site visits, because
of the setting, Mr Bonner confirmed that the Applicant has undertaken an extensive
assessment of views, including views from outside the setting looking in.

7.5

Mr Bonner noted that there are potential effects on the setting itself, which might also
include short-term change to some field boundaries during and following construction,
as had been discussed and considered already. Mr Bonner also noted that there
would be impacts on views primarily of the near and middle distance. Mr Bonner noted
that many views from the east or south east would be back clothed or seen against
sloping land or else partially filtered by intervening vegetation. Mr Bonner noted that
the Proposed Development would be skylined in certain locations, both from views
within the curtilage of buildings looking west and within views from the east across the
asset's extended settings, in short sections, and disappearing in and out of mature
tree cover. Mr Bonner noted that there will be gaps where the Proposed Development
will appear skylined looking to the west.

7.6

The Examining Authority requested confirmation of why when looking at Berain from a
historic perspective the Applicant was using terms and covering issues normally
associated with landscape and visual impact, and requested confirmation of the
guidelines for this type of assessment which were being used.

7.7

Mr Bonner offered to explain the methodology used in the context of the historic
assessment. Mr Bonner explained that the methodology for this approach was
established and approved in section 8.4 of the Environmental Statement, and followed
a staged approach taken from the Design Manual for Roads and Bridges, in relation to
assessment of the historic environment. Mr Bonner confirmed that the methodology
was similar to that used in the landscape and visual assessment, adopting a staged
approach to the assessment. This involved identifying the asset, then looking at
magnitude of effect on the asset, which can be a direct or indirect effect. In this
context Mr Bonner noted that it is necessary to look at direct impacts on above and
below ground archaeology and also at indirect impacts. Mr Bonner noted that
professional judgement has to be used, and is notably relevant to the assessment of
indirect impacts. Mr Bonner noted that the assessment of effects can be stated to be
at the upper or lower end of a particular range of assessment to avoid a matrix led
approach. Mr Bonner noted that it was necessary to consider the sensitivity of the
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asset and to take account of both this and the value placed on the asset in
determining the impact.
7.8

In response to a query from Mr John Mars Jones regarding separation distances, and
a question from the Examining Authority to the same effect, Mr Bonner indicated that
in the assessment there was no "cut off" of 200m, and that buildings were assessed
within its immediate curtilage and setting

7.9

Mr Westmoreland Smith noted that the 200m radius related to impacts on residential
amenity, whereas Mr Bonner was looking at the impact on the cultural heritage asset,
which happened to be Mr John Mars Jones' home. Mr Westmoreland Smith noted that
Berain has importance in terms of architecture, cultural importance and its relationship
with the surrounding terrain. Mr Westmoreland Smith noted that the Proposed
Development could not have an impact on the historical significance of Berain, the
story of Katherine of Berain subsists whether the Proposed Development is there or
not.

7.10

The Examining Authority noted that it understood from Mr Bonner that professional
judgement was involved in the assessment of impacts, and noted the needed to
resolve the differences between the conservation officer of Conwy County Borough
Council and Mr Bonner for the Applicant. The Examining Authority noted that Mr Davis
had expressed that in his professional judgment there were concerns over the impact
of the Proposed Development on the wider setting, and indicated it would like to hear
professional views on that point.

7.11

Mr Westmoreland Smith referred the Examining Authority to Viewpoint 26. Mr Bonner
indicated that he was not trying to focus on the buildings alone, as the significance of
an impact on a listed building is assessed on all three elements associated with the
building, namely architecture, historical importance, and landscape setting.

7.12

Mr Bonner noted that this has been the focus of the Applicant's assessment of effects
on the assets, as it is the landscape setting that is being altered, rather than the
historical impact. Mr Bonner noted that the Applicant considered that the overall
appreciation and understanding of the setting remained but with some changes, and
that the question was what the magnitude of that change in the setting was.

7.13

Mr Bonner noted that Table 8.5 contained the definition of magnitude of effect used by
the Applicant, and noted that the Applicant had concluded a moderate change
assessment, noting that the change does in Mr Bonner's professional judgement not
fall into major which would be changes to most or all of the assets, extreme visual
effects or a comprehensive change.

7.14

The Examining Authority queried why this was not considered to be comprehensive
change, noting that given the open aspect of the landscape would seem to be a major
effect due to the lack of changes in the landscape up until now. The Examining
Authority queried whether the effect was moderate or significant.

7.15

Mr Bonner clarified that "significant" is used to describe both moderate and major
effects in the assessment. Mr Bonner indicated that there is no question that the
effects are seen as significant. However, Mr Bonner reiterated that the surveys took
account of the setting as well as views within, across and outside the extended
setting, and weighed up those effects, as well as considering the impact of the existing
barns on the immediate setting. Weighing these factors the Applicant assessed the
effect as moderate, and considers that this assessment was reasonable and
appropriate. Mr Bonner noted that it was a considerable change but not a
comprehensive change, and confirmed that the effects were on the significance of the
asset.
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7.16

In response to a question from the Examining Authority, Mr Westmoreland Smith
noted that the barns and lower voltage lines were included within the baseline for the
assessment, and so already formed part of the assessment and should not be
included again the context of cumulative effects. Mr Westmoreland Smith also
confirmed that CADW agrees with the Applicant's findings in the assessment. The
Examining Authority indicated that it believed this was the first time reference had
been made to CADW's opinion, and requested that this be put into the Examination.
Mr Westmoreland Smith indicated that he thought it had been mentioned in the
response to FWQ 9.1. The Examining Authority queried whether it was a written
opinion from CADW, and noted that a written opinion from CADW is important when
there are differing professional opinions to reconcile.

7.17

The Examining Authority noted that it would be useful to understand when planning
permission had been granted for the agricultural buildings at Berain, whether it was
delegated to planning officers or went to the planning committee, and to see a copy of
the planning officer's report of recommendations in relation to their development. The
Examining Authority requested that a copy of this report be submitted to the
Examination. See Appendix Thirteen.

7.18

The Examining Authority also requested a copy of the planning permission itself so
that the Examining Authority could see the conditions attaching to it, and also asked
whether consent was granted on a permanent or temporary basis.

7.19

The Examining Authority noted that it had also asked about the setting of Plas
Newydd, and had seen it on the site visit. The Examining Authority queried whether
Denbighshire County Council had any comments other than those in its Local Impact
Report regarding impacts on Plas Newydd from a historic context. Denbighshire
County Council confirmed that its conservation architect's comments are in the Local
Impact Report, where it is accepted that the impact in the setting is considered to be
neutral or moderate / slight in relation to Plas Newydd.

8.

ITEM 8.3 IN THE EVENT OF ARCHAEOLOGICAL ARTEFACTS BEING
DISCOVERED EITHER THROUGH UNDERGROUNDING OR EXCAVATIONS FOR
OVERHEAD SUPPORTS; HOW WILL THAT POTENTIAL SITUATION BE
MANAGED AND HOW WILL IT BE SECURED IN THE DCO?

8.1

The Examining Authority queried how artefacts discovered during construction would
be handled and how this would be secured in the DCO.

8.2

Mr Westmoreland Smith confirmed that this would be secured through the CEMP,
section 3.4, which relates to the historic environment. Mr Westmoreland Smith
referred to paragraph 3.4.6 regarding observation and recording of archaeological
artefacts any previously unknown archaeological remains, and in particular paragraph
1.10.10, which requires the Environmental Clerk of Works to appoint an archaeologist,
who is responsible for developing, consulting and implementing the written scheme of
investigation. This is caught by Requirement 13 in the DCO. In addition, there is
Requirement 12, which requires the written scheme to be submitted to the relevant
planning authorities for approval (following consultation with the Clwyd and Powys
Archaeological Trust and the country archaeologist).

8.3

Mr Westmoreland Smith notes that consultation is required prior to an application
being submitted to the Local Planning Authority for its approval.

8.4

Mr Westmoreland Smith indicated that the Applicant would be required under the
CEMP to have already consulted on a mechanism for recording any archaeological
finds. There would therefore already be a mechanism in place for dealing with this and
the Applicant would be required to comply with this scheme.
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8.5

Mr Bonner confirmed that as part of the historic environmental assessment the
Applicant looked at all of the data available from the Local Planning Authorities, the
Trust and all historic mapping, and so has collated all of this data as far as possible,
as well as historic photographs and other sources.

ITEM 9 BIODIVERSITY IMPACTS
9.

ITEM 9.1 EXAMINATION OF POTENTIAL IMPACTS UPON EUROPEAN SITES,
INCLUDING BUT NOT NECESSARILY LIMITED TO:Dyfi Estuary Special Protection Area - to ascertain what ‘general precautions’
the Welsh Government meant in its answer to ExAQ6.1 in relation to Greenland
White-Fronted Geese and to obtain NRW’s views on the Welsh Government’s
comments

9.1

Mr Brickland for the Applicant (Director of Peak Ecology) noted that the Welsh
Government has always maintained that if NRW was satisfied with the Environmental
Statement then the Welsh Government would also be satisfied with the exception of
Greenland white-fronted geese. Mr Brickland noted that it was the population of whitefronted geese at the Dyfi Estuary that the Welsh Government were concerned about,
noting that this was a small but nonetheless important population in Wales, and the
only overwintering population in Wales.

9.2

Mr Brickland noted that the Welsh Government considered there could be a collision
risk with the 132 kV Overhead Line, and had suggested requiring reflectors to be used
on the overhead line to address this, but that the Applicant's position was collision risk
was highly unlikely and that bird deterrents were disproportionate and unnecessary in
the circumstances.

9.3

Mr Brickland noted that a desktop study had been undertaken including bird data for a
5km buffer around the route corridor, and found no records of Greenland white-fronted
geese. Mr Brickland noted that further survey work had included Autumn/Winter bird
surveys and vantage point surveys from two locations between October 2012 and
September 2013 (amounting to 141hrs of observation time). These surveys also did
not find any Greenland white-fronted geese. [Applicant Note: It should also be noted
that there are other overhead power lines in the area, including higher 400Kv lines,
and we are not aware of any Greenland White fronted Goose collisions.]

9.4

Mr Brickland mentioned the migration routes of the geese, noting that there was a
debate over the direction in which the geese fly. Mr Brickland indicated that the
Migration Atlas suggests that the route is across Ireland with a stop-over in Iceland. Mr
Brickland noted that work by Tony Fox indicated that Irish populations of the geese fly
to the west of the Western Isles and on to Iceland. Mr Brickland also referred to more
recent research work by Professor Penycuick of the University of Bristol, involved
radio tagging three Greenland white-fronted geese from Southern Scotland and
tracking them back to Greenland with a feeding stopover in Iceland; these geese flew
between the Western Isles and mainland Scotland.

9.5

Mr Brickland indicated that as regards the Dyfi Estuary SPA over-wintering population,
the actual route is unclear and it is acknowledged that this could be across North
Wales and along the Scottish west coast. Mr Brickland indicated that the Applicant
maintains that the geese from the Dyfi Estuary SPA in fact fly across Ireland. Mr
Brickland noted that the Welsh Government suggests that they may fly over North
Wales. Mr Brickland indicated that as far as he is aware nobody has ever radio
tracked geese from Dyfi Estuary population so there is no definite answer – it could be
either way and the Applicant has considered the position on that basis.

9.6

Mr Brickland indicated that there were 48 Greenland white-fronted geese at the Dyfi
Estuary identified in 2012, which was not a huge number but still an important
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population for Wales. Mr Brickland noted that the geese fly at very high altitude
(thousands of meters) so any collision with the 132kV Overhead Line was very
unlikely.
9.7

In terms of their route, Mr Brickland noted that the geese stop for feeding in Iceland for
a couple of days on way out and back, so if flying over North Wales coast, and if
forced down (which was only likely in very bad weather conditions) it is possible that
they could collide with poles and the 132kV Overhead Line. Whilst Mr Brickland
conceded that it is possible that they could collide with the overhead electric line, he
considered it very unlikely that this would happen. Mr Brickland confirmed that in his
opinion bird deterrents would therefore be disproportionate and unnecessary. In
addition, Mr Brickland noted that as there is no specific evidence or data of geese
locations or flight patterns over the Proposed Development, any deterrents would
need to be installed across the entirety of the overhead line. Such deterrents are
essentially a form of reflector and may in themselves create potential landscape and
visual effects.

9.8

To review the information that the applicant supplied in response to ExAQ6.2, in
particular Table 3.2(a) which omits 3 Ramsar sites within 70km of the route
alignment and other possible inaccuracies

9.9

The Examining Authority queried whether the Applicant can confirm whether Ramsar
sites were omitted from the Table, namely the Mersey Estuary, Ribble and Alt Estuary
and Dyfi Estuary Ramsar sites. Whilst the sites are quite distant the Examining
Authority considers that the evidence before it should be accurate.

9.10

Mr Brickland confirmed that these sites were not included in the Table but that the
assessment has assessed everything that it is appropriate to consider. [Applicant
Note: In relation to the Mersey Estuary; this site is important for overwintering waders
and ducks. The Mersey Estuary is 36km from the Proposed Development and based
on distance any impacts are considered highly unlikely. In relation to the Ribble and
Alt Estuary, this SPA is important for a range of overwintering wadersand ducks as
well as two species of swans and pink-footed geese, it is also important for some
breeding and passage waders and seabirds. The Ribble and Alt Estuaries SPA is
39km from the Proposed Development and based on distance any impacts are
considered highly unlikely. In relation to the Martin Mere RAMSAR site; this site is
important for overwintering Bewicks and whooper swans, pink-footed geese and
various ducks. The Martin Mere RAMSAR site is 58km from the Proposed
Development and based on distance any impacts are considered highly unlikely. In
relation to the Dyfi Estuary, Welsh Government suggested a potential impact on the
migratory Greenland white-fronted goose Anser albifrons population; ordinarily this
distance of 68km would be sufficient for an assumption that there would be no impact
on the interest feature of the SPA/RAMSAR. However, following the specific comment
from Welsh Government during the consultation process, it has been decided to
include the site in the assessment. However, this did not mean that the radius was
extended from 20km to 70km. As such, any RAMSAR sites outwith 20km of the
Proposed Development, apart from the Dyfi Estuary, have not been included within
the assessment. There are therefore no omissions in the assessment process.]

9.11

Mr Brickland indicated that Ramsar sites are wetland sites of international importance;
some are for habitats and some for species, and in the UK many are also Special
Protection Areas (SPAs). For SPA's and Ramsar sites Mr Brickland confirmed that the
Applicant has considered sites up to 20km from the Proposed Development in its
assessment. [Applicant Note: There is only one RAMSAR site within 20km of the
Proposed Development, namely the Dee Estuary.]

9.12

The Examining Authority requested that the Applicant update the Table for accuracy.
Mr Brickland confirmed that the Applicant would do so. See Appendix Fourteen.
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9.13

The Examining Authority also highlighted a potential inaccuracy in Table 3.1, which
did not identify the Halkyn Mountain SAC, which is designated for its populations of
great crested newts. The Examining Authority noted that this might be because it was
expected unlikely that the population of great crested newts would roam as far as
15km to the site of the Proposed Development. However, the Examining Authority
queried whether the table should be updated so as to show the SAC in any event. Mr
Brickland confirmed that the Applicant had not included this SAC on the basis that it
considered it unlikely that the great crested newt population would roam as far as
15km, but that the Applicant would update Table 3.1 to show that this had been
considered. See Appendix Fifteen.

10.

ITEM 9.2 EXAMINATION OF IMPACTS UPON OTHER PROTECTED SITES AND
SPECIES INCLUDING, BUT NOT NECESSARILY LIMITED TO INCLUDE:To establish the current position on the Protected Species Licence application
for dormice and it’s associated method statement

10.1

The Examining Authority indicated that it wishes to understand whether any other
protected species are currently the subject of such applications.

10.2

Mr Brickland confirmed that the Applicant has submitted a draft European Protected
Species Licence application for dormice, which includes a method statement, following
an extensive survey which was undertaken. Mr Brickland confirmed that following
extensive surveys the Applicant had made the assumption that dormice could be
present in all sections of woodland, including coniferous plantation and on the
interconnecting hedgerows. It is therefore assumed that dormice could be present in
woodland, scrub and hedgerows at any point along the route. Mr Brickland confirmed
that the Applicant has discussed mitigation with NRW and has taken NRW's
comments on board, and that this is incorporated in the draft European Protected
Species Licence.

10.3

The Examining Authority queried whether the Applicant could submit the draft method
statement or a summary thereof at Deadline 3, along with an update on the timetable
for approval. Mr Brickland confirmed that the Applicant would do so. See Appendix
Seventeen. [Applicant Note: Mitigation for impact on dormice has been discussed
with NRW during consultation and this has been incorporated into a draft European
Protected Species Licence which was submitted in response to FWQ 6.20(b).]

10.4

The Examining Authority noted that Mr Roberts had raised the point that there were
dormice and bats on his land which had not been picked up in the surveys, but that
this will be picked up in the next Agenda item.

10.5

The Examining Authority also noted that other Interested Parties had mentioned
badgers, buzzards and barn owls. The Examining Authority queried whether the
Applicant could confirm what evidence could be provided to confirm whether these
species are present in the area so that steps can be taken to protect them.

10.6

Mr Brickland noted that in relation to badgers the surveys showed that badgers are
active in the area and noted that the Applicant was aware that a licence may be
required if there is a badger sett with the working area. Mr Brickland noted that
badgers can be quite dynamic within their territory, with outlying setts being
abandoned over time and new ones being dug, and that the pre-construction surveys
would provide the details needed to get any necessary licence.

10.7

Mr Brickland confirmed that barn owls are a protected species and that if the
Proposed Development would disturb the birds themselves or their nest sites the
Applicant would need a licence.
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10.8

Mr Brickland also noted that other species had been identified and that the Applicant
would apply for licences if pre-construction surveys showed this to be required. In
particular, Mr Brickland noted that a great crested newt licence will be required and
that pre construction surveys would be repeated to support the licence applications.

10.9

Mr Brickland indicated that the bat survey has picked up a general use of the area by
bats for foraging and commuting but that specific surveys had not been undertaken.
Mr Brickland indicated that once the Applicant knew which trees were to be removed
then it would carry out further pre-construction surveys, focusing on the trees in
question, and would undertake dawn and dusk surveys, and apply for a licence if
necessary.

10.10

The Examining Authority asked NRW to confirm that it does not see any reason why
such licences would not be granted.

10.11

Mr Cannock noted that the test in respect of which the Examining Authority is required
to be satisfied is that it is not unlikely that NRW will grant the licence. Mr Cannock
confirmed that it is not unlikely that licences would be granted. However, Mr Cannock
confirmed that NRW cannot grant a licence until after pre-construction surveys have
been undertaken. Mr Cannock confirmed that NRW has considered the mitigation in
the draft method statement, and could agree to the mitigation but could not do more
until the draft DCO was made and in particular until pre-construction surveys were
undertaken. NRW noted that it would be helpful if in the Statement of Common
Ground intended to be submitted at Deadline 3 this mitigation could be agreed. The
Examining Authority confirmed that this would be helpful.

10.12

Mr Westmoreland Smith confirmed that the Applicant shares NRW's analysis of
appropriate test and process in the context of protected species.

10.13

In response to a question from Mr Parry, Mr Brickland confirmed that it is an offence to
disturb bats or make a fundamental change to a roost or to harm the animals
themselves. Mr Brickland indicated that it is known that bats will fly across gaps in
hedgerows, and referred the Examining Authority to the Bats Conservation Trust for
information on bats. See Appendix Eighteen.

10.14

To establish the grounds for designation of Hafod Dingle Local Wildlife Site

10.15

The Examining Authority noted that this site had been visited on the site visit. The
Examining Authority queried whether the relevant Local Authority could provide the
schedule of designation for Hafod Dingle Local Wildlife Site.

10.16

Mr Westmoreland Smith noted that the Applicant would respond to the points in full
raised by third parties in relation to this Agenda item once they had been received in
writing.

10.17

Mr Westmoreland Smith noted that Mr Daniel Roberts was correct that the ecological
surveys were originally undertaken for the original route for the Proposed
Development, but emphasised that they were much wider than this, and also covered
the Hafod Dingle. Mr Westmoreland Smith stated that the surveys provide the
necessary data for the detailed assessment work in the Environmental Statement, and
that this was where the relevant information was, and confirmed that the points raised
could be answered.

10.18

The Examining Authority asked for clarification of whether Hafod Dingle and Hafod
Wood were joined in the sense that they merged together, and requested confirmation
of their approximate size. Mr Daniel Roberts confirmed that they did merge together,
and were connected.

10.19

The Examining Authority requested clarification of the extent of the Local Wildlife Site.
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10.20

Mr Brickland stated that Mr Roberts accompanied one of the surveyors assessing
hedgerows and undertaking a Phase 1 habitats survey. Mr Brickland noted that a
habitats survey is a broad based survey for categorising habitats into pre-defined
categories, such as broad leaved woodland, grasslands etc. Mr Brickland noted that
Hafod Dingle is known to be restored ancient woodland, as well as broad leaved
woodland, and that it was not necessary for the surveyor to walk through the
woodland to determine that it fell within this category. Mr Brickland stated that the
surveyor could therefore clearly see enough from his position to categorise the
woodland properly. In this context Mr Brickland confirmed that he was quite satisfied
that the surveyor did his job properly. Mr Brickland noted that the survey was not a
detailed botanical survey, but would highlight where such surveys were required and
in the case of the Proposed Development such surveys are required, including in
relation to Hafod Dingle, and the requirement for these is secured through the
Ecological Management Plan. In terms of the photos Mr Brickland indicated that they
are just an example and are not really used in any other way or otherwise in the
assessment.

11.

ITEM 9.3 TO EXAMINE ASPECTS OF THE ECOLOGICAL MANAGEMENT PLAN
(ECMP) INCLUDING:-

11.1

Whether certain mitigation provisions included in the EcMP justify being
included on the face of the Development Consent Order, including:11.1.1

the provision of an Ecological Clerk of Works and Ecologist during
construction activities

11.1.2

Pre-construction surveys including broad leaved woodland and
plantation on Ancient Woodland and protected species surveys (for
common lizards, bats, dormice, badgers, otters and great crested
newts)

11.1.3

Invasive species method statements

11.1.4

Method statements for the translocation of ancient woodland indicator
species within Local Wildlife Sites

11.2

The Examining Authority noted that much of the bulk of the discussion under Agenda
Items 9.3 and 9.4 may be capable of being postponed until the following day's
Hearing, but that since they were present, it would be helpful to have views from NRW
and the Local Authorities as to whether the mitigation referred to in the Agenda should
be contained in requirements in the DCO or in the Ecological Management Plan,
which may be subject to change.

11.3

Mr Cannock confirmed on behalf of NRW that it was content with the requirement as
drafted, and noted that it would be preferable to have these matters in the Ecological
Management Plan, and not in separate requirements, since the details would be
informed by further pre-construction surveys and any mitigation agreed, and therefore
may be subject to change. NRW's preference would therefore be that these matters
are secured through the Ecological Management Plan rather than through the DCO.

11.4

Mr Cannock reiterated that NRW was satisfied with the wording of Requirement 13, as
any CEMP is required to be substantially in accordance with the outline draft provided,
which has as an appendix an Ecological Management Plan. NRW is therefore
reasonably comfortable that any Ecological Management Plan will be substantially in
accordance with the draft that the Applicant has provided and which NRW has seen
and commented on. Mr Cannock considered that if the Ecological Management Plan
submitted for approval was inadequate then NRW's response when consulted would
be not to grant approval, and that NRW would also not grant relevant licences if
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certain matters were not properly covered in the Ecological Management Plan. Mr
Cannock confirmed that NRW did not see any need to change requirement.
11.5

Mr Westmoreland Smith confirmed that the Applicant's position was the same as that
of NRW. Mr Westmoreland Smith noted that paragraph 1 of Schedule 2 of the draft
DCO specifically identified the meaning of CEMP, by reference to the document
before the Panel, and that this would be updated in line with any further updates to the
outline plans throughout the Examination. [Applicant Note: In structuring the
mitigation measures contained in the CEMP, reference is required to the Ecological
Management Plan (see paragraph 3.2.4), the Hedgerow Management Plan (see
paragraph 3.2.6) and the Traffic Management Plan (see paragraph 3.8.4). This is
because these plans contain the more detailed mitigation measures and it was
considered more appropriate to include such detail in their own plans rather than in
the main body of the CEMP. The CEMP is secured by Requirement 13 of the draft
DCO. The definition of "outline construction environmental management plan" in
Requirement 1 makes express reference to the outline ecological management plan
(v1), the updated outline hedgerow management plan (v2) and the outline traffic
management plan (v1). In addition, Requirement 13 itself expressly requires the
CEMP to include these three plans and to update them. As the CEMP, the Ecological
Management Plan, Hedgerow Management Plan and the Traffic Management Plan
are adequately secured and clearly referenced on the face of Requirement 13, it is not
considered necessary to insert stand alone Requirements for each of these plans.
Furthermore, such an approach would require a change to the structure of the CEMP.]

11.6

In response to a question from Mr I Jones, Mr Westmoreland Smith noted that the
environment was subject to change, and so it is preferable to have a pre-construction
survey to inform the requirement for licences, such that the best information is used at
the point when the decision is made on detailed points.

11.7

In response to a query from Mr I Jones, Mr Brickland stated that with protected
species surveys there are seasonal constraints but that there is enough time to do the
necessary surveys and obtain the necessary licences, and that this had been factored
into the Applicant's construction timetable. Mr Brickland confirmed that the Applicant
had enough lead-in time to undertake these surveys, and to take into account
turnaround time for NRW considering submissions made to it.

11.8

Mr Westmoreland Smith confirmed that the Applicant had time to, and would
undertake, the relevant surveys before the DCO was granted. See Appendix Nineteen
(to be submitted for Deadline 4).

11.9

Mr Roberts reiterated the point he made previously regarding photos in the context of
the Phase 1 habitats survey at Hafod Dingle, expressing the view that this had been
downplayed by Mr Brickland, that the photos in other locations were more accurate,
and that this should be taken into account by the Examining Authority. Mr Roberts
expressed the view that originally the Hafod route was the least preferred due to
biodiversity impact on Hafod Dingle. Mr Roberts then noted that the Hafod Route was
being taken, and that the Applicant had in this context used data that was not relevant
to the new route.
The wording used in the EcMP such as “kept to a minimum” (2.7.10) and
“wherever possible” (2.7.18 and 2.7.28) and “ unless they have to be removed
for safety reasons” (2.7.19) and whether this style of wording could be improved
to ensure that mitigation would be delivered

11.10

The Examining Authority queried whether the wording in the Ecological Management
Plan was tight enough to secure the necessary mitigation, giving the example of
wording such as "kept to a minimum". The Examining Authority requested the views of
NRW and the Local Authorities on this wording.
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11.11

Mr Brickland confirmed that the Applicant would look at the wording of the Ecological
Management Plan in light of the concerns raised for Deadline 3. However, Mr
Brickland noted, in some cases it may still be appropriate for this to contain some
caveats. Mr Brickland gave the example that it might be necessary to say that
wherever possible tree felling will take place during the winter months, as this would
be the preference, but it might not be possible to definitively undertake that all tree
felling would be undertaken in the winter months. Mr Brickland confirmed that the
Applicant would review the Ecological Management Plan and make amendments in
time for Deadline 3.

12.

THE FOLLOWING MATTERS OUTLINED BELOW WERE NOTED AS AGENDA
ITEMS BUT WERE NOT SPECIFICALLY ADDRESSED OR DEALT WITH AT THE
HEARING.
TO EXAMINE ASPECTS OF THE HEDGEROW MANAGEMENT PLAN (HMP)
INCLUDING:Whether certain mitigation provisions included in the HMP justify being
included on the face of the Development Consent Order, including the approval
of the Ecological Clerk of Works prior to any work on a hedgerow commencing
The style of wording used in the HMP such as “hedgerow species should be two
year old root trained stock” (2.6.3) and “compatible species” (2.6.1) and whether
this is sufficient to ensure that mitigation would be delivered
Is more clarity required over the responsibilities for maintaining the
transplanted hedges and new planting over the 15 years post planting period?

13.

ANY OTHER BUSINESS

13.1

The Examining Authority noted the need to pick up a few additional points raised
earlier during the IS Hearing, and asked Mr Parry to reiterate his point in relation to
landscape and visual impacts.

13.2

Mr Parry stated that in the landscape and visual impact assessment the word "briefly"
is used quite a lot, in the context of the Proposed Development "briefly" skylining or
"briefly" being visible. Mr Parry noted that this sounded innocuous but queried what it
meant. The Examining Authority suggested this could be added to the list of actions,
and asked if the applicant would like to comment.

13.3

Mr Westmoreland Smith noted that there was no technical definition of the word "brief"
and that it essentially came down to professional opinion of the assessor – if
perpendicular to skyline it is brief, but if running along the horizon then it is not brief.

13.4

Ms Gibson indicated that the word "brief" has more consistently been used in relation
to effects on views for road users or people who are moving through the landscape,
and is meant to convey the effect that when driving along a lane one might have a
brief glimpse of the line. Ms Gibson accepted that where the line goes over a ridge it is
perhaps not the best description to say that it "briefly" skylines.
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APPENDICES*
Appendix
Number

Action
Number

Deadline

Appendix Title

One

1

4

The photomontages submitted with the application
should have been adjusted so that they didn’t show
trees that would be removed as part of the proposal.
Concerns were raised that they still included trees that
would be lost. The Applicant is to check the
photomontages and to make any necessary
amendments.

Two

3

3

Three

6

4,
being
submitted
for DL3

Four

7

4

Five

9

4,
being
submitted
for DL3

Six

10

3

Seven

12

3

Eight

13

Nine

15

Ten

16

4,
being
submitted
for DL3
4,
being
submitted
for DL3
4

The Applicant is to confirm whether undergrounding of
the route was considered as an option as part of the
route selection process.
The Applicant is to submit a written statement to
confirm that College Farm fell within 200m of the
Order Limits and has been assessed on this basis with
regards to landscape and visual impacts.
The Landscape Assessment is to be updated/or a
statement produced to consider the effect of the
natural loss of trees and senescence on the
landscape.
The Applicant is requested to submit the clear acetate
sheet that enables the assessment of poles on site
including details of the formula for calculating the
heights of poles at different distances and an internet
link to the relevant Gwynedd/Anglesey document that
piloted this approach/formula.
The Applicant to check whether the Book of Reference
includes Mrs E I Mars Jones and Mr R Mars Jones
and if it doesn’t and it needs to, to amend it
accordingly.
The Applicant is requested to provide a definition of
magnitude in the context of visual impact in writing.
The Applicant is to provide a copy of the Inspectors
report for the Llandinam Connection.

Eleven

19

Twelve

21

Thirteen

22

4,
being
submitted
for DL3
4,
being
submitted
for DL3
3

The Applicant is to provide a list of where the 8 new
access points are proposed.
The Applicant is to consider further the possible
wording of a requirement to enable land owners
wishes to be taken into account with regards to
proposed landscaping measures.
The Applicant is to provide a weblink to the ’Lavender’
appeal decision in connection with windfarms in
Dover.
The Applicant is to submit the information tabled at the
hearing regarding the history of the track at Groesfford
Marli.
The Applicant is to submit a copy of the
correspondence from CADW
regarding their
assessment of the effect of the proposal on the setting
of Berain.
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Fourteen

24

4,
being
submitted
for DL3

For completeness the Applicant is to update Table 3.2
(a) to include the 3 Ramsar sites that are within 70km
of the scheme but are currently omitted from the table,
these are the Mersey Estuary, Ribble and Alt Estuary
and Martin Mere Ramsar sites.
Fifteen
25
3
The Applicant is to update table 3.1, Q6.2 to include
the Great Crested Newt Colony at Halkyn Mountain
SAC.
Sixteen
26
3
The Applicant in conjunction with NRW is to provide
an update as to where discussions with NRW are with
regards to licensing. The Panel are happy for points
26 and 27 to both be addressed through the
Statement of Common Ground.
Seventeen
27
3
A Statement of Common Ground with NRW is to be
submitted and is to include reference as to NRW
agreeing the proposed mitigation strategy for dormice.
The Panel are happy for points 26 and 27 to both be
addressed through the Statement of Common Ground.
Eighteen
28
4,
being The Applicant is to provide weblinks (including to the
submitted
Bat Conservation Trust Guidelines) for information
for DL3
regarding the flying patterns of bats.
Nineteen
31
4
The Applicant is to submit a timetable outlining how
they propose to undertake the necessary survey work
and obtain the relevant licenses/permits in order to
achieve completion of the project by the proposed
deadline of 2017.
Actions for other interested parties – response provided by SP Manweb
Twenty
18
4
DCC is to investigate with CADW whether the grounds
of Eriviat Hall were ever given a formal designation.

* The numbering of the appendices corresponds to the numbering of the actions list set by the
Examining Authority, as published on the Planning Inspectorate's website on 06 October 2015
(the "Actions List").
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APPENDIX ONE
ACTION NUMBER 1: THE PHOTOMONTAGES SUBMITTED WITH THE APPLICATION
SHOULD HAVE BEEN ADJUSTED SO THAT THEY DIDN’T SHOW TREES THAT WOULD
BE REMOVED AS PART OF THE PROPOSAL. CONCERNS WERE RAISED THAT THEY
STILL INCLUDED TREES THAT WOULD BE LOST. THE APPLICANT IS TO CHECK THE
PHOTOMONTAGES AND TO MAKE ANY NECESSARY AMENDMENTS.
A response will be provided by SP Manweb for Deadline 4, in accordance with the Action Points
published by the Examining Authority on 6th October 2015.
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APPENDIX TWO
ACTION NUMBER 3: THE APPLICANT IS TO CONFIRM WHETHER UNDERGROUNDING
OF THE ROUTE WAS CONSIDERED AS AN OPTION AS PART OF THE ROUTE
SELECTION PROCESS.
A response will be provided by SP Manweb for Deadline 4, as the response to this Action will
form part of the routing note to be prepared in response to the Issue Specific Hearing Day 1
Action 6a.
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APPENDIX THREE
ACTION NUMBER 6: THE APPLICANT IS TO SUBMIT A WRITTEN STATEMENT TO
CONFIRM THAT COLLEGE FARM FELL WITHIN 200M OF THE ORDER LIMITS AND HAS
BEEN ASSESSED ON THIS BASIS WITH REGARDS TO LANDSCAPE AND VISUAL
IMPACTS.
1.

SP Manweb provided a response to the Written Representation made by Dewi Parry
at Deadline 2 (REP2-015).

2.

In the response provided at Deadline 2, SP Manweb noted that the significance of
effects on Residential Visual Amenity as experienced by occupiers of College Farm
Bungalow would remain as assessed and presented in Section 7.7 of Chapter 7 of the
ES ‘Landscape and Visual’ (APP-098) and Appendix 7.1: Residential Visual Amenity
(APP-0132). SP Manweb can confirm that this property lies some 170m from the
edge of the Limits of Deviation and has been considered in the Residential Amenity
Assessment. At this distance the wood pole structures would appear approximately
5.4 cm high and would not prohibit or materially affect the panoramic views from the
house or garden.

3.

Table 3.1 (Ref 7) in Appendix 7.1 states:
“Primary views towards the Proposed Development would be distant and oblique.
Minor (not significant)”

4.

The assessment also notes that:
“Three, single and two storey detached properties approximately 190m from the
nearest pole located on the centreline of the Limits of Deviation at its closest point.
The properties are situated alongside a cluster of farm buildings which create a small
settlement adjacent to a minor road. These properties are located within a local
hollow at the end of a small valley. The surrounding landform and strips of woodland
contain most views.
Primary views are not orientated towards the Proposed Development, though Hendy
College and College Farm may experience winter views (depending on tree cover) of
the Proposed Development as it passes from the ridge down the valley sides towards
Hendy. College Farm (the bungalow) would experience views of the Proposed
Development to the rear (six windows) and side.
The proposed 132 kV Overhead Line would briefly skyline as it reached the rising land
adjacent to the B4501. There is a network of existing lower voltage overhead lines to
the rear of the settlement and a short section of one of these lines is on the skyline.
Telegraph poles are also visible from the properties.”

5.

It is considered that the above assessment of the effect on the residential amenity of
College Farm is accurate. It has been prepared having used GLVIA3 guidance and
considered relevant policy, in particular National Policy Statement EN-1 (NPS EN-1)
and National Policy Statement EN-5 (NPS EN-5).
Proximities

6.

Table 2.1 of Appendix 7.1 to the ES: Residential Visual Amenity Assessment (APP0132) erroneously indicates (with the use of an asterisk *) that College Farm
Bungalow is greater than 200m from the centre line of the Limits of Deviation. This is
because the property is identified as part of a grouped receptor which also includes
Hendy College and Pen Y Buarth, both of which lie greater than 200m from the centre
line of the Limits of Deviation. Table 3.1 of Appendix 7.1: Residential Visual Amenity

SP Manweb: Applicant's Oral Summary to the Issue Specific Hearing held on 30
September 2015 including supporting Appendices
Assessment (APP-0132) correctly indicates that College Farm bungalow lies
approximately 190m from the nearest pole on the centre line of the Limits of Deviation,
and approximately 170m from the edge of the Limits of Deviation, and forms the main
text and rationale of the assessment judgement. In both cases the overall judgement
of the significance of visual effects is reported accurately as minor.
7.

Views of the Proposed Development as it skylines near the B4501 are from the rear
and side of the property as noted in the assessment. The IP notes that up to 3
‘pylons’ could skyline in views from the rear of the property. SP Manweb
acknowledges that 3 - 4 wood pole structures and their associated wirescape are
likely to be visible to the rear of the property at a minimum distance of 170m. These
would add to the existing wirescape visible from the rear of the property. There is
potential for skylining of one structure and partial skylining of up to two structures as
the Proposed Development runs close to the B4501. The wood pole structures would
have an apparent height of approximately 4.8cm in views from the residential receptor
if they were seen in their entirety. At this distance the Proposed Development is
unlikely to have an ‘overbearing’ effect on the property and the judgement of the
significance of effects on residential visual amenity remains minor.

8.

The response notes that there is an additional skyline view to the south. This will
occur on the ridge noted in Table 3.1 of Appendix 7.1: Residential Visual Amenity
Assessment (APP-0132).
Accompanied Site Visit and Primary Views

9.

During the accompanied site visit, Mr and Mrs Parry invited the inspectors to visit their
property, and noted that they had northwesterly views to the rear of their bungalow
from a window in their lounge and from kitchen windows. Mr and Mrs Parry noted that
these constituted primary views from their property. As noted in the assessment,
there are likely to be views of the route to the rear of the property some 190m from the
nearest pole on the centre line of the Limits of Deviation as it traverses the B4501.
This pole will be skylined in views to the west, with potential for adjacent poles to be
partially skylined. The landform rises steeply to the rear of the property and poles are
likely to be viewed above eye level, and will occupy less than 30% of the view from the
windows.

10.

SP Manweb acknowledges this and notes that the assessment of the significance of
visual effects on their residential visual amenity would increase to the upper end of the
minor to account for these primary views.

SP Manweb: Applicant's Oral Summary to the Issue Specific Hearing held on 30
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APPENDIX FOUR
ACTION NUMBER 7: THE LANDSCAPE ASSESSMENT IS TO BE UPDATED/OR A
STATEMENT PRODUCED TO CONSIDER THE EFFECT OF THE NATURAL LOSS OF
TREES AND SENESCENCE ON THE LANDSCAPE.
A response will be provided by SP Manweb for Deadline 4, in accordance with the Action Points
published by the Examining Authority on 6th October 2015.
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APPENDIX FIVE
ACTION NUMBER 9: THE APPLICANT IS REQUESTED TO SUBMIT THE CLEAR ACETATE
SHEET THAT ENABLES THE ASSESSMENT OF POLES ON SITE INCLUDING DETAILS OF
THE FORMULA FOR CALCULATING THE HEIGHTS OF POLES AT DIFFERENT
DISTANCES AND AN INTERNET LINK TO THE RELEVANT GWYNEDD/ANGLESEY
DOCUMENT THAT PILOTED THIS APPROACH/FORMULA.
1.

The clear acetate sheet is being submitted as a hardcopy document and sent to the
Planning Inspectorate.

2.

The "Gwynedd/ Anglesey/ Snowdonia document" referenced in the question is titled
"Wind Turbines and Pylons - Guidance on the Application of Separation Distances
from Residential Properties" (May 2014). This document contains details of the
formula for calculating the heights of poles at different distances. A copy of the
Executive Summary of this document is provided with these appendices, and a brief
summary of its contents is provided below.

3.

In Wales there are currently no nationally prescribed minimum separation distances
between vertical structures such as wind turbines/ pylons/ communications masts/
wood poles and residential properties. There is guidance provided within Technical
Advice Note (TAN) 8: Planning for Renewable Energy for separation distances in
relation to noise, but visual impacts are not considered. To address this issue,
Gwynedd Council and Isle of Anglesey County Council ("the Councils") and the
Snowdonia National Park Authority commissioned a study with the aim of achieving
more robust, transparent and consistent decisions ("the Study").

4.

The parties intended that the output of the Study would inform local policies in the
emerging Anglesey and Gwynedd Joint Local Development Plan (JLDP) and the
forthcoming review of policy in the Eryri (Snowdonia National Park) Local
Development Plan (ELDP). The Executive Summary of the report on the Study "Wind
Turbines and Pylons: Guidance on the Application of Separation Distances from
Residential Properties" ("the Report") has been published as a background paper to
the JLDP.

5.

The Report is designed as a visual assessment tool that is easy to understand and
apply, and which developers can use when considering their planning applications.
Planning officers responsible for development control can also easily use the Report
when considering the likely visual impact of turbines and pylons (or other vertical
infrastructure including wood poles) on residential communities.

6.

Analysis of current guidance and case law indicates that there are a variety of
distances within which unacceptable impacts on residential visual amenity can occur,
and that this is by no means entirely dependent on the relationship between the height
and proximity of a turbine or pylon from a residential property. There is therefore no
conclusive evidence to support the strict application of minimum separation distances
between residential properties and wind turbines or pylons in terms of visual
residential amenity.

7.

Although rigid separation distances are not recommended, the use of indicative
residential visual amenity assessment trigger distances (within which there is potential
for very large scale of visual impacts) is recommended as a means of quickly
identifying any locations where a visual residential amenity assessment should be
carried out in order to identify any potentially unacceptable impacts in terms of
residential visual amenity.

8.

The outcomes of the Study led to the development of a series of ‘residential visual
amenity assessment trigger distances’ for different height bands of wind turbines and
pylons. These distances are based on the findings of the Study, which concludes that
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when a wind turbine or pylon would have an apparent height of around 7.5 cm (or
more) from the relevant residential receptor, it may give rise to a very large scale of
visual impact.
9.

Using the mathematical formula set out on pages 1 and 2 of Appendix 6 of the Report
it is possible to refine these guidelines further for each individual case, so as to work
out a more precise trigger distance for any height of wind turbine or pylon. When the
proposed height of a wind turbine or pylon is known, the distance at which its apparent
height would be around 7.5 cm can be calculated using the formula. Full details of the
formula are set out in the Report, a copy of which is provided with these appendices.

10.

A copy of the Report is available at the following link:
https://www.gwynedd.gov.uk/en/Council/Documents---Council/Strategies-andpolicies/Environment-and-planning/Planning-policy/Supporting-documents/Supportingdocuments-2015/Wind-Turbines-and-Pylons-Separation-distance-from-Houses(2014).pdf
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WIND TURBINES & PYLONS
GUIDANCE ON THE APPLICATION
OF SEPARATION DISTANCES
FROM RESIDENTIAL PROPERTIES
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Wind Turbines & Pylons:
Guidance on the Application of Separation Distances from Residential Properties

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
SECTION 1: INTRODUCTION
Purpose of the Study
1.1

This study was commissioned by Gwynedd Council, Isle of Anglesey County Council (the
Councils) and Snowdonia National Park Authority (the ‘Park Authority’) to determine the
appropriateness of applying minimum separation distances between wind turbines or pylons and
residential properties, to protect residential visual amenity.

1.2

For the purpose of this study Residential visual amenity refers to the visual amenity
experienced by residential properties including their gardens. It is a subset of residential amenity
which also includes aspects such as noise, light and vibration. In making judgements about
residential visual amenity, it is important to note that a potential significant adverse change to an
outlook from a property does not in itself result in material harm to living conditions – there needs
to be a degree of harm over and above this, for example undue obtrusiveness or overbearing
effect, to warrant a refusal or recommendation for refusal of a planning application.

1.3

The Councils and Park Authority are experiencing a range of pressures relating to wind energy
and 400 kV overhead line developments. Local communities and Councillors are concerned
about the potential visual impacts of wind turbines or pylons on views from residential properties
within the study area.

1.4

The study provides an evidence base to inform policies in the emerging Anglesey and Gwynedd
Joint Local Development Plan (JLDP) and any review of policy in the Eryri Local Development
Plan (ELDP); it may also be a material planning consideration for considering relevant planning
applications in the intervening period.

Study Approach
1.5

There is no nationally recognised method for establishing generic minimum separation distances
for wind turbines or pylons from residential properties based on potential visual impacts. Welsh
Government advice is that each case should be judged independently and on its own merits.

1.6

As a starting point to establish whether or not minimum separation distances should be applied,
and if so what these should be, the following desk based research and analysis of the issues was
initially undertaken:
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•

National, regional and local planning policy and guidance;

•

Other current related guidance;
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•

Comparative studies; and

•

Planning appeal decisions (including liaison with Joint LDP and Park Authority officers
and other Local Authorities in Wales to identify relevant planning appeal decisions and
any other relevant data which could be used as evidence to back up the study).

1.7

The results of the desktop research were analysed and an appropriate range of distances
identified (from which to assess the likely scale of the visual impacts of existing wind turbines and
pylons) in order to test and/or back up the research.

1.8

GIS data (provided by the Councils and Park Authority) was used to identify a number of
accessible locations within the study area from which existing wind turbines and pylons could be
viewed in the landscape. One example from each wind energy height band and two pylons were
selected and field work undertaken.

SECTION 2: EVIDENCE BASE
Review of Legislation, Policy and Guidance
2.1

The review of the legislation, policy and guidance for wind turbines quickly revealed that the
establishment of separation distances between turbines and residential properties in respect to
residential visual amenity is not a straightforward matter. This is reflected in the wide variety of
separation distances recommended by both national and local planning guidance. The only
current national guidance on separation distance for visual amenity is the 2 km community
1

separation distance applied in Scotland. Local planning guidance varies greatly; for instance
guidance on separation distances between turbines of around 20 m - 25 m to blade tip and
residential properties ranges from 350 m (Milton Keynes Local Plan) to 1 km (Wiltshire Core
Strategy). It is important to note that the height bands/descriptions of turbines often varies in
national and local guidance and the establishment of minimum separation distances sometimes
takes into consideration other factors such as noise and shadow flicker. Some local authorities
apply relatively rigid separation distances from residential properties whereas others provide
more general guidance and acknowledge that factors such as topography and vegetation may
reduce impacts on residential visual amenity.

National Policy and Guidance Context – Wind Turbines
2.2

In Wales there are currently no nationally prescribed minimum separation distances between
proposed wind turbines and existing residential properties based on potential adverse visual
impacts. National planning policy requires that local planning policy and guidance be based on
robust evidence.

1

Separation distance between communities and wind farms
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National Policy and Guidance Context – Pylons
2.3

There is currently no published planning guidance within the UK relating to separation distances
between pylons and residential properties. However the Holford Rules with NGC (1992) and
SHETL (2003) notes refer to minimising impacts on people, residential areas etc. as follows:
‘a. Avoid routeing close to residential areas as far as possible on grounds of general amenity.
b. In rural areas avoid as far as possible dominating isolated houses, farms or other small-scale
settlements’
The Holford Rules are the current guidelines referenced in the National Planning Statements for
Nationally significant Infrastructure Projects.

Review of Planning Appeals – Wind Turbines
2.4

The table set out in Appendix 2 (in the main report) summarises the reviews of a number of
planning appeals for proposed wind energy developments (most cases dating from 2009). Each
written appeal decision was analysed; particularly key text relating to observations on residential
visual amenity and the distances of proposed turbines from residential properties. Details of the
heights of turbines and their distances from properties are included in the table together with
resultant conclusions/comments on whether or not the overall effect on residential visual amenity
was deemed to be unacceptable i.e. so unpleasantly overwhelming and unavoidable that it
may result in a material harm to living conditions to warrant a refusal of planning
permission in the public interest.

Review of Planning Applications – Pylons
2.5

There have been no recent planning appeals in connection with 400 kV overhead line
developments. However, one of the more recent 400 kV overhead line developments to receive
planning permission in the UK is the upgraded Beauly to Denny line in Scotland, which was
granted in 2010. Chapter 24 (Visual Effects) of the Beauly to Denny Environmental Statement
(ES) stated the following:
‘every effort has been made to maintain a minimum distance of 100 m between any residential
property and the proposed line’ (paragraph 24.5.1.3)
‘The 100 m distance has been established as a general guide in order to address concerns
relating to visual amenity. The 100 m distance has been proposed as, at this distance, for a
property located on level ground and with a garden extending to 15 m from the house, a 10 m tall
tree at the end of the garden will screen views of a 55 m tall tower located at 100 m from the
property. However, not all properties will be on level ground or with gardens 15 m in length. The
situation at each property close to the line has been assessed and the information relating to
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properties where a major adverse effect is anticipated, is included in Technical Annex 24.2.’
(paragraph 24.5.1.4)
2.6

Of the properties assessed within Technical Annex 24.2 (Proximity Survey) of the ES, all of the
properties where a major (very large) adverse impact was anticipated were within 400 m of the
proposed line and most were within 200 m. No specific residential visual amenity assessment
was carried out in support of the application.

SECTION 3 : ASSESSMENT OF VISUAL IMPACTS
Scale of visual impact refers to the following:
• ‘The scale of change in the view with respect to the loss or addition of features in the view
and changes in its composition, including the proportion of the view occupied by the
proposed development;
• The degree of contrast or integration of any new features or changes in the landscape
with the existing or remaining landscape elements and characteristics in terms of form,
scale and mass, line, height, colour and texture; and
• The nature of the view of the proposed development, in terms of the relative amount of
2

time over which it will be experienced and whether views will be full, partial or glimpses.’
(GLVIA3, paragraph 6.39)

A very large scale of visual impact can be defined as a very large scale change in a view
that introduces new, non-characteristic or discordant or intrusive elements into the view which
may form the principal element of/or dominate the view and may overpower the viewer. This
may occur where a proposed development would be in close proximity to the viewer, in a
direct line of vision, or affecting a substantial part of the view and where it would be prominent
within, or contrasts with, the visual context, and detracts from its visual amenity.

3.1

Following the review of recent planning appeals, and from experience in carrying out Landscape
and Visual Impact Assessments (LVIA) and residential visual amenity assessments, it is
recognised that the threshold for unacceptable visual impacts may often be higher than the
point at which the scale of visual impact is assessed to be very large. However, for the
purposes of the consideration of separation distances between residential properties and wind
turbines or pylons, it is recommended that the threshold for considering whether there would be

2

Landscape Institute and Institute for Environmental Management and Assessment (2013) Guidelines for Landscape and Visual
Impact Assessment, 3rd Edition, Routledge
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an unacceptable impact on residential visual amenity would be from any property where the
visual impact is predicted to be very high.

The Assessment of Visual Impacts of Wind Turbines or Pylons on Residential
Receptors
3.2

When assessing the significance of visual impacts of a wind turbine or pylon on a residential
receptor the potential scale of impact or change in a view is considered together with the
sensitivity of the receptor. As noted in GLVIA3, it is generally accepted in the landscape
profession that residential receptors are considered high sensitivity visual receptors so the
only variable then becomes the scale of impact.

3.3

Scale of impact is often described as high, medium, low or negligible (positive, negative or
neutral) but terminology such as very large, large, medium, small, very small and negligible
(positive, negative or neutral) can also be used.

3.4

The assessment of the likely scale of impact will depend on the extent of changes in the
composition of a view brought about by the introduction of a wind turbine or pylon; taking into
account proximity and the proportion of the view occupied by the development and also their
apparent prominence as determined by a number of modifying factors (discussed further in the
main report, paragraph 4.14 and Table 4.4).

3.5

The most significant adverse visual impacts are predicted where residential receptors
(residential properties) may experience a very large scale of impact (or change in their
view). Because this study is primarily concerned with establishing whether or not a minimum
separation distance should be applied to prevent unacceptable impacts on residential visual
amenity it is important to reiterate the fact that a significant adverse impact on a view from a
residential property does not in itself result in material harm to living conditions ‘there needs to be
3

a degree of harm over and above this to warrant a refusal in the public interest’

Wind Energy Development Height Bands
3.6

In order to assess the distances at which wind turbines of different heights may give rise to very
4

large scales of visual impact, the following five height bands are considered:

3
4

•

Up to 25 m

•

25.01 – 50 m

•

50.01 – 75 m

Knight R., ‘Residential Visual Amenity Assessment: Its Place in EIA’, IEMA, published by the Environmentalist Online (July 2012).
All references to heights of wind turbines in this report refer to height to blade tip.
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3.7

•

75.01 – 100 m

•

100.01 – 150 m

These bands are broadly based on the heights set out in the wind energy development typologies
identified within the Isle of Anglesey, Gwynedd & Snowdonia National Park, Landscape
5

Sensitivity and Capacity Assessment .

Pylons
3.8

Although pylons for 400 kV overhead line developments can vary in height from around 35 to 60
m, this study focusses on pylons ranging from 40 – 60 m as this is the height range most typically
found within the study area. It also only considers pylons of the traditional steel lattice tower
design.

SECTION 4 : TESTING DISTANCES ON SITE
Field Based Review
4.1

Following the desk top research, a field based review was undertaken to establish the range of
distances within which wind turbines or pylons may give rise to a very large scale of visual impact
(and therefore may give rise to unacceptable impacts in terms of residential visual amenity).

4.2

It is important to note that the scope of this study is limited. One operational turbine example,
from within each of the height bands listed in the main report paragraph 3.8, and two examples of
pylons were chosen within the study area in collaboration with the Steering Group (based on
existing operational wind turbine GIS data and OS data). In addition to height, the criteria for
choosing the turbines and pylons included accessibility in terms of the openness of views and
public accessibility for site assessment and photography. The two pylon examples were chosen
to illustrate the differences in scale of visual impacts and demonstrate the effects of modifying
factors such as whether the structure was seen against a solid background such as landform or
vegetation or skylined.

4.3

The site based assessments of each of these examples established an indicative range of
distances from which such structures may start to give rise to a very large scale of visual impact.
Table 4.2 of the main report summarises the findings of the site based review.

5

Gillespies (2014), Isle of Anglesey, Gwynedd & Snowdonia National Park, Landscape Sensitivity and Capacity Assessment
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Pylons

Wind Turbines

Table 4.2: Results of Site Based Assessments
Height*

Indicative distances within which the
structure may give rise to a very large
scale of visual impact

17.8 m

c. 130 m

34.2 m

c. 280 m

53 m

c. 400 m

93 m

c. 750 m

50-59 m

c. 400 m

55-59 m

c. 400 m

*Height of wind turbine measured to blade tip

Theoretical Apparent Height Model in Support of Field Based Review
4.4

In support of the site based assessment a mathematical model was used to calculate the
apparent height of a turbine or pylon when its true height and distance from a viewer are known.
The apparent height of a turbine or pylon is defined as the height that the structure would
appear at arm’s length (61 cm) from the viewer (i.e. the structure would appear to be the same
height as an X cm high object held at arm’s length (61 cm) from the viewer).

4.5

The apparent heights of the wind turbines and pylons assessed on site have been worked out
(based on this model) and are shown alongside the viewpoints in Appendix 3 of the main report
(for a comparison of known distances and apparent height). Table 4.3 of the main report
demonstrates that there is a correlation between the apparent height of the structure and the
indicative distances within which the structures may give rise to very large scales of visual
impacts.

4.6

As discussed above and previously in paragraphs 2.10 and 3.6 of the main report, in addition to
the height of a structure and its distance from a receptor there are a number of modifying factors
which may affect the assessment of the scale of visual impact by reducing or increasing it. These
6

factors are outlined Table 4.4 of the main report.
4.7

These modifying factors may rule out the potential of a wind turbine or pylon giving rise to
unacceptable impacts on residential visual amenity, even if a residential property falls within the
indicative distances shown in Table 4.3 of the main report.

6Based

on Figure 2: Conceptual Model for Visual Impact Assessment, University of Newcastle (2002) Visual Assessment of
Windfarms Best Practice. Scottish Natural Heritage Commissioned Report F01AA303A
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SECTION 5 : RECOMMENDATIONS
5.1

Analysis of current guidance and case law indicates that there are a variety of distances within
which unacceptable impacts on residential visual amenity can occur and that this is by no means
entirely dependent on the relationship between the height and proximity of a turbine or pylon from
a residential property.

5.2

There is therefore no conclusive evidence to support the strict application of minimum separation
distances between residential properties and wind turbines or pylons in terms of visual residential
amenity. For this reason it is recommended that each proposed development should be
considered on its own merits, on a case by case basis.

5.3

Although rigid separation distances are not recommended, the use of indicative residential visual
amenity assessment trigger distances (within which there is potential for very large scale of visual
impacts) is considered a valuable tool to identify any locations where a visual residential amenity
assessment should be carried out to identify any potentially unacceptable impacts in terms of
residential visual amenity.

5.4

The proposed guide to ‘residential visual amenity assessment trigger distances’ for broad height
bands of wind turbines and/or pylons are presented in Table 5.1 below:
Table 5.1: Rough Guide to Residential Visual Amenity Assessment Trigger Distances for

Pylon

Wind Turbine

Wind Turbines and Pylons

Height*

Residential Visual Amenity
Assessment Trigger Distance
(Potential ‘Very Large’ Scale of Visual
Impact)

Up to 25 m

Within 200 m

25.01 - 50 m

Within 400 m

50.01 – 75 m

Within 600 m

75.01 – 100 m

Within 800 m

100.01 – 150 m

Within 1.22 km

Up to 40 m

Within 350 m

40.01 – 60 m

Within 500 m

*Height of wind turbine measured to blade tip

5.5

It is important to reinforce the fact that in addition to the above there are a number of modifying
factors which may affect the assessment of the scale of visual impact by reducing or increasing it
(refer Table 4.4 of the main report). These will all need to be taken into consideration in the
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establishment of an agreed offset distance for carrying out a residential visual amenity
assessment.
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SP Manweb: Applicant's Oral Summary to the Issue Specific Hearing held on 30
September 2015 including supporting Appendices
APPENDIX SIX
ACTION NUMBER 10: THE APPLICANT TO CHECK WHETHER THE BOOK OF
REFERENCE INCLUDES MRS E I MARS JONES AND MR R MARS JONES AND IF IT
DOESN’T AND IT NEEDS TO, TO AMEND IT ACCORDINGLY.
1.

The Applicant can confirm that Mrs E I Mars Jones and Mr R Mars Jones were
included in the Book of Reference submitted with the Application (Examination library
reference: APP-080). The extent of their interest related to plots 75/75A in which they
had a right of access.

2.

The Applicant has recently, as a result of on-going diligent enquiry, identified that Mrs
E I Mars Jones and Mr R Mars Jones also hold interests jointly with Mr John Mars
Jones. These interests were recorded in the addendum to the Book of Reference
(Examination library reference: REP2-025) submitted at Deadline 2. They will also be
included in the next iteration of the book of reference.

3.

The Book of Reference (as amended) records that Mrs E I Mars Jones and Mr R
Mars Jones, are joint owner/occupiers, with Mr John Mars Jones, of plot numbers 80,
80A, 80B, 80C, 82C, 82, 82A, 82B, 82C, 82D, 84 and 84A. They are also the owner
of the subsoil in plots 81, 81A, 83, and 83A. This interest is in addition to the rights
they hold over plots 75/75A.
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APPENDIX SEVEN
ACTION NUMBER 12: THE APPLICANT IS REQUESTED TO PROVIDE A DEFINITION OF
MAGNITUDE IN THE CONTEXT OF VISUAL IMPACT IN WRITING.
INTRODUCTION
1.

The EIA Directive (2011/92/EU) and Infrastructure Planning (Environmental Impact
Assessment) Regulations 2009 ("the EIA Regulations") refer to projects likely to have
significant effects on the environment. This means that identifying and describing the
effects of a project is not enough in itself. They must also be assessed for their
significance. This is a key part of LVIA and is an evidence based process combined
with professional judgement.

2.

The methodology for assessing landscape and visual effects is based on principles set
out by the Landscape Institute (LI) and Institute of Environmental Management and
Assessment (IEMA) in the third edition of Guidelines for Landscape and Visual
Assessment (GLVIA3).

3.

LVIA, like other topics in EIA, typically relies on linking judgements about the
sensitivity of a landscape or visual receptor1 and about the magnitude of the effects
likely to arise to come to conclusions about the significance of the effects. These
terms are effectively a shorthand way for describing the wider array of factors that
underlie the nature of the receptor likely to be affected (sensitivity) and the nature of
the effect likely to occur (magnitude). Landscape professionals make judgements
about the nature of a landscape or visual receptor’s sensitivity by combining
judgements about the susceptibility to change arising from a specific proposal with
judgements about the value attached to a receptor. When considering the nature of
the predicted effect, its magnitude is determined by combining judgements about
matters such as size and scale of the change, the extent of the area over which it is
likely to occur, whether it is reversible or irreversible and whether it is short term or
long term in duration. By using this approach, each judgement already combines
several separate judgements.

4.

This paper is structured as follows:
(1) Landscape Effects
(a)

Landscape Sensitivity

(b)

Magnitude of Change

(c)

Determining Overall Significance

(2) Visual Effects

1

(a)

Visual Sensitivity

(b)

Magnitude of Change

(c)

Determining Overall Significance

Landscape receptors are defined by GLVIA3 (Glossary) as ‘defined aspects of the landscape resource that have the
potential to be affected by a proposal.’ Visual receptors are defined by GLVIA3 (Glossary) as ‘Individuals and/ or
defined groups of people who have the potential to be affected by a proposal.’
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(1) LANDSCAPE EFFECTS
(a) Landscape sensitivity
5.

An assessment of the sensitivity of the landscape to the Proposed Development is
made by combining judgements about the susceptibility of the landscape to the nature
of change arising from the type of development being proposed and the value
attached to the landscape.

6.

Both susceptibility and value are discussed below.

7.

It is important to note that sensitivity in this context means sensitivity to the
development proposed as opposed to a general sensitivity.

Susceptibility
8.

The susceptibility of the landscape to change is defined in GLVIA3 as ‘the ability of the
landscape receptor (whether it be the overall character or quality/ condition of a
particular landscape type or area, or an individual element and/ or features, or a
particular aesthetic and perceptual aspect) to accommodate the proposed
development without undue consequences for the maintenance of the baseline
situation and/ or achievement of landscape planning policies and strategies.’2 .

9.

The assessment of landscape susceptibility must reflect the individual project, in this
case the Proposed Development, and requires:
 Identification of the key components of the landscape that are likely to be
affected by the Proposed Development; and
 Identification of the various aspects of the Proposed Development, at all
stages, that are likely to have an effect on those key components.

10.

Factors (including physical, perceptual and experiential) which contribute to landscape
character and may be affected by the Proposed Development are set out in Table 7.3
of Chapter 7 of the Environmental Statement ‘Landscape and Visual’ (APP-098)
together with an explanation as to how the factors were applied to indicate higher or
lower susceptibility. Table 7.3 also identifies which of the Holford Rules and
LANDMAP datasets can be applied to each of the factors.

11.

The susceptibility of the landscape is described as high, medium-high, medium,
medium-low or low.

Landscape Value
12.

The relative value of the landscape (along the route and in the wider landscape) is the
other key contributing factor in determining the sensitivity of landscape receptors.
‘This means the relative value that is attached to different landscapes by society,
bearing in mind that a landscape may be valued by different stakeholders for a whole
variety of reasons.… a review of existing landscape designations is usually the
starting point in understanding landscape value, but the value attached to
undesignated landscapes also needs to be carefully considered.’3

13.

2
3

The fact that an area of landscape is not designated either nationally or locally does
not mean that it does not have any value. The European Landscape Convention
promotes the need to take account of all landscapes, with less emphasis on the

GLIVA3, page 88, paragraph 5.40.
GLVIA3, page 80, paragraph 5.19.
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special and more recognition that ordinary landscapes also have their value. This can
be achieved through the application of a criteria based comparative landscape
approach to determining value.
14.

As with judgements on susceptibility, a series of factors that are considered to confer
value on a landscape or its components was drawn up. These are specific to the type
of development proposed and to the landscape context.

15.

These factors are set out in Table 7.4 of Chapter 7 of the Environmental Statement
‘Landscape and Visual’ (APP-098) together with an explanation as to how they were
applied to indicate higher or lower value. Table 7.4 also identifies which of the Holford
Rules and LANDMAP datasets were applied to each of the factors.

16.

In this process, consideration was given to all of the LANDMAP overall evaluations
(Low – Outstanding) for each of the five evaluated aspects (Geological Landscape,
Landscape Habitats, Visual and Sensory, Historic Landscape and Cultural landscape).
Areas which have been judged by LANDMAP to be Outstanding or High in terms of
their overall evaluation are considered to be indicative of highly valued landscapes,
especially where a number of these areas overlap.

17.

The value of the landscape is described as high, medium-high, medium, mediumlow or low.

Conclusion on Landscape Sensitivity
18.

The susceptibility and value of each receptor were then combined into an assessment
of sensitivity. Informed professional assessment drawing on guidance in GLVIA3 was
applied and sensitivity was assigned to one of five broad categories – high, mediumhigh, medium, low-medium and low. Informed professional assessment of the
profile of factors for both susceptibility and value determined the judgement of
sensitivity.

(b) Magnitude of Change
19.

Each identified effect on landscape receptors was assessed ‘in terms of its size or
scale, the geographical extent of the area influenced, and its duration and
reversibility’.4

20.

For the purposes of the landscape and visual assessment, the effects were assumed
to be long term (>25 years). There was no assumption that the OHL would be
removed at any point.

21.

The size/ scale and geographic extent of an effect was determined by considering the
amount of change experienced by a receptor, based on indicative criteria set out in the
table below. This information supplements the guidance provided in Tables 7.5 and
Table 7.6 of Chapter 7 of the Environmental Statement ‘Landscape and Visual’ (APP098).

Indicative criteria for judging the size/ scale of landscape change
Category
Indicative Description
Large
The proposed development will result in a large amount of change in
landscape character and would conflict with or override its key
characteristics. There will be a major loss of/ or change to existing
elements/ features or aesthetic aspects of the landscape and/ or the
introduction of major new and uncharacteristic elements/ features or major
change to aesthetic attributes. Overall the proposed development will be
4

GLVIA3 Page 90 paragraph 5.48.
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very prominent and have a strong influence on the perception of the
landscape.
Medium

The proposed development will result in a moderate amount of change in
landscape character. There will be a moderate loss of/ or change to
existing elements/ features or aesthetic aspects of the landscape and/ or
the introduction of moderate new and uncharacteristic elements/ features or
moderate change to aesthetic attributes.
Overall the proposed
development will be conspicuous and will have some influence on the
perception of the landscape.

Small

The proposed development will result in a minor amount of change in
landscape character. There will be a minor loss of/ or change to existing
elements/ features or aesthetic aspects of the landscape and/ or the
introduction of minor new and uncharacteristic elements/ features or minor
change to aesthetic attributes. Overall the proposed development will
blend into its surroundings and have little influence on the perception of the
landscape.

Negligible

The proposed development will result in no or barely discernible amount of
change in landscape character. There will be very little loss of/ or change
to existing elements/ features or aesthetic aspects of the landscape and/ or
negligible effects from the introduction of new and uncharacteristic
elements/ features. Overall the proposed development will merge into its
surroundings and have neglible influence on the perception of the
landscape.

Indicative criteria for judging the geographic extent of landscape change
Category
Indicative Description
Large
The effects will extend over a large geographic area and will influence
landscape character at some distance from the proposed development and
may cover several landscape character types/ areas.
Medium

The effects will extend over a moderate geographic area and will influence
landscape character a medium distance from the proposed development,
including the immediate setting of the site and the landscape character
area within which it lies.

Small

The effects will extend over a small geographic area and will influence
landscape character within the immediate vicinity of the proposed
development, including the landscape character of the area within which it
lies.

Negligible

There will be little or no effect from the proposed development on the
landscape.

22.

The judgements on the size/ scale of effect and geographical extent were then
considered together to derive an overall magnitude of change for each receptor, which
was determined through informed professional judgement guided by the indicative
criteria set out in Table 7.7 which is extracted from Chapter 7 of the Environmental
Statement ‘Landscape and Visual’ (APP-098).
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Table 7.7: Judging the Magnitude of Landscape Effect
Smaller magnitude

Larger magnitude
The development would cause a very
minor loss or alteration to one or
more key elements/ features/
characteristics of the baseline
landscape and/ or introduction of
elements that are not
uncharacteristic of the landscape in
which they are located, and the
development would be seen only
locally, with limited effect on wider
landscape character.

23.



The development would cause the total
loss or alteration to key elements/
features/ characteristics of the baseline
landscape and/ or introduction of
elements considered to be totally
uncharacteristic of the landscape in
which they are located and have a
widespread influence on perception of
the landscape.

The magnitude of landscape effect is described as large, medium-large, medium,
small-medium, small or negligible.

(c) Determining Overall Significance
24.

To determine the overall significance of each landscape effect, the separate
judgements about the sensitivity of the landscape receptor and the magnitude of
landscape effect are combined to allow a final judgement to be made about whether or
not the effect is considered significant using guidance presented in Table 7.8 which is
extracted from Chapter 7 of the Environmental Statement ‘Landscape and Visual’
(APP-098).

Table 7.8: Judging Significance of the Effect on the Landscape
Less likely to be significant

More likely to be significant
The development would be
accommodated within the landscape
and would not conflict with its key
characteristics. It would not
substantially undermine the valued
characteristics of the landscape.
The effects would be small in scale
and limited in its geographical
extent.



The development would conflict with the
character of the landscape, forming an
intrusive feature which substantially
erodes the valued characteristics. The
effects would be large in scale and would
be perceived across a wide geographical
area.

25.

Page 91, paragraph 5.54 of GLVIA3 notes that significance of landscape effects is not
absolute and ‘can only be defined in relation to each development and its specific
location’.

26.

At opposite ends of the spectrum GLVIA3 notes that:


‘Major loss of irreversible negative effects, over an extensive area, on
elements and/or aesthetic and perceptual aspects that are key to the
character of nationally valued landscapes are likely to be of the greatest
significance; and



Reversible negative effects of short duration, over a restricted area, on
elements and/or aesthetic and perceptual aspect that contribute to but are
not key characteristics of the character of landscapes of community value
are likely to be of the least significance and may, depending on the
circumstances, be judged as not significant.’
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27.

Where assessments of significance place landscape effects between these extremes,
judgements have been made about whether or not they are significant, with
explanations of why these conclusions have been reached presented in the Technical
Appendix 7.2 of the Environmental Statement (APP-0133).

Thresholds of Significance
28.

The EIA Regulations do not require thresholds of significance to be established.

29.

In recognition of this, GLVIA3 states that:
‘It is not essential to establish a series of thresholds for different levels of significance
of landscape and visual effects, provided that it is made clear whether or not they are
considered significant. If however, more distinction between levels of significance is
required a word scale for degrees of significance can be used (for example a four
point scale of major/ moderate/ minor/ negligible).’5

30.

For the purposes of this assessment and to assist identification of any areas where
‘serious concerns’ may arise, a four point scale was adopted and effects were
categorised as being major, moderate, minor and negligible.

31.

The levels of significance are described in the tables below. Any effect classed as
moderate or major is considered significant and therefore a material consideration in
the decision making process.

32.

Significance of Landscape Effect

Description

Major

An effect on the fundamental nature, key
characteristics or features of the
landscape resource.

Moderate

An effect on the nature, characteristics
or some or features of the landscape
resource.

Minor

A perceptible but non-influential effect
on the landscape resource

Negligible

Little or no effect on the landscape
resource.

Where intermediate ranges are given e.g. ‘moderate/ major’, this indicates an effect is
less than major but more than moderate, rather than one which varies across the
range. The effect is one that does not fall within the "major" category, rather it is at the
higher end of moderate, bordering on major.

(2) VISUAL EFFECTS
(a) Sensitivity
33.

5

The first step in assessing visual effects was to determine the sensitivity of the visual
receptors (along the route and in the wider landscape) to the Proposed Development.

GLVIA3 Page 40, paragraph 3.33
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34.

Visual receptors are people and their sensitivity is assessed ‘in terms of both their
susceptibility to change in views and visual amenity and also the value attached to
particular views.’6

Susceptibility of Visual Receptors

35.

The susceptibility of a visual receptor is defined as ‘the ability of a defined visual
receptor to accommodate the specific proposed development without undue negative
consequences.’7

36.

The susceptibility of the visual receptor to the proposed change is a function of:


‘the occupation of people experiencing the view at particular locations; and



37.

38.

39.

the extent to which their attention to or interest may therefore be focused on
the views and visual amenity at particular locations.’8
Those visual receptors most likely to be more susceptible to change include:


residents at home;



people engaged in outdoor recreation, whose interest is likely to be
focussed on the landscape;



visitors to identified viewing places or heritage assets where the surrounding
landscape makes a contribution to the experience; and

 communities where views contribute to the landscape setting.
Travellers on transport routes have moderate susceptibility to change and people
engaged in outdoor sport or recreation which does not involve an appreciation of the
landscape or who are at their place of work are considered to have less susceptibility
to change.
The susceptibility to change of visual receptors is described as high, medium-high,
medium, low-medium or low.

Value of a View
40.

41.

6
7
8
9

The value attached to a particular view is the other key contributing factor in
determining the sensitivity of visual receptors. The value of a view depends on:


recognition of the value attached to particular views, for example in relation
to heritage assets, or through planning designations; and



indicators of the value attached by visitors, for example through
appearances in guidebooks or on tourist maps, provision of facilities for their
enjoyment…. and references to them in literature or art….’9

The value of the view was judged based on guidance presented in Table 7.10 which is
extracted from Chapter 7 of the Environmental Statement ‘Landscape and Visual’
(APP-098).

GLVIA3 P113, paragraph 6.31
GLVIA3 Page 158, Glossary
GLVIA3 Page 113, paragraph 6.33
GLVIA3, Page 114, paragraph 6.37
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Table 7.10: Judging Value of the View
Lower Value

Views which are not formally
recognised or promoted, or are
not associated with designated

historic landscape assets or
visitor facilities, but which may
nevertheless be valued at a
local community level.

42.

Higher Value
Views
which are of recognised
importance, including: Views to or from designated
landscapes, recognised or promoted
views or scenic routes, advertised with
road signs or highlighted on OS maps
and/ or in tourist information.
 Views recognised or protected in
relation to nationally designated
historic landscape assets.

The value of a view is described as high, medium or low.

Sensitivity of Visual Receptors
43.

The susceptibility and value of each receptor were then combined and a judgement
made on their sensitivity using informed professional assessment of both susceptibility
and value.

44.

The sensitivity of visual receptors is described as high, medium or low.

(b) Magnitude of Change
45.

Each identified effect on visual receptors was assessed ‘in terms of its size or scale,
the geographical extent of the area influenced, and its duration and reversibility’. 10

46.

As with the assessment of landscape effects, the visual effects of the Proposed
Development are considered to be long term (>25 years) and potentially permanent.

47.

The amount of change at each viewpoint is influenced by the following:

48.

10



nature of view (full, partial or glimpsed);



portion of development visible (full, most part or none);



distance of viewpoint from the development;



whether the view is stationary or transient;



nature of changes; and



seasonal differences.

The size/ scale and geographic extent of an effect was determined by considering the
amount of change experienced by a receptor, based on consideration of the factors
above and the indicative criteria set out in the table below. This information
supplements the guidance provided in Tables 7.11 - Table 7.13 of Chapter 7 of the ES
‘Landscape and Visual’ (APP-098).

GLVIA3 Page 90 paragraph 5.48
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Indicative criteria for judging the magnitude of change in the view

49.

Large

The proposed development will dominate
and result in a substantial or complete
change in the view caused by loss or
obstruction of important features or
addition of new ones, to the extent that it
will cause a complete or very substantial
change in the composition of the view
and the visual amenity it offers. It will
occupy a significant proportion of the
view and contrast strongly with its
surroundings. The development is likely
to be in the foreground and views will be
clear and unencumbered by screening
features. The development may be seen
for a long duration and by many people.

Medium

The proposed development will cause a
clearly noticeable but not fundamental
change in the view and the visual
amenity it offers. The development will
occupy part of the view and contrast with
its surroundings. The development is
likely to be in the foreground but views
may be from a slight angle or partially
screened. The development may be
seen for a moderate duration and by a
number of people.

Small

The proposed development will cause a
slight change in the view, but overall the
composition of the view and the visual
amenity it offers will remain much the
same. It will occupy a small part of the
view and will blend to an extent with its
surroundings. The development is likely
to be seen in the middle or far distance
and be partially screened or backclothed
against landform or vegetation. It is likely
to be seen only briefly and by few
people.

Negligible

The proposed development will cause a
barely perceptible change in the view, to
the extent that this will barely alter the
composition of the view and the visual
amenity it offers. It approximates the ‘no
change’ situation.

The magnitude of visual effect is described as large, medium-large, medium, smallmedium, small or negligible.
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(c) Determining Overall Significance
50.

To determine the overall significance of each visual effect, the separate judgements
about the sensitivity of the visual receptor and the magnitude of visual effect are
combined to allow a final judgement to be made about whether or not the effect is
considered significant using guidance presented in Table 7.14 which is extracted from
of Chapter 7 of the ES ‘Landscape and Visual’ (APP-098).

Table 7.14: Scale for Judging Significance of the Effect on the Landscape
Less likely to be significant

More likely to be significant
The development would be
accommodated within the
landscape and would not conflict
with its key characteristics. It
would not substantially undermine
the valued characteristics of the
landscape. The effects would be
small in scale and limited in its
geographical extent.



The development would conflict with the
character of the landscape, forming an
intrusive feature which substantially erodes
the valued characteristics. The effects
would be large in scale and would be
perceived across a wide geographical
area.

51.

Page 115, paragraph 6.42 of GLVIA3 states that ‘Significance of visual effects is not
absolute and can only be defined in relation to each development and its specific
location.’

52.

GLVIA3 goes on to say that:

53.



‘Effects on people who are particularly sensitive to changes in views and
visually amenity are more likely to be significant;



Effects on people at recognised and important viewpoints or form
recognised scenic routes are more likely to be significant; and



Large scale changes which introduce new, non-characteristic or discordant
or intrusive elements into the view are more likely to be significant than
small changes or changes involving features already present in the view.’11

For each visual receptor an explanation of why a particular judgement has been made
is provided in Appendix 7.3 of the ES (APP-0134).

Thresholds of Significance
54.

As noted under consideration of landscape effects, the EIA Regulations do not require
thresholds of significance to be established.

55.

In recognition of this, GLVIA3 states:
‘It is not essential to establish a series of thresholds for different levels of
significance of landscape and visual effects, provided that it is made clear
whether or not they are considered significant. If however, more distinction
between levels of significance is required a word scale for degrees of
significance can be used (for example a four point scale of major/ moderate/
minor/ negligible).’12

11
12

GLVIA3, Page 116, paragraph 6.44
GLVIA3 Page 40, paragraph 3.33
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56.

For the purposes of this assessment and to assist identification of any areas where
‘serious concerns’ may arise, the four point scale was adopted and effects are
categorised as being major, moderate, minor and negligible. Each of the four
categories covers a broad range of effects and represents a continuum or sliding
scale.

57.

The levels of significance are described in the tables below. Any effect classed as
moderate or major is considered significant and therefore a material consideration in
the decision making process.

58.

Significance of Visual Effect

Description

Major

An effect on the fundamental nature, key
characteristics or attributes of the visual
resource.

Moderate

An effect on the nature, characteristics
or some attributes of the visual
resource.

Minor

A perceptible but non-influential effect
on the visual resource

Negligible

Little or no effect on the visual resource.

Where intermediate ranges are given e.g. ‘moderate/ major’, this indicates an effect is
less than major but more than moderate, rather than one which varies across the
range. The effect is one that does not fall within the "major" category, rather it is at the
higher end of moderate, bordering on major.
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APPENDIX EIGHT
ACTION NUMBER 13: THE APPLICANT IS TO PROVIDE A COPY OF THE INSPECTOR'S
REPORT FOR THE LLANDINAM CONNECTION.
1.

SP Manweb submitted the Inspector's Report for the Llandinam Connection to the
Examination by email from Jake Dabscheck of Pinsent Masons on 30th September
2015 at 12.25pm.
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APPENDIX NINE
ACTION NUMBER 15: THE APPLICANT IS TO PROVIDE A LIST OF WHERE THE 8 NEW
ACCESS POINTS ARE PROPOSED
Schedule of access shown coloured brown on the Land Plans in response to request
from Examining Authority at CA Hearing on 24 September 2015
Land Plan Plot
Number(s)

Access and
Rights of Way
Plan
Reference(s)

Name of Access

Modify existing
access or create
new access

DCO
Reference

13B (Sheet 2)

L1/L2 – M (Sheet
2)

Access track from
Hafodty Ddu Road

New track
accessed through
existing gated
access.

Creation of
temporary
stoned track
(Schedule 3,
Part 2)
Restoration
works
(Schedule
5,Part 3)

24B, 24E, 24F
(Sheet 3)

X1/X2 – Y (Sheet
3)

Access track off
Prion Road

New track
accessed through
existing gated
access.

Creation of
temporary
stoned track
(Schedule 3,
Part 2)
Restoration
works
(Schedule
5,Part 3)

31D (Sheet 4)

AD1/AD2 – AE
(Sheet 4)

Access track off
Denbigh to
Cerrigydrudion
Road (B4501)

New track
accessed through
existing gated
access.

Creation of
temporary
stoned track
(Schedule 3,
Part 2)
Restoration
works
(Schedule
5,Part 3)

31E (Sheet 5)

AH1/AH2 – AI
(Sheet 5)

Access track off
Denbigh to
Nantglyn Road

New track
accessed through
existing gated
access.

Creation of
temporary
stoned track
(Schedule 3,
Part 2)
Restoration
works
(Schedule
5,Part 3)

52D (Sheet 6)

AZ1/AZ2 – BA
(Sheet 6)

Access track from
Leger Bach

Existing track

Modify
existing
tarmacked
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track
(Schedule 3,
Part 1 and
Schedule 5,
Part 4)
99D, 98D, 94E,
94F, 95 (Sheet
11)

CJ1/CJ2 – CK
(Sheet 11)

Access track from
Bontnewydd Road

Existing track
(save for Plot 95,
which would be a
new track
accessed through
an existing gated
access)

Modify
existing
tarmacked
track
(Schedule 3,
Part 1 and
Schedule 5,
Part 4)
Creation of
temporary
stoned track
(Schedule 3,
Part 2)
Restoration
works
(Schedule
5,Part 3)

94D, 95 (Sheet
11)

CF-CG (Sheet 11)

Access directly
from Bontnewydd
Road

Existing track

Modify
existing
tarmacked
track
(Schedule 3,
Part 1 and
Schedule 5,
Part 4)

101D, 101E
(Sheet 12)

CN1/CN2 – CQ
(Sheet 12)

Access track from
Henllan to
Llannefydd Road

Existing track

Modify
existing
tarmacked
track
(Schedule 3,
Part 1 and
Schedule 5,
Part 4)

2.

As set out in the Book of Reference (v2, REP1-061), the land shown coloured brown
on the Land Plans (APP-06 – APP-019 and APP-0167) relates to land over which SP
Manweb requires access to construct the 132kV Overhead Line and to maintain the
132kV Overhead Line. These access rights are described as Class 1 rights in the
table at the front of the Book of Reference (v2, REP1-061) and cover:

2.1

the right to construct, improve, widen, repair, maintain, renew, rebuild and take all
necessary support for (1) existing access and access tracks and (2) new temporary
access and temporary access tracks and in respect of both (1) and (2) ancillary
structures including bridges, pontoons and other crossings together with all necessary
decommissioning and reinstatement works (Class 1(c)); and
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2.2

the right of pedestrian and vehicular access and egress (which shall include without
limitation construction and maintenance traffic) and with plant, equipment and
machinery in connection with the exercise (Class 1(d)).

3.

SP Manweb has identified eight locations where it requires access to construct the
132kV Overhead Line and to maintain the 132kV Overhead Line. In respect of 4
locations, this access is in the form of new access tracks taken from existing gated
accesses with the public highway and in respect of 4 locations, this access is in the
form of existing accesses.

4.

Where a new access is required for construction purposes, a temporary stoned track
would be created for the construction period, following which the land would be
restored (see Schedule 3, Part 2 (carrying out temporary alterations) and Schedule 5,
Part 5 (maintenance) of the draft DCO (REP2-020)).

5.

Where an existing track is to be used for construction purposes, that track would be
improved (such as with new tarmac, if it is an existing tarmac track, or new stone, if it
is an existing stone track) with the improvements remaining after construction should
the landowner request (Schedule 3, Part 1 (carrying out permanent alterations) and
Schedule 5, Part 4 (maintenance) of the draft DCO (REP2-020)).

6.

During maintenance, SP Manweb would have the right to use the strip of land where it
created a temporary new construction access (but which has since been restored) and
the existing accesses (i.e. the brown strips shown on the Land Plans). For routine
maintenance, SP Manweb would not need to lay down any material as typical
maintenance for minor works, such as replacement of anti-climbing guards and safety
signs, would typically be made by foot or a 4x4 pickup type vehicle. However, where
the location is more remote, it may be necessary to use agricultural vehicles to
transport equipment to individual sites. Generally most of the likely faults will be
repaired within a day by a four man team with little or no disruption to landowners. For
such minor works there would be no need to temporarily construct a stoned track.

7.

Any additional routes of access to the 132kV Overhead Line during its operation will
either be agreed with the landowner in the deed of easement (should SP Manweb
secure the necessary easements for the 132kV Overhead Line by voluntary
agreement) or agreed with the landowner at the time of entry. In the event that
consent is not given, SP Manweb can use its statutory powers pursuant to Schedule 6
of the Electricity Act 1989 to gain access to carry out any necessary maintenance
work.

8.

SP Manweb is seeking to compulsory acquire the minimum rights necessary to
construct and maintain the 132kV Overhead Line. Where other statutory powers are
available to it, SP Manweb does not wish to duplicate powers by including such rights
in the Development Consent Order.
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APPENDIX TEN
ACTION NUMBER 16: THE APPLICANT IS TO CONSIDER FURTHER THE POSSIBLE
WORDING OF A REQUIREMENT TO ENABLE LAND OWNERS WISHES TO BE TAKEN
INTO ACCOUNT WITH REGARDS TO PROPOSED LANDSCAPING MEASURES.
A response will be provided by SP Manweb for Deadline 4, in accordance with the Action Points
published by the Examining Authority on 6th October 2015.
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APPENDIX ELEVEN
ACTION NUMBER 19: THE APPLICANT IS TO PROVIDE A WEBLINK TO THE ’LAVENDER’
APPEAL DECISION IN CONNECTION WITH WINDFARMS IN DOVER
1.

A copy of the Appeal decision is enclosed with these Appendices. The full reference
and site address is as follows:
Appeal Ref: APP/X2220/A/08/2071880
Land west of Enifer Downs Farm and east of Archers Court Road and Little
Pineham Farm, Langdon.

2.

The relevant paragraph of the Appeal decision is paragraph 67.

Appeal Decision
Inquiry held on 7-9 January, 13-16
January, 19-23 January and 9 and 10
February 2009
Site visits made on 11 and 12 February
2009
by Mr D Lavender

The Planning Inspectorate
4/11 Eagle Wing
Temple Quay House
2 The Square
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN
0117 372 6372
email:enquiries@pins.gsi.g
ov.uk

MRTPI

an Inspector appointed by the Secretary of State
for Communities and Local Government

Decision date:
16 March 2009

Appeal Ref: APP/X2220/A/08/2071880
Land west of Enifer Downs Farm and east of Archers Court Road and Little
Pineham Farm, Langdon.
•

•
•
•

The appeal is made under section 78 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990
against a failure to give notice within the prescribed period of a decision on an
application for planning permission.
The appeal is by Ecotricity Group Ltd against Dover District Council.
The application, Ref DOV/07/01148, is dated 15 August 2007.
The proposal is for wind energy development comprising: erection of up to 5 wind
turbines (maximum height 120m), together with access tracks, hardstanding areas,
electricity sub-station and temporary construction compound.

Application for costs
At the Inquiry an application for costs was made by Dover District Council against
the Appellant. This application is the subject of a separate Decision.
Decision:
I dismiss the appeal and refuse planning permission for the development applied
for.
Procedural and administrative matters
1. As originally submitted, the application was accompanied by an Environmental
Statement (ES) prepared under the Town and Country Planning (Environmental
Impact Assessment)(England and Wales) Regulations 1999.
2. After the appeal was lodged, the Council resolved, at the meeting of its
Planning Committee on 5 June 2008, that it would have refused planning
permission for the following reasons:
(i) In the absence of the provision of further information required by
the Local Planning Authority under Regulation 19 of The Town and
Country Planning (Environmental Impact Assessment) (England and
Wales) Regulations 1999, as set out in the draft report dated 18 April 2008
by Ramboll Whitbybird, in respect of site selection, highways and transport,
ecology, grid connections, landscape and visual impact, cu ltu ra l
herita ge an d to urism a nd so cio economics, the Local Planning
Authority, does not have sufficient environmental information to fu l l y
a s s e ss t h e i m p a c t o f t h e p r o p o s e d development.
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(ii) In the absence of information requested by the Local Planning Authority as
set out in the letters dated 20 December 2007 and 19 February 2008, the
Local Planning Authority are unable to fully and properly consider the
merits and the impact of the proposed development.
3. It had first been held that this appeal would fall jointly to the Secretaries of
State for Communities and Local Government (DCLG) and for Business,
Enterprise and Regulatory Reform (BERR) to determine. A Pre-Inquiry Meeting
(PIM) was held on Monday 3 November 2008 at which reference was made by
the parties to the submission of Supplementary Environmental Information
(SEI) provided by the Appellant and dated Thursday 30 October 2008. This
incorporated some of the details which the Council’s June 2008 Committee
resolution had identified as being absent, and also included an appraisal of a
scheme for 4 turbines. Following objections from the Council and other Rule 6
parties about the timing and content of this SEI, I ruled that I would invite the
Secretaries of State to consider the option of permitting four turbines, rather
than five, as a potential amendment to the application proffered by the
Appellant, adding that I would also consider, and invite the Secretaries of State
to consider, the additional environmental information that accompanied the 4
turbine option in determining the planning application. Following clarification of
the Appellant Company’s status, the appeal was subsequently transferred to
me for my own determination. Further Environmental Information, relating
specifically to wind shear, was submitted in December 2008.
4. The statement of Common Ground accordingly asserts (among other things)
that the planning application before me consists of the following:
•

Planning application forms dated 15 August 2007;

•

Environmental Statement (September 2007), including particularly the
“application drawings”, namely figures 4.1 (existing site plan), 4.2
(proposed site plan), 4.3 (elevational drawing of turbine), 4.4 (turbine
foundations), 4.5 (substation), 4.6 (turbine colour scheme), and 4.6
(daylight/night marking).

•

Environmental Statement Technical Appendices (September 2007);

•

Environmental Statement Non Technical Summary (September 2007);

•

Environmental Statement Supplementary Information (October 2007);

•

Design and access statement (September 2007);

•

Planning statement (September 2007);

•

Statement of Community Involvement (September 2007);

•

Flood risk assessment (October 2007);

•

Supplementary Environmental Information (30 October 2008);

•

Supplementary Environmental Information (December 2008);

5. In answer to my questions, the Appellant advised that the turbine drawings
and details are of a potential candidate turbine, and that the drawings of the
sub-station are of a typical building. Within the parameters set by the
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application description and the Environmental Statement (ES) and
Supplementary Environmental Information (SEI), I have therefore regarded
those details as being for illustrative purposes only. The Statement of Common
Ground further affirms that only temporary permission is sought for the
construction compound, which would not remain in situ once the turbines have
been commissioned and begun generating electricity. The turbines themselves,
together with their foundations and associated crane pads, internal access
tracks, substation and grid connection are proposed to endure for 25 years.
6. At my request, a site plan was submitted incorporating all of the land within
the Appellant’s ownership or control outlined in blue (Inquiry Document 50). I
have taken this as an additional application plan rather than as a replacement
of figure 4.1 as the red line area on it does not identify the site of the proposed
substation.
7. The Council’s resolved reasons for refusal allege only an insufficiency of
Environmental Information and thus raise potential rather than actual
objections to the scheme itself. Those alleged deficiencies are numerous and
wide ranging, the 20 December 2007 letter referred to in reason 2 extending to
seven pages and the letter of 18 February 2008 to nineteen pages. It is
implicit from section 10 of the PIM minutes and my subsequent ruling (on the 4
turbine scheme), that I saw no compelling reason to require anything more
than the 30 October 2008 SEI to be submitted. That approach did not,
however, preclude a finding, on the basis of the evidence and submissions to
the Inquiry, that further information could, in the event, be necessary. Indeed,
my ruling refers to paragraph 112 of Circular 2/99, which affirms that if a
developer fails to provide sufficient information to complete an ES, the
application can be determined only by refusal.
8. Nonetheless, Circular 2/99 cautions against the use of regulation 19 powers to
obtain other than the minimum information about environmental effects
consistent with compliance with the Regulations, adding that such powers
should not be used simply to obtain clarification or non-substantial information.
Paragraph 11 of the Planning and Climate Change Supplement to PPS1 similarly
militates against requiring excessively detailed information. Both the October
2008 and December 2008 SEI were subjected to publicity procedures in
accordance with the Regulations and, in my judgement, they satisfy (together
with the original ES) the definition of an Environmental Statement in Regulation
2. Nonetheless, throughout the Inquiry, the Council and Parish Councils
maintained the stance that the Environmental Information was inadequate to
satisfy the Regulations, despite the Council’s planning witness conceding in
cross-examination that the evidence to the Inquiry had provided sufficient
detail for me to satisfactorily determine the application. Closing submissions
covered the subject in some detail, that from LAG referring in particular to the
judgement of Sullivan J in Blewett-v-Derbyshire County Council [2003] EWHC
2775. In the light of that judgment, I find nothing that might have caused me
to be other than satisfied with the Environmental Statement or the scope and
content of the Environmental Information now before me, and I have taken it
all (ES, SEI and evidence) into account in determining this appeal.
9. It is also necessary to make clear at the outset my approach to the 4 turbine
scheme introduced in the October 2008 SEI. In essence, I do not regard this
as a separate proposal from the five turbine scheme (effectively with two
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applications running in parallel on which two separate decisions are required).
Nor do I regard it as a revision to the 5 turbine scheme in the sense that only
the four turbine scheme now stands to be considered. Instead, as indicated in
the notes to my post PIM ruling, and as requested by the Appellant, I consider
the proposal before me as a five turbine scheme and, should that be
unacceptable, consider whether a condition limiting the scheme to four turbines
(by excluding turbine T1) would overcome the objections to 5 turbines. With
the agreement of the parties, and in order to avoid any risk of confusion
between the number of turbines proposed and the number that might be
permitted, I have above included the words “up to” five turbines in the banner
heading description of the proposal.
The main issues
10. Largely in consequence of the additional detail provided in the October 2008
SEI, dispute at the Inquiry centred on a more limited range of matters than
had been raised at the PIM. Partly for that reason, the timetabling of the
Inquiry was arranged to include a small number of topic-based sessions
covering landscape, aviation, noise and policy interests. Other evidence was
heard more traditionally on a sequential basis, and included cultural heritage,
highways and a range of amenity considerations relevant to “places of
habitation” (homes, workplaces, schools and places of worship). A great many
representations were also made in writing, including two letters of support
passed to me at the Inquiry. I have taken all of these into account but, in the
interests of brevity, my reasoning focuses only on what I consider to be the
principal important and controversial issues1. These broadly concern strategic
principles and questions of development control detail, and I categorise them
accordingly. Having heard all of the evidence, read all of the third party
representations and inspected the site and its surroundings, it seems to me
that that the main issues in this case are:
Strategic principles:
1. Quantitative considerations
2. The approach to alternatives
3. The suitability of the local landscape to accommodate wind turbine
development
4. The impact on aviation interests
Detailed development control matters:
5.

The extent to which the proposed turbines would bear directly upon the
environment and amenities enjoyed by local people who would
experience the effects of their presence most closely, with particular
regard to noise, flicker and visual impact; and

6. The effect of the proposal on cultural heritage interests, including
locations of acknowledged scenic attraction.

1

South Bucks DC-v-Porter (No2)[2004]UKHL33
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11. During the course of processing the application, the site has become known as
the “North Dover” wind farm site and I refer to it in shorthand accordingly.
Strategic principles:
Issue 1: Quantitative considerations
12. Paragraph 2 of PPS22 “Renewable Energy” requires Regional Spatial
Strategies to include targets for renewable energy capacity. These are to be
derived from assessments of the region’s renewable energy resource
potential, taking into account the regional environmental, economic and social
impacts (either positive or negative) that may result from exploitation of that
resource potential.
13. Such targets are different from generation targets, which are more widely
referred to in National and International obligations as a measure for
promoting increases in the proportion of energy derived from renewable
resources. Those targets are reflected, for example, in the Government’s aim
of producing 20% of UK electricity requirements from renewable sources by
2020. The achievement of such targets is dependent upon a wide range of
variables. These include intervening rates of population and household
growth, changes in the rate of replacement of energy inefficient appliances
with energy efficient ones (such as low energy lighting, washing machines and
refrigerators), increases in usage of powered appliances in general (such as
computers) and the effect of improved standards of home and workplace
heating and insulation.
14. Both types of target share the common purpose of tackling climate change.
However, capacity targets are the more relevant of the two to the spatial
planning process because they involve direct comparison of factors (regional
capacity and capacity of the technology to generate) that can be firmly
established at the outset and accurately monitored as the target date
approaches. Importantly, it would plainly be wrong to seek to derogate
renewables technologies by introducing input data for generation into a target
for capacity, or vice-versa, because the two are entirely different measures.
15. As paragraph 3 of PPS22 advises, spatial planning targets should be
expressed as the minimum amount of installed capacity (used in this sense to
refer to the manufacturer’s warranted or “rated” energy output), reviewed on
a regular basis, and revised upwards if they are met, subject to further
capacity (used in this sense to refer to environmental, economic and social
capacity) being identifiable. The Planning and Climate Change Supplement to
Planning Policy Statement 1 (PPS1) elaborates upon this advice and, at
paragraph 20, further makes clear that applicants should not be required to
demonstrate either the overall need for renewable energy or why a proposal
for such development must be sited in a particular location.
16. In essence, it is thus for each region to determine its own minimum capacity
for renewables, and there is no compelling requirement in PPS22 for any one
region to meet a pre-set proportion of UK generation needs. It would be both
surprising and inexpedient for a Region to promote a minimum capacity figure
in statutory development plan policy without having first established that such
capacity exists, normally through a “bottom-up” rather than a “top-down”
analysis involving at least a measure of consultation with the constituent
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Counties and/or Districts. Only on-shore capacity is to be counted, not just in
recognition of the extent of Local Authority administrative boundaries but also
because, no matter how close the turbines are to a particular coastline, it may
be the case that the energy will be brought ashore in a different
administrative area or Principality. Off-shore generation is thus counted as a
contribution to National generation targets, but not to regional capacity (or
planning) targets. For the purposes of North Dover, however, a key point is
that capacity assessment by planning authorities, rather than case-by–case
assessment of individual planning applications, is intended to underpin
quantitative and broad distributional considerations at regional (and, it
follows, sub–regional) level.
17. In this particular case, approved Regional Spatial Strategy (RPG9 2004
Alterations) policy INF7 establishes indicative capacity targets in Kent (for all
on-shore renewables, not solely wind) of 111MW by 2010 and 154MW by
2016. These figures are proposed to be retained in policy NRM14 emerging
RSS (the South East Plan). The adopted Kent and Medway Structure Plan
(SP) will shortly be superseded by the South East Plan, but it does affirm that
the majority of Kent’s contribution to renewables is likely to come from wind
(paragraph 9.25) and further refines this by suggesting (in paragraph 9.26)
that 100MW of its 2016 target could come from one large wind farm (more
than 50MW), five small clusters of 4-10 turbines (6MW), six large turbines
and 30 small single wind turbines.
18. From the evidence to the Inquiry, I am far from certain that either Regional or
sub-Regional capacity has yet been assessed with the assiduity such precise
figures suggest. As matters currently stand, however, installed capacity (all
Kent on-shore renewables) amounts to 129.11MW including the recently
completed Little Cheney Court “large” wind farm (60MW). While some
additional “clusters” are in the pipeline (including North Dover), none can yet
be regarded as “commitments”. As far as resource capacity is concerned, the
presence of a gliding club at nearby Waldershare Park, an airstrip at
Inglenook Farm and the remains of several windmills (including Swingate Mill
and the mill at South Foreland) attest to the relative windiness of this part of
Kent, which is undisputed. Even if permitted now, it is unlikely that North
Dover would be completed in time to be counted within the 2010 target
period. I find no reason to doubt that its quantitative contribution towards
the 2016 target would be both beneficial and welcome and that this part of
Kent has a wind resource that could usefully be exploited in meeting or
exceeding statutory development plan indicative capacity targets.
Issue 2: The approach to alternatives
19. Clause 4 of Part II of Schedule 4 to the Town and Country Planning
(Environmental Impact Assessment)(England and Wales) Regulations 1999
effectively requires an applicant for EIA development to include in the
Environmental Statement an outline of the main alternatives studied and an
indication of the main reasons for the choice, taking into account the
environmental effects. Paragraph 83 of Circular 02/99, however, affirms that
this does not amount to a requirement for a developer to actively look for
alternatives (alternative sites, choice of process and phasing of construction),
but only to record the environmental merits of practicable alternatives where
such alternatives have been considered.
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20. The approach to site selection is the subject matter of Chapter 3 of the ES.
Among other things, this indicates the range of criteria employed in the initial
search for sites and the reasons for focusing on the North Dover site. While
various of those reasons are open to dispute (such as the criterion that
turbines should not, typically, be closer than 400 m to dwellings), it seems to
me that the relevant guidance in Circular 02/99 has been followed and I do
not find it necessary, or desirable, to delve further into the subject of
alternative sites.
21. Moreover, as PPS22 advises, renewable energy developments should be
capable of being accommodated throughout England in locations where the
technology is viable and environmental, economic and social impacts can be
addressed satisfactorily. There is thus no need to rank sites in any particular
order of preference or to fear that the “best” site might be sacrificed to
development of a lesser site or sites. Rather, it is the nature of wind energy
development that, subject to there being no harmful cumulative impact
(which is not the case here) an assemblage of suitable sites (whether “best”
or “satisfactory”) should be utilised. This is because the contribution of wind
to energy supplies derives from a large number of relatively small installations
(compared to traditional power stations on which the country has traditionally
relied for the bulk of its electricity supplies) spread across a wide range of
locations (which can compensate for day-to-day localised variations in wind
speed) and embedded close to sources of demand (so that losses through
transmission are minimised). Any contribution from North Dover (even if the
site was found not to be the best in the district or County but nonetheless
satisfactory), would thus be beneficial not only for quantitative reasons and
reasons of sustainability, but also in terms of continuity, diversity and security
of supply, and distributional efficiency.
Issue 3: The suitability of the local landscape to accommodate wind
turbine development.
22. There is a wealth of evidence before me disputing the capacity of the
landscape to satisfactorily accommodate proposed turbines in the number and
size proposed. This includes the oral, documentary and photographic
submissions from the Council’s, Appellant’s and LAG’s own professional
landscape witnesses, a landscape impact assessment of the proposal made on
behalf of the County Council in January 2008 and the 17 photomontages, 25
additional montages and further “wirelines” included in the Environmental
Statement and Supplementary Environmental Information. I deal here only
general principles of landscape strategy and reserve more detailed
consideration of the evidence for the specific points raised by issues 4 and 5.
23. In effect, the site lies a little less than 4 km inland from the Channel coast, on
the gentle northern “back slope” of the Kent Downs and towards the higher
end of one of the several dry valleys that incise this chalky land form on an
approximate north-east/south west alignment. These shallow valleys lend the
landscape hereabouts a gently rolling character and it is the dramatically
exposed flanks of some of them where they border the coast that create the
part of the famous White Cliffs that progressively decline in height from Dover
north-eastwards towards Kingsdown. When viewed from the coast to the
south east, the rolling landscape separating the solidly urban areas of Dover
and St Margaret’s is seen across the tops of the valleys and thus appears
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mainly flat, expansive and very open, with large scale arable fields
interspersed increasingly to the west of A258 with blocks of woodland and
stretches of hedgerows. The valleys themselves, however, are of markedly
different character. Much of the network of rural lanes passing through them
is sunken and tree lined and they hide a number of small settlements often of
historic character and all of profoundly rural quality.
24. In landscape policy terms, the coastal margin, traced by the Saxon Shore Way
long distance footpath and extending inland to Upper Road, is part of the
White Cliffs area of designated Heritage Coast. The South Foreland section of
the Kent Downs Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty also extends further
inland to the alignment of the A258 Dover to Walmer Road, typically a little
less than 2 km from the appeal site. The main part of the Kent Downs AONB,
however, lies some way off to the south west of Dover and both parts exclude
the appeal site, which falls within an area carrying the SP policy EN5 local
landscape designation of Special Landscape Area. Whereas Planning Policy
Guidance Note 7 “Sustainable Development in Rural Areas” (PPS7) makes
clear that AONBs have been confirmed by the Government as having the
highest status of protection in relation to landscape and natural beauty, it
cautions that local landscape designations should be maintained or extended
only where necessary to ensure that particular characteristics of the landscape
are respected. It is not intended that this SP designation excludes
development altogether, or that the designation be retained in the South East
Plan, and I therefore attach only limited significance to it. Policies CO1 and
CO5 in the Dover District Local Plan 2002 (LP) both recognise that certain
types of development inherently require rural locations, the latter policy
applying only to development on the Heritage Coast, not close to it. In these
circumstances, I find no landscape policy in the statutory or emerging
development plan of sufficient weight to militate against the principle of wind
farm development taking place at the North Dover site.
25. The Council also acknowledges that “the most suitable types of landscape for
wind turbine development are typically expansive and open, with few
receptors, no archaeological influences and some visual detractors”. There is
some resonance between that and the Appellant’s assessment that “between
the broad horizons and the rolling contours, the turbines would be a relatively
small feature at 2 km distance or more”. It is also not far removed from the
County Council’s 2008 assessment which remarks, for example, that “when
viewed from within the South Foreland part of the AONB, the turbines would
be a relatively small element in a much wider view. The clean and simple
design of the turbines also mitigates their intrusive effects. There are also
other visual detractors such as masts, pylons and overhead power lines either
within the AONB or near to the wind farm so that views from the AONB
towards the turbines cannot be regarded as completely unspoilt.” The
County’s assessment concludes, among other things, that the overall
character of the AONB would not be significantly affected, and that the scale
of the landscape is more able to accommodate these features than a small
scale intimate landscape. Natural England has not objected on landscape
grounds.
26. From my own inspection of the area, I have come to much the same verdict
on the widest compass of views from inside and outside the AONB including,
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for example, VP132, VP14, A93, A21, A22 and A24. The proposed turbines
would be more significant features in a range of views towards the horizon
taken from closer to the site, such as VP10, VP12 and A12. I saw that these
montages generally have the turbines as the central focus of a single angle of
view, whereas in reality the eye would rove over a much greater number of
features both nearer to and further off and in a much wider range of
directions. In this broad context the turbines would still not in my judgement
represent such a dominant feature that appreciation of the local countryside in
general for its intrinsic character and beauty or the greater diversity of its
landscape character, would be seriously compromised. I further observed
that within the small intimate landscape of the valleys themselves, the
contours and the vegetation lining large parts of the local network of rural
lanes, and within the settlements, would in many places mask the turbines
completely, or almost completely, from sight. I accept therefore that the
landscape has capacity to absorb a cluster of turbines, but in doing so I make
two qualifications. The first is that, in some localised areas, there are
particular properties or parts of settlements in which the turbines would be
fully exposed or only partly masked from view. In these places, the
relationship between the height and spread of the proposed turbines and their
proximity to places of habitation of much smaller scale, as well as to sites and
buildings of historical significance, requires particularly careful scrutiny. The
second is that in certain of the long distance views, where the turbines would
be seen above the skyline, the sensitivity of both the viewpoint and viewer
warrant particular attention. I refer to the latter as “locations of
acknowledged scenic attraction”. Both are subjects that I return to in my
consideration of issues 5 and 6.
Issue 4: Impact on aviation interests.
27. Paragraph 25 of PPS22 says of wind farms that “It is the responsibility of
developers to address any potential impacts, taking account of Civil Aviation
Authority, Ministry of Defence and Department for Transport guidance in
relation to radar and aviation, and the legislative requirements on separation
distances, before planning applications are submitted”. There was discussion
at the Inquiry over whether “addressed” in the context of paragraph 25 of
PPS22 means “resolved”. I remark only that “addressed” is the word used in
PPS22, but both words can accommodate situations in which safety concerns
are either met, or are recognised as not capable of being met. This is why I
regard aviation interests as a factor bearing on the principle of what is being
proposed rather than simply, for later, as a development control detail.
“Addressing” through early consultation also gives CAA an opportunity to offer
technical advice to the parties, if requested, in the event of dispute and before
positions become entrenched in a planning application.
28. Two objectors appeared at the Inquiry to raise aviation matters, the first
concerning Kent International Airport (KIA) and the second concerning the
Inglenook Farm airfield. The nature of concerns raised by each is different
(the first being concerned with technical effects and the second with physical
effects), so I deal with them in sequence. At the outset I record that the
planning process is concerned with regulating the use and development of
2
3

VP = Photomontage Viewpoints, taken from October 2008, replacing those in ES.
A= Additional Viewpoints, taken from SEI October 2008.
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land in the public interest and not with the protection of the commercial
interests of one organisation or individual against the legitimate business
activities of another.
29. I am aware, for example, that the 2003 Airport White Paper “The Future of Air
Transport” signalled the valuable role that KIA could play in contributing to
regional economic development and urged that this be recognised in regional
and local planning frameworks. SP policy TP24 and policy T9 in the emerging
South East Plan accordingly acknowledge the potential of KIA to develop into
a regional airport and become one of the largest single generators of
economic activity within the County.
30. However, having ambitions for substantial growth (as expressed in KIA’s 2008
draft master plan) is not the same as having certainty that such growth will,
in practice, occur. Much will inevitably depend on choices made by others, for
example with regard to the future development of London, Gatwick and
Stanstead airports, the degree of competition from Lydd airport and actual
rates of growth in overall demand for air travel and transport. Indeed,
although KIA has undisputed spare capacity, it starts from a relatively low
base with passenger numbers amounting to just 16,000 last year (mainly
seasonal charters and weekly services) and 625 freight aircraft movements
(or roughly two per day). There is no suggestion that KIA’s growth could not
materialise if 5 wind turbines were constructed at North Dover, the economic
argument before me being that their presence would make additional aircraft
operators more difficult, but not impossible, to attract. Against the
importance attached by the Government to tackling climate change, and the
relative certainty that turbines would be installed at North Dover if planning
permission is granted, I do not therefore regard KIA’s own development
aspirations to be, in spatial planning terms, an overriding public interest.
31. Likewise, while there may be a case for requiring a wind farm operator to pay
for, or contribute towards, radar or other airport improvements the need for
which is directly attributable to proposed turbines, it would be wrong for
airport operators to resist turbine development solely in the expectation of
securing a contribution towards improvements that cannot be so attributed.
In the event, no such contribution was explicitly sought or offered at the
Inquiry. Given all of these circumstances, my reasoning is focussed solely on
the question of air safety, which is governed by a range of statutory guidance,
including the “Rules of the Air” (SI 1996 No. 1393) and other CAA published
guidance, rather than by spatial policies in the statutory development plan.
KIA
32. Air traffic control (ATC) at KIA extends over a radius of 25 nautical miles
(nm). Above 6,500 feet the airspace hereabouts is largely available only to
commercial and military aircraft (including, for example, passenger aircraft
inward and outward bound from the main London airports). It is “controlled”
airspace (class A), meaning that all aircraft entering it must have ATC
clearance, fly by instruments and comply with ATC instructions. The relevant
ATC in this upper air space is London, not KIA. Below 6,500 feet the airspace
is “uncontrolled” (class G), effectively meaning that it is open to all air traffic
with or without radar contact or instrumentation. However, ATC at KIA is
equipped to provide a “lower airspace radar service” (LARS) within the 25 nm
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radius, and is thus able not only to guide the landing and departure of
commercial flights below 6,500 feet to and from the airport but also, in the
general interests of air safety, to offer a range of radar and other services and
advice to any other airspace users with whom it is in contact. This includes
advice about the presence of air traffic which displays on radar but is not in
contact with ATC.
33. Of significance to both “upper” and “lower” airspace is a navigation beacon
(Dover VOR) located 2.3 km east of the application site. The beacon provides
important navigational data to support air traffic services in transit as well as
instrument controlled departures and arrivals at airports as far away as
Heathrow, Bournemouth and Luton. There is no dispute that wind turbines
can adversely affect the operation of such beacons and a scheme has already
been agreed with NATS to mitigate this. Its implementation can be secured
by planning conditions.
34. However, KIA’s concerns extend further than interference with the beacon’s
navigation systems alone. This is because the beacon also represents the
main transfer point between upper and lower airspace for commercial aircraft
departing from and arriving at KIA, as well as serving effectively as a signpost
and control point for private aircraft crossing the channel to and from the
continent by the normally preferred shortest sea route. Also operating within
this sector of KIA’s lower airspace are occasional coastguard and rescue
helicopters in transit along the coast, “sight seeing” traffic along the White
Cliffs themselves, aircraft using the Inglenook airstrip, and gliders from
Waldershare Park. Even though the KIA runway is aligned roughly east-west,
a very high proportion of ATC activity thus arises from movement in close
proximity to the beacon which, like the North Dover site, lies about 20 km
south of the airport. It is for this reason that KIA contends that the location
of the proposed turbines, relative to the airport ATC systems and main areas
of flight activity, “could not be worse”.
35. The effects of the presence of the proposed turbines on KIA radar surveillance
would be to present a similar “paint” on the screen to moving aircraft, and to
de-sensitize the screen image in the area around the turbines. It is speed of
movement that distinguishes turbines from other fixed or slower moving
“paints”, such as the Church Hougham television mast or ships in the English
Channel. Because radar does not, by itself, distinguish between the height of
objects above ground level, this speed of movement of the turbines even over
only a couple of degrees of the radar sweep could, for example, become
confused with a light aircraft (such as those using Inglenook airfield, which
might enter the de-sensitized area from one direction and, as they curve
away or towards the airstrip, leave in another), or obscure gliders rising in
thermals above North Dover. For safety reasons, aircraft adopting flight
information (in any form) from KIA would thus either have to be directed (or
“vectored”) away from North Dover to avoid the turbines by at least the
requisite 5 nautical miles separation distance, or cautioned and left to fly by
sight across the turbine site. KIA say that it would be impossible to adopt the
first of these measures for commercial flights, not least because such flights
are deposited almost unannounced from upper airspace, with the normal
approach path to the KIA runway being via the Dover VOR beacon, and that
commercial pilots would not be content with the alternative of operating under
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reduced radar service close to the beacon. The additional “clutter” of the
turbines on the radar screen would, it is argued, also be likely to unduly
absorb the ATC operator’s attention and thus risk diminishing the quantity and
quality of flight information that ATC is currently able to give to all aircraft in
contact (commercial and private) elsewhere.
36. In disputing these points, the Appellant refers, among other things, to the
ability of experienced ATC operators to differentiate between radar paints of
turbines and aircraft, proposals for the future use of transponders, the short
periods of time during which aircraft crossing North Dover would be out of
radar “sight” (particularly if only four turbines are permitted), and the
presence of other air traffic in the uncontrolled lower air space area which
currently flies without instrument control or ATC advice yet does so safely. In
this latter respect, I observe that the overall amount of air traffic seeking
information from KIA is low (but I was also told that there is considerable
“bunching” during popular flying times) and I understand that KIA is not
currently operating LARS due to a shortage of controllers. I further note that
aircraft are already vectored around areas of bad weather, and may be
vectored around or advised to fly by sight through existing glider and light
aircraft traffic over North Dover whether the turbines are there or not.
Circumstances here are also not directly comparable with the Elsham wind
farm appeal, to which KIA refers.
37. Equally, however, circumstances are not directly comparable with other
airports to which my attention was drawn, where wind farms in some number
have been absorbed into flight operations and ATC has been satisfactorily
maintained. At those airports mitigation has either been put in place or the
turbines are not in such critical airspace. Both of these points would variously
seem to apply at KIA itself, to the Kentish Flats, Thanet and Little Cheyne
Court Wind Farms. For North Dover, however, although it would be open to
KIA to seek designation of protected airspace once flights exceed a particular
number, there is no certainty when that will be. Nor do I regard the presence
of existing hazards to air safety in the area to be a sound justification for
permitting more. A suggestion that KIA could be notified by telephone when
gliders are airborne has not been manifested in the form of any agreement
with Waldershare Park or others and, according to KIA, adherence to it could
not be relied upon in any event.
38. Significantly, in originally commenting on the application, CAA affirmed that
responsibility for aerodrome safeguarding rests in this case fundamentally
with the aerodrome operator (KIA). Similar advice was re-iterated in its letter
of 18 December 2008 referring to 4 turbines, which concludes by saying “the
LARS service received from KIA is an important aspect of overall safety in this
area and any degradation in the existing service or constraint on the future
expansion of the service may need mitigating.” That does not amount to an
objection, but it is certainly not a ringing endorsement of the Appellant’s
approach either. Nor can it be interpreted as giving planning clearance.
Conversely, CAP764 stresses the importance of early and continuing dialogue
between airport operators and wind energy developers, while paragraph 96 of
the PPS22 Companion Guide makes clear that the onus of proof to show that
a wind farm will not unacceptably affect aviation interests (including safety)
lies with the developer. On the balance of air safety evidence before me, I
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prefer that of the KIA ATC operator who, unlike the Appellant’s witness, has
specific expertise in the control of air traffic and “hands on” experience of its
operation in this particular part of Kent. The key points of his evidence are
that, contrary to CAP764 advice, there has been no meaningful engagement
by or with the developer to address KIA safety fears, and that “avoidance” is
not a practicable mitigation option in this particular case because of the
significance of the nearby navigation Dover VOR beacon and the focus of
aviation activity attracted around it. The unambiguous view of ATC is that the
safety of commercial flights into and out of KIA would be compromised and
that there would be a degradation of the LARS service that KIA has been
commissioned to provide, the maintenance or enhancement of which the CAA
regards as important for air safety reasons.
Inglenook
39. This airstrip lies to the north of the proposed turbines and, according to the
ES, at a distance of about 2,020 m from the nearest turbine (measured from
the runway midpoint). The ES also indicates that the approach to and from
the airstrip from the west/southwest currently passes across the turbine field
between proposed turbines T2, T3 and T4. Two alternative flight paths have
been suggested by the Appellant, but these would involve flying above
developed areas at less than 1,500 feet, which is not permitted by the Rules
of the Air. The airfield operator has suggested instead a route slightly to the
south of East Langdon, which omission of turbine T1 would facilitate.
40. CAA advice on the subject of turbulence is also relevant here. Its CAP764
publication indicates that, given normal requirements for minimum separation
and avoidance of obstacles, turbulence does not normally require additional
consideration, but acknowledges that there may be some local variations.
While the ES points to Rule 5 of the Rules of the Air (which effectively
specifies minimum separation of aircraft from buildings of 1,500 feet vertically
and 600 m horizontally), I am also conscious of the advice in CAP428 which
cautions against obstacles greater than 150 feet within 2000 m of the runway
mid point. In this case, not only does the airfield operator suggest that the
nearest turbine (T2) to the runway would (contrary to the ES figure) be
slightly closer than 2000m, but the turbine blade tips would also be some 460
feet higher than the runway. Even with T1 omitted and with take-off and
landing on an alignment south of East Langdon I am not therefore convinced
that the Rules of the Air separation distances could be maintained relative to
T2. While (for obvious reasons) those separation distances are not intended
to apply during take off and landing, it seems to me that they remain
especially pertinent during approach and departure manoeuvres in terms of
potential turbulence effects on the types of light aircraft that might use
Inglenook. I find some support for this stance in the CAA letter of 18
December 2008. It says that the effects of wind turbulence on aircraft are not
yet known, so it is impossible to draw any firm conclusions, but points out
that disturbed air is likely to return to free flow within 10 rotor diameters (820
m) or 20 rotor diameters in the worst case (1.64km). CAA accordingly
cautions that, when the wind is from the south or southwest, aircraft landing
or taking off from the airstrip would therefore be very likely to pass through
the disturbed air down wind of the turbines. Notwithstanding the contents of
the brief 2007 exchange of e-mails between the airfield operator and the
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Appellant’s aviation consultant, in order to remove any possible risk of danger
it thus seems to me that measures might also need to be introduced to enable
aircraft to avoid turbulence effects from turbine 2, even if not 3, 4 and 5.
41. I acknowledge that the airstrip is “not a major operation” and that there
would be a strong case for holding that development needed in the public
interest should not be thwarted by it. Nonetheless, while the airstrip exists,
the safety of its users is paramount. Again, CAA urge caution rather than
unconditional support and recommended dialogue with the airfield operator
does not appear to have been pursued in earnest (inasmuch as the
Appellant’s own flight path suggestions would contravene statutory clearances
above developed areas, precise runway length remains open to dispute and
turbulence effects have been only superficially considered). In consequence,
safety concerns relating to turbulence, in particular, remain unresolved to the
extent that I am not fully convinced that they can be satisfactorily overcome.
Detailed development control matters:
Issue 5: Effects on the environment and amenities enjoyed by local people
42. The appeal site lies in an area of open countryside around which stand the
settlements of West Langdon (about 1.2 km to the north of the nearest
turbine), East Langdon (about 700 m to the east of the nearest turbine),
Guston, about 1km from the nearest turbine) and Pineham (typically about
600m from the nearest turbine). The nearest individual properties to turbines
include Enifer Downs farmhouse (360 m from turbine 5), Little Pineham Farm
(430 m from turbine 4), and Langdon Court (479 m from turbine 1). None of
the turbines would be more than 570 m from a dwelling. In all, the Parish
Councils estimate there to be 100 dwellings within 820 m of any one turbine,
reducing to 23 if turbine T1 is excluded. SP policy NR5 has a particular focus
on avoiding or mitigating pollution impacts from development arising from, for
example, noise, diminished levels of tranquillity and light intrusion. SP policy
QL1 and LP policy DD1 extend general development control considerations
safeguarding against un-neighbourly development to visual impact in its widest
sense.
43. Separation distance is not, in itself, a decisive factor in judging policy
compliance or the associated standards of environmental quality, but it
provides a broad context for consideration of amenity impacts in this particular
case which I find notable for proposing turbines of the size proposed as close
neighbours to places of habitation. As I indicated both orally and in writing to
the parties at the Inquiry, noise, light flicker and visual intrusion are in my
estimation the three factors with greatest potential to affect local amenity.
Each warrants careful examination, and I accordingly consider them in turn. In
doing so, I am aware that Enifer Downs farmhouse exists with the benefit of
only temporary permission, on expiry of which it will be expunged unless the
viability of the farmholding to which it is attached has been demonstrated to
the Council’s satisfaction. At the time of my inspection, the enterprise seemed
to be physically well established and while having no knowledge of its
functional or financial viability I saw no reason to attach less importance to the
living conditions of its occupiers than at any other dwelling in the vicinity.
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Noise
44. Paragraph 22 of PPS22 affirms that ETSU-R-97 should be used to assess and
rate noise from wind energy development. In practice this establishes a four
stage process.
45. The first stage is to measure prevailing background noise levels during day and
night time periods. ETSU-R-97 recognises that, in many cases, it would be
impracticable to undertake background noise levels at every property that
might be exposed to turbine noise and recommends that measurements are
therefore taken at a sample of representative properties. These are not always
the closest properties to the turbines but are expected to be the ones where
the noise environment, once the turbines are operational, is likely to be most
affected.
46. The second stage is to use those measurements to generate maximum
permissible day-and night-time noise levels. These are set at a prescribed
margin above background level – normally 5 dB(A) (or, in low noise
environments, at recommended fixed levels). This margin recognises that a
balance needs to be struck between the impact of turbine noise and the need
to ensure satisfactory living conditions for those who might be exposed to it.
Since the margin is prescribed in ETSU-R-97, the required levels that emerge
from this stage of the process are thus entirely dependent upon the results of
the background noise measurements.
47. The third stage is to predict the likely noise emissions from the turbines at each
of the representative properties. This is normally achieved by validating
turbine manufacturers’ warranted outputs against local anemometric data
(such as wind speed) and other site specific environmental conditions (such as
topography). The purpose of this stage is to provide the turbine operators and
local people with assurance, before the turbines are purchased or installed, that
they will actually be capable of operating within the pre-established noise
limits. They do not affect the noise limits themselves, or limit turbine noise in
operation, but are produced solely for comparison with the background noise
measurements. The outcome of that comparison does, however, influence
turbine choice and contribute to ensuring, at site planning stage, that there will
be adequate separation distances from places of habitation.
48. The fourth and final stage is to draft planning conditions requiring that the preestablished noise levels are not breached. Provided the third stage noise
predictions prove robust (and that turbine choice and separation distances
have been suitably fixed), there is no reason to believe that these noise levels
would be breached. Indeed, experience throughout England is that they very
rarely are.
49. Significantly, however, in the event of a wind farm neighbour complaining that
a noise condition has been breached, the generally accepted form of condition
requires the validity of that complaint to be assessed by comparing the actual
level of noise exposure at the property concerned with background noise level
measured at stage 1 at the nearest representative property. Not only is the
original background measurement therefore important in itself, but so is the
selection of representative properties. This is because inadequacy in either
respect can result in the specified noise levels being set too high, expose
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significantly more than the representative properties alone to excess turbine
noise, and frustrate the enforcement of noise limits that are intended to
safeguard against greater than 5dB(A) above actual background levels at any
neighbouring property. It is in that context that I view the submission that in
over 250 wind farm proposals, neither predictions of turbine noise nor noise
limits established by the Appellant’s noise consultant have been exceeded,
because all are predicated on the validity of the initial measurements of
background noise.
50. Given these factors, it is clearly important that stage one of the process is
carried out fastidiously. Background measurement is not straightforward ETSU-R-97 devotes 39 pages to the subject in Section 6 and gives further
advice in 10 pages of Section 8 (in the form of supplementary guidance notes
to a suggested model form of planning Obligation). Among its salient
recommendations are that agreement should be reached with the planning
authority/EHO on the identification and number of properties at which
background noise levels are to be measured and the precise location at those
properties where the measurements should actually be taken. It also includes
advice on the type of equipment to be used and on methodology.
51. In the event, the representative properties, the precise locations for standing
the monitoring equipment and the selection of the measurement apparatus for
the ES were all chosen unilaterally by the Appellant’s noise expert. However,
such choices inevitably rely upon some degree of compromise to take account
of the layout and usage of the property involved, the significance of any sounds
that may affect noise meter readings, and aural privacy considerations during
the actual process of mensuration. Although the measurements were taken
with the agreement of the building occupiers concerned, the evidence suggests
that this was not secured in the light of their having any understanding of
ETSU-R-97 processes or, at the time, any access to independent informed
explanation of the significance of the outcomes for safeguarding their own
noise environment or that of their neighbours.
52. In order to correct acknowledged errors, three suites of amendments have
been made to the baseline data since the September 2007 ES (in the October
2008 SEI, the December 2008 SEI and the Appellant’s rebuttal evidence) and
although one of the measurement positions was changed, again LPA agreement
neither to that nor any of the others was sought or obtained. I note the
Appellant’s noise expert’s assertion that the various corrections do not indicate
that the original ES outcomes were in any way corrupted, and I accept that the
Appellant’s noise expert is well acquainted with ETSU-R-97 guidance and has
considerable experience in the selection of suitable measurement points.
However, both the Council’s and LAG’s own noise experts have identified
factors that, at least, open the results to question. These include, for
example, the appropriateness of the selected “representative” locations (such
as that at Hart Cottage as being representative of the noise environment at
West Langdon) and the suitability of the precise microphone positions (such as
at Langdon Court). Added to these are further disagreements over the validity
of causative assumptions made about increases in measured noise levels that
coincide with morning and evening peak travel hours, the effect of wind
direction and the degree of accuracy that can be attached to the “best fit”
curves for the various data sets taken at each measurement location.
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53. The point here is not solely one of whether criticisms of the actual data that
has been recorded are justly made. Indeed, my own visual and aural
assessment of the Appellant’s selected measurement points did not disclose
any undue preference for locations that were, for example, over-exposed to
traffic noise from A2. The Council’s noise expert also wryly observed at the
Inquiry that the results of any two sets of background measurements taken, for
example, by the same person using the same equipment at the same location
and over the same time span, but on different dates, would in all likelihood
vary from each other. It is clear that this is not a precise science.
54. Rather, my first concern is that the process of background noise measurement
in this case cannot be said to have been undertaken in either an open or fair
manner. When carried out on the basis of the Appellant’s own unilateral
choices there will always be a lingering doubt, whether unfounded or not, that
the outcomes have been manipulated in such a way as to maximise rather than
minimise the scope for turbine noise to be judged acceptable. There can be no
question that if steps had been taken to secure necessary consensus at the
outset on where and how data was to be collected and analysed (as ETSU-R-97
suggests), the measurements would have yielded demonstrably more robust
results, even if those results had thereby been found to be no different. Given
the importance of background noise levels to the overall process, it seems to
me that the only way in which robust levels can now be established to allow the
subsequent stages of setting noise limits, predicting turbine noise and
formulating suitable safeguarding conditions to be undertaken with confidence
(actual and perceived) would be through revalidation on a consensual basis,
with further measurements taken fully in line with ETSU-R-97 advice. This is a
subject that I return to later, in my overall conclusions.
55. My second (and related) concern is that, given the imprecision inherent in the
process of background noise limits in general, some of the third stage noise
predictions fail to demonstrate sufficient cushion to fill me with confidence that
the margin above background noise determined during the first two stages
would not, in practice (or if re-worked on a consensual basis), be exceeded.
Indeed, the Appellant’s own predictions show that the noise environment at
Little Pineham Farm (night-time), Langdon Court (daytime) and Enifer Downs
Farm (night-time) would exceed ETSU-R-97 guidance with 5 turbines and that
Little Pineham Farm (night-time) would be exposed to excess noise even with
only 4 turbines. The predictions also show that the noise environment would
variously be either at or only just below the required levels at all three
properties during other times, or even with one or more turbines temporarily
shut down or operating at reduced power (“mitigation”). Notably, these three
properties are, among the five representative background monitoring points, all
the closest to turbines, and turbines T3 and T4 are closest to Little Pineham
Farm, not T1 (which is the only one proffered for omission in the 4 turbine
option). Conversely, the risk of levels being exceeded is shown to fall rapidly
away at the other two (St Margaret’s Farm and Hart Cottage), which are just
over 1 km away from the nearest turbines to them.
56. This amply demonstrates the veracity of PPG24 “Noise” advice that the best
form of noise mitigation is separation between noise generating and noise
sensitive development. “Mitigation” (other than by separation distance) should
not, in my judgement, be deployed in this case as a device to provide scope for
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the Appellant to site turbines closer to places of habitation than would
otherwise be acceptable, because the safety margins at the three
“representative” properties concerned are of such small order, even after
allowing for the manufacturer’s recommended “safety factors” for various
uncertainties. Those “safety factors” cannot be relied on with confidence when
the predictions are based on a “candidate turbine”, which may not be the
model employed in practice. Moreover, although commenting in the context of
day-time limits within the range of 35-40dB(A), ETSU-R-97 says that “the more
dwellings there are in the vicinity of a wind farm, the tighter the limits should
be as the total environmental impact will be greater”. Clearly in this case, if
the present noise predictions proved to be inaccurate by only a relatively tiny
amount, a greater number of properties within, say, the 500 m – 1 km range
could also be at risk of exposure to excess noise with fewer, if any, further
post-installation remedial mitigation options remaining available.
57. Nor is it, in my estimation, sufficient in this particular case (where the margins
are as tight as currently predicted) to rely solely upon planning conditions to
deal with excess noise exposure should it occur. Such conditions have become
increasingly refined with the passage of time since ETSU-R-97 guidance (which
promoted their expression in planning Obligations) was published. However, if
breaches are alleged, investigation and remediation can still be a lengthy and
complex process, not least because of the need to wait for climatic conditions
(notably wind speed and direction) at the time of complaint to be replicated
and with sufficient forewarning to ensure that the requisite measurement
equipment is at hand. The time taken to then investigate and agree potential
causes and to assess the effectiveness of practicable solutions must also be
added. Clearly, the greater the number of properties close by, the greater will
be the potential number both of complaints fed through the Council and
needing to be investigated, and of occupiers exposed to excess noise while
those investigations are in train. All this in the face of a natural reluctance by
the Appellant to forego electricity generation or incur the cost of turbine
modification or replacement without clearly demonstrable reason.
58. I am also aware of criticisms that ETSU-R-97 does not adequately deal with the
full range of noise emissions from wind turbines of similar size to those
involved in this case, the blades of which penetrate the atmosphere at higher
levels than smaller “first generation” turbines. This applies particularly to
excess amplitude modulation and low frequency noise. Amplitude modulation
(widely known as “blade swish”) occurs during the downward sweep of the
blades. Its regular pulsing is generally unexceptional, not least because its
audibility diminishes rapidly with rising wind speed. However, there can be
occasions when the turbines rotate at a greater velocity than measured wind
speed would suggest, with the consequence that swish is not masked to the
degree expected and can, allegedly, also be accompanied by other noises such
as an unusually loud “thump”. Low frequency noise was described to me at the
Inquiry as similar to the deep throbbing noise heard from the sound system of
a passing car, but at the very threshold of audibility. Some people are, I
understand, more sensitive to this kind of noise than others and, once woken
by it, find return to sleep difficult. Both have been the subject of Government
sponsored research and post-PPS22 statements concerning them have been
issued. These indicate that complaints have been wrongly attributed to low
frequency noise, that excess amplitude modulation is still being investigated at
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only one property and that no further work on either amplitude modulation or
low frequency noise is proposed or justified at this time. There nevertheless
remains on-going dispute between objectors to, and promoters of, wind farm
development over the significance of both types of noise and how excess
amplitude modulation might be caused, with agreement only that any
likelihood of its occurrence cannot be predicted.
59. Any alleged or actual shortcomings of ETSU-R-97 in these or other respects are
matters for wider review than is appropriate in the consideration of an
individual planning application. Reference was, however, made to one case in
which allegedly “unpredicted” noise is claimed by a wind farm neighbour to
have been so disturbing as to have caused the dwelling concerned to be
vacated. The parties were also aware of a small number of other cases where
allegations of excess amplitude modulation continue to be investigated. In
debating planning conditions, I expressed the view that even a small risk of
similar disturbance occurring should be safeguarded against in this particular
case because there are so many more properties in much closer proximity at
North Dover. To the extent necessary to allay local fears, I see nothing in
Circular 11/95 to prevent the imposition of planning conditions in such
circumstances and this is an approach from which the Appellant did not demur
(albeit on the basis that the risk of such noise being encountered was so small
that it could be discounted). I also do not see the imposition of such a
condition as being at odds with either of the Government’s two post-PPS22
statements, and it is entirely consistent with the advice in paragraphs 10 and
11 of PPS24. Having accordingly invited the parties to consider whether
appropriately worded conditions could be formulated, however, I am left in no
doubt from the intricacies of noise measurement involved that, as with any
other noise source, separation distance is the best insurance against
unacceptable noise impact, whatever its cause. Paragraph 22 of PPS22 and
paragraph 41 of the PPS22 Companion Guide both endorse that approach.
Although ETSU-R-97 adopts the opposite stance of rejecting the stipulation of a
minimum separation distance, it pre-dates both documents and I find its
commentary on the subject of separation to be of relevance. In particular, this
records that “the difference in noise emissions between different types of
machine, the increase in scale of turbines and wind farms seen today and
topographical effects described below all dictate that separation distances of
350-400 m cannot be relied upon to give adequate protection to neighbours of
wind farms”. The technology has, of course, moved on since that comment
was made, but probably at greater rate than experience of the environmental
effects of 120 m high turbines at about the 400 m distance. I record here only
that a separation distance from houses of between 350-400 m would exclude
turbine 5, of between 400-500 m would also exclude turbines 1 and 4, and of
greater than 570 m would exclude them all.
Flicker
60. As the Companion Guide to PPS22 explains, shadow flicker only occurs inside
buildings. For the purpose of my analysis, however, I do not regard shadow
flicker as ambiguously as the Companion Guide might be taken to imply, simply
as the casting of shadows over neighbouring properties (“shadow throw”).
Rather, I regard it as the rhythmic pulsing of contrasting light and relative
darkness that occurs when the size of a room window (domestic or otherwise)
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excludes a significant proportion of sunlight other than that which is filtered
through the orbit of the moving turbine blades. This contrast is greatest when
the sun is brightest, so it is more apparent during some seasons of the year
than others. It will also occur only when the sun is sufficiently low in the sky normally at or about sunrise or sunset - to be seen through (rather than above
or to either side of) the turbine blades so that the passage of sunlight is
effectively blocked completely or substantially by each blade in turn. It does
not occur when direct sunlight is not visible (such as when it is cloudy) or when
the turbines are aligned away from the window (because of wind direction).
Also, the flicker does not alternate at speeds likely to give rise to health effects
– it is most likely to be experienced as a brief and relatively infrequent
annoyance, for example by those waking up in a first floor bedroom without
curtains or taking enjoyment in the last of the day’s sunshine in an otherwise
unlit downstairs living room or workplace. As with noise, its impact diminishes
greatly with distance, the PPS22 Companion Guide advising that flicker effects
have been proven to occur only within ten rotor diameters of a turbine, in this
case equating to 820 m.
61. Coverage of the subject in Chapter 14 and Appendix 13 of the ES deals with
“shadow throw” rather than shadow flicker. Relevant sections say, among
other things, that the maximum distance for “shadow flickering” influence for
the Enercon E-82 turbine with the hub height proposed is 1,552 m. Using
WindPRO computer software and assuming an eye height of 1.5 m, the ES
identifies a maximum of 105 buildings or “receptors” potentially exposed to the
various “shadow flicker” effects of all of the turbines (adopting “worst case”
parameters and “bare landscape”). The specific “receptors” in East Langdon
and Pineham are identified in the Supplementary Environmental Information
dated October 2007 on plan and by building reference number, but not by
property address or description, so it does not follow that all are places of
habitation. The 2008 SEI for the four turbine option remarks that the removal
of turbine 1 would reduce the number of “receptors” affected by more than 50
shadow hours per year from 12 to 6, and that “flicker” effects at East Langdon
School would be reduced from 30 shadow hours per year to 10 shadow hours
per year.
62. The Council commissioned its own assessment of these results which, apart
from observing that the turbines had been moved about 100 m south in the 4
turbine scheme (which the appellant later affirmed to be a result of
typographical error and had not influenced the outcome), focussed on seven
“representative” dwellings. There are no set thresholds of acceptability for
shadow flicker in the UK, but guidelines adopted by the Irish Government
apparently recommend that shadow flicker at neighbouring offices and
dwellings within 500 m of a wind turbine should not exceed 30 hours per year
or 30 minutes per day. On that basis, the study found that five of the
properties would require mitigation for the 5 turbine scheme and four for the 4
turbine alternative. Since those are “representative” dwellings, this does not
mean that only a maximum of five properties would be affected.
63. At the Inquiry, I drew attention to my difficulties in identifying, from the
information before me, the actual numbers of places of habitation that might
be affected by shadow flicker rather than “shadow throw”. The approach taken
in the ES and in the Appellant’s suggested safeguarding condition is that a
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scheme would be submitted to the Council for approval specifying the
measures that would be taken if “shadow flicker” from any particular turbine
was alleged by any particular building user to be occurring. The scheme would,
according to the ES, include the supply of window blinds to those who agree,
failing which photo-electric apparatus would be fitted to shut one or more of
the turbines down at times when shadow flicker is a risk. However, before
either of these measures would be implemented, the user of any property
concerned would be required to keep a log of dates and times over a period of
two weeks to demonstrate the pattern of occurrence. The log (or logs) would
then be cross-checked for veracity by requesting the turbine manufacturer to
produce their own calculations for the specific property concerned. It seems to
me that with normal climatic and seasonal vagaries, the time span between
original complaint and final remedy could thus be considerable, during which
time up to 105 potential “receptors” (although probably far fewer on the basis
of the Council’s “representative” properties) could remain exposed to the
“annoyance” of shadow flicker. I also question whether the fitting of window
blinds would be regarded by any complainant as an acceptable (even if
effective) response. In response to these concerns, the Council suggested an
alternative condition that would be “pro-active” rather than “reactive”
inasmuch as it would require detailed survey and calculations to more precisely
identify affected properties before development commenced. With all of the ES
“receptors” involved, that would, however, be a potentially arduous task and
one that the Appellant could have difficulty in undertaking in the absence of
any statutory right of entry to the properties concerned. Without any further
information on how many properties, and which, might be affected by actual
shadow flicker in time to be examined at the Inquiry, I therefore undertook a
brief visual appraisal of a sample of properties during my site inspection.
64. From that, I am for the most part content that shadow flicker effects would be
avoided by a combination of distance, contours and building orientation. This
applies particularly in East Langdon. There, I saw that the school had a
classroom facing towards the turbines but its two windows are, in my
estimation, sufficiently large to dilute any shadow effect that might occur
during normal school hours. St Augustine’s church has a tall, narrow window
facing towards the turbine field but this is of coloured glass and at the opposite
end to the altar. Any internal contrast between light and shade would thus be
much diminished and unlikely to impinge significantly on devotions. Flicker
effects elsewhere within the centre of the village would be largely masked by
trees, especially if turbine T1 is omitted. There would, however, in my
judgement be potentially adverse shadow flicker effects with either five or four
turbines at Seven Seas (facing kitchen window), Grove End (lounge and
bedroom windows), Enifer Downs farmhouse (facing kitchen and living room
windows), Little Pineham Farm and Dane Cottages (bedroom and living room
windows). All of these are within 820 m of a proposed turbine and have wholly
or mainly open views across the turbine field embracing easterly or westerly
segments of the sun’s transit. There might also be some small risk at more
distant properties in Napchester, such as St Margaret’s Farm (bedroom and
living room windows) which are shown, in the Council’s analysis, to be within
the 0-50 hour exposure category.
65. The actual numbers likely to be affected are, therefore, relatively small and, for
that reason, a “pro-active” planning condition broadly along the lines suggested
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by the Council but specific to the properties I have identified would, I consider,
meet Circular 11/95 tests and should be capable of establishing effective
mitigation. Nonetheless, as with noise, adequate separation distance is the
most robust “pro-active” protection against harmful impact, enabling the “reactive” fitting of control mechanisms to be held in reserve should unpredicted
flicker occur (for example through seasonal or physical loss of existing
screening vegetation, or the effect of raised eyeline at upper floor levels when
compared with the ES measurement level of 1.5 m). I find it significant in this
respect that dimensions of as little as between 360 m and 570 m represented
by some of the properties in this case fall not just below, but well below, the
ten rotor diameters criterion cited in the PPS22 Companion Guide. Use of that
criterion as a minimum separation distance is (and not just at site selection
stage) the only form of flicker mitigation that the PPS22 Companion Guide
explicitly recognises.
Visual impact
66. Paragraph 39 of the PPS22 Companion Guide affirms that the planning system
exists to regulate the development and use of land in the public interest. In
most cases, the outlook from a private property is a private interest, not a
public one, and the public at large may attach very different value judgements
to the visual and other qualities of wind turbines than those who face living
close to them. Equally, people pass through a diverse variety of environments
when going about their daily lives, whether by car or when using the local
rights of way network, and I find nothing generally objectionable in turbines
being part of that wider experience. However, when turbines are present in
such number, size and proximity that they represent an unpleasantly
overwhelming and unavoidable presence in main views from a house or
garden, there is every likelihood that the property concerned would come to be
widely regarded as an unattractive and thus unsatisfactory (but not necessarily
uninhabitable) place in which to live. It is not in the public interest to create
such living conditions where they did not exist before.
67. From the east, I saw that the wind farm would be fully exposed to view from
Enifer Downs farmhouse and Seven Seas. The former is a single storey
dwelling standing only about 200 m from the edge of the turbine field and the
latter is a modestly proportioned two storey house set only about 500 m from
the edge of the turbine field. The nearest representative photomontage to
these is A19, which is taken at 190 m from turbine T1. However, that is the
montage that I asked to be extended because it does not pan as far
northwards as T1 which, it was agreed, would require an upward tilt of the
head, at that distance, to see the blade tips. From the properties themselves,
the turbines would spread fully across the outlook (more than one turn of the
head) from main rooms and gardens of both properties, the distance between
the two outermost turbine towers (T1 and T5) in this vista being approximately
700 m (or 782 m to outer blade tips). Dimensions of about 400-700 m are
representative of turbine spacing throughout the proposed cluster, and all five
would be visible with no significant screening by vegetation or contours.
Significantly, with Enifer Downs farmhouse itself only 360 m from T5, my
impression is that the visual experience of the occupiers from the main living
rooms and garden of their property would be comparable to living actually
within the turbine cluster. Although more distant, that impression would not be
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much different from the kitchen and back garden of Seven Seas. The view of
the turbines from living room windows and loggia of a third property, at Grove
End, would be slightly more angled, and some of the turbines could be more
easily screened by vegetation. Nonetheless, I consider that the looming
presence of rotating turbines of the height proposed would be unpleasantly
overwhelming and unavoidable from all three of these properties, and
especially so at Enifer Downs farmhouse even if turbine T1 was excluded.
68. From the south west, the turbines would be plainly visible from Little Pineham
Farm and Dane Cottages (as well as from a range of other properties
hereabouts, but which are more distant and generally angled away from the
turbines or have a measure of screening from farm buildings). Little Pineham
Farmhouse is a small, two storey detached cottage about 100 years old, with
its bay-windowed front facing towards the turbine field. Dane Cottages are
currently undergoing refurbishment but present a three storey gable end
towards the turbine field. I understand that there are to be main windows on
each floor in this gable end (including a first floor living room and balcony) to
maximise views that, on a clear day, apparently extend as far as Pegwell Bay.
The nearest photomontage to both of these properties is A20, taken at a
distance of 510 m from turbine T4, which is some distance further back than
Little Pineham Farmhouse. The spread of the turbines from this direction would
again be 700 m between the outermost turbine towers (T3 and T5) and
although there would be some masking of the lower part of the tower of T5 by
contours and vegetation, the upper part of the tower and the rotor would be
wholly visible. That turbine would be less than 600 m from Dane Cottages
while T3, T4 and T5 would all be within 800 m of both Little Pineham Farm and
Dane Cottages. The occupiers of these properties too would be faced with the
unavoidable and, in my estimation, unpleasantly overwhelming presence of
rotating turbines spreading both horizontally and vertically across a substantial
proportion of their main outward field of view. By comparing the turbine
spacing to the distance from these properties, I again liken that to conveying
the impression of living in or at a wind farm, rather than simply having a
turbine cluster close by. The omission of turbine T1 would not significantly
reduce this visual impact because it is the most distant from these properties
and thus least prominent in this panorama.
69. At West Langdon, to the north of the site, the separation distance is greater,
typically just in excess of 1 km. The relevant photomontages are A7 (amended)
and A8. There is localised screening by a combination of contours and
vegetation, but I saw that the settlement stands on a downward slope and is
largely oriented to face towards the turbine field. This is particularly noticeable
from Forstal Farm and the Millennium Green but also from the lane along the
ridge to the Church and Church Farm (although these latter views are filtered
between roadside trees). The spread of turbines in this instance (between T1
and T3) would be 800 m and, moving about the settlement at my site
inspection, I gained the impression that the outlook from the whole of this
small community would be dominated by their unavoidable presence, whether
seen as a complete cluster, individually or just in glimpses of moving blades. In
this case it is the spread of the turbines rather than their height that would, in
my judgment, be so visually invasive as to make the settlement a less
satisfactory place in which to live than it is now. That applies whether there
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would be five turbines or four because turbine T1 is one of the more distant
from this perspective.
70. There are some individual properties closer or equally close to turbines that I
judge would be less affected. These include New Cottages at Guston, where
turbine T5 would be only about 650 m distant but the greatest spread of
turbines (in that case between T1 and T3) would be about 450 m further back.
They would also appear much more tightly grouped, and thus less intrusive in
the view, if turbine T1 is deleted. Although much the same applies at St
Margaret’s Farm in Napchester, the nearest turbine would be about 1.2 km
away and all would be seen only as part of a much broader rural panorama.
The turbines would barely be seen from Langdon Abbey, Langdon Court and
Hart Cottage.
71. However, in those cases that I have identified where the full height and
maximum spread of turbines in the numbers proposed would be seen at their
greatest from closest to (typically at up to about 800 m), and with little or
nothing by way of intervening screening, it is my conclusion that living
conditions would be demonstrably harmed by significant and over-dominant
visual impact. There would be conflict with the relevant SP and LP policies
safeguarding against un-neighbourly development whether from noise, flicker
or visual impact.
Issue 6: Effect on cultural heritage interests, including locations of
acknowledged scenic attraction.
72. There was criticism of the ES coverage of cultural heritage (Chapter 10) at the
Inquiry, but I am content that the evidence now before me deals with the
subject in adequate detail. This includes descriptive material, commentary on
the appropriate approach to consideration, and both analysis and critique of
sensitivity, magnitude of change and significance of effects. I do not review all
of this documentation here, but my findings are informed by it. I identify only
the key points arising from the submissions and from my site inspection that
have led me to those findings, focussing on the main cultural heritage interests
over which there was dispute at the Inquiry. My assessment works
progressively outwards from the site itself.
On-site archaeology
73. Table 10.1 of the ES identifies known or expected archaeological remains
“within the site”. This is misleading, because although some (such as the
Roman Road) are on land over which the Appellant has control, not all are
within the turbine field and few if any can be said to lie directly under the red
line application site defining the turbine bases, tracks and sub-station.
Nonetheless, they do indicate some likelihood of buried remains of at least local
or regional significance being found during ground disturbance caused by
construction of the turbine cluster. The Council points out that, to date,
investigation has been limited to desk study without any consultation with the
County Archaeologist or others and that, if further investigation is not
undertaken until after permission has been granted, any prospect of
preservation in situ might be inopportunely eliminated.
74. Part B of PPG16 makes clear at paragraph 19 that consultation between
developers and planning authorities should take place at the earliest stage and
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paragraph 21 says that where there are indications that important
archaeological remains may exist, it is reasonable for the planning authority to
request the intending developer to arrange for field evaluation (distinct from
full-scale archaeological excavation) before any decision on the application is
taken. This advice is also manifested as a main thrust of SP policy QL7.
Nonetheless, the presumption in favour of preservation in situ in paragraphs 8
and 27 of the PPG16 Annex applies only to nationally important remains and,
as paragraph 27 further avers, involves a considered balance between a range
of factors including the need for the development.
75. With that advice in mind, I acknowledge that the routing of construction traffic
across the site is open to variation and the permanent access track network
might well be capable of being constructed on a load-spreading platform laid on
top of the ground rather than dug into it. If necessary, it might also be
possible to site the substation apparatus within the existing former collieryrelated building in the centre of the site. The excavation of turbine bases is
nonetheless a very invasive process in both depth and spread, and the bases
below 1 m in depth are not intended to be “reversible” development. The
tightly drawn application boundary leaves little scope for micro-siting of the
turbine bases should remains be found during the excavation process. Aerial
photographs suggest, however, that the greatest likelihood of remains being
found is in the vicinity of T1, so omission of that turbine would contribute to
minimising archaeological risk.
76. On balance, therefore, the potential for harm to archaeological interests is, I
consider, small and in this case insufficient by itself to warrant refusal of
permission for, at least, a four turbine scheme. A condition requiring, before
development commenced, more detailed survey, recording and, if necessary,
preservation elsewhere, would be likely to provide sufficient protection.
Nonetheless, it is regrettable that PPG16 advice has not been more diligently
followed, particularly when a relatively small amount of agreed pre-application
field work could have lent greater certainty to the subject of preservation than
reliance solely on post-decision investigation required by planning condition.
Langdon Abbey
77. Langdon Abbey is both a Scheduled Ancient Monument and a Grade II* Listed
Building. Only limited visual evidence of the Abbey itself now survives, but
“Langdon Abbey” also refers to the farm complex constructed around the
remains and includes the farmhouse, built in the late 16th Century. The
ensemble stands in a secluded woodland dell about 500m to the north of the
turbine field. To my mind it is the dell that provides the visual envelope of the
historic setting here, not any part of the turbine field itself. The Council
accepts that the significance of potential effect would be slight to none, and I
find no reason to depart from that assessment.
East Langdon Conservation Area and related cultural interests.
78. East Langdon is one of the small villages of historic character and profoundly
rural quality that populate the dry valleys dissecting the local landscape. The
Conservation Area extends to within about 550 m of turbine 1 and covers the
nearest end of the village to the turbine field, amounting to just over half of its
built-up area, thus excluding more modern ribbon and estate-type
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development at the north eastern end. At the centre of the Conservation Area
is a small triangular green, apparently created following the demolition of a
former farmstead during the last century. The loose assemblage of buildings
around this include St Augustine’s Church (a Scheduled Ancient Monument and
a Grade II* Listed Building), Jossenblock (a large house and barn, (Listed,
Grade II*), The Rectory (a Grade II Listed Building) and Langdon Court (a
Grade II Listed Building). There is also a group of newly constructed barn-like
dwellings off one side of the green. Pervading the whole are an emphatically
sylvan setting, architecture of traditional scale and appearance, and a notable
lack of visually intrusive features.
79. From within the Conservation Area, there would be relatively few places from
which the turbines would be seen because of the masking effect of trees and
the valley sides. From parts of the gardens of Jossenblock, The Rectory and
Langdon Court, for example, any turbine would only be seen when facing away
from the Listed Buildings. From those and from the Green glimpses mainly of
turbine T1 would be at or above hub height with the bulk of the towers behind
trees and thus low on the skyline. If turbine T1 is excluded, historically
significant views and settings would, I consider, be adequately preserved.
80. The Rector of St Augustine’s put to me that the presence of rotating turbines
within sight and earshot of the Church would be disturbing to acts of worship,
remembrance and celebration. A similar point was made by the Rector of St
Peter’s Church in Church Whitfield. Churches are the main spiritual and
pastoral focus of community activity and local people identify strongly with
them to establish, individually and collectively, their own distinctive sense of
place, purpose and history. The quality of the buildings themselves and of
their surroundings also often represent the pinnacle of a settlement’s
architectural achievement and they are widely recognised and appreciated as a
showcase of the environmental quality of a settlement and the social well-being
of its people. For all of these reasons, it seems to me that a unique and
particularly compelling importance attaches to maintaining the peace and
tranquillity of their surrounds and the quality of views to, from and of them
that are religiously, socially, architecturally, historically or visually important to
the community. In an economic sense, these functions in turn contribute to
ongoing preservation and enhancement of the buildings themselves. I
accordingly include all of these factors in my consideration of the desirability of
preserving or enhancing Listed Buildings and their settings for the purposes of
Section 66(1) of the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act
1990. I also see no reason to exclude from that consideration recently
extended areas of burial ground, where these have a direct visual or physical
relationship to a church. However, it would plainly be untenable to reject
development simply on the basis that it would be seen from an historic church
or associated graveyard – to do so would effectively exclude turbines from
most of rural (and urban) England.
81. Turning specifically to St Augustine’s Church, therefore, I am content that
turbine T5 would not be seen in the view along the approach path between the
Lych Gate and the porch and that none would intrude into areas around the
porch that might be important to the setting of the church when, for example,
wedding photographs are being taken. It was suggested that any future loss of
a nearby screen of tall conifer trees might expose the main churchyard to view
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of the turbines, but there is only hearsay evidence that their removal might be
threatened even if the existing alignment of the Conservation Area boundary
does not lend protection. There is no dispute, however, that turbines would be
plainly visible further to the rear of the Church, above a more distant line of
foreground trees, and most notably across part of the outward view at and
towards the end of the extended graveyard area. Turbine T1 would be just
0.58 km from this location. The Appellant has suggested that some additional
boundary planting could create suitably solid screening. There is, however,
only limited space for this within the churchyard and I saw that there might be
adverse implications for a section of retaining wall here. It would also be likely
to take some time to establish full effect. In the absence of suitable screening,
the presence and movement of turbines this near could, I consider, be found so
pervasive as to disrupt those seeking solace in quiet contemplation, particularly
directly after bereavement, and I would come to a similar view whether
exercising my Section 66(1) duty or not.
82. Nevertheless, the most secure safeguard for ensuring preservation of the
“contemplative” setting of the Church would, I consider, be greater separation
distance. Exclusion of nearest turbine (T1) would be beneficial in that context,
but it seems to me that the spread of turbines across this view is also a factor.
I say that particularly in the context of views into and out of the Conservation
Area and the wider setting of the Church itself. From the elevated parts of
Pond Lane and Hollands Hill (and from some points on the footpath between) I
saw that the low but clearly identifiable tower of the Church is a significant
landmark in itself, enabling the eye to alight easily on other visible parts of the
settlement and providing a clear reference for the scale of buildings within it.
The turbine cluster would effectively become a broad and eye-catching
backdrop to this charmingly arcadian scene. The contrast in height, modernity
and character between these very different structures in such close
juxtaposition would, I consider, be jarring, an effect that would be amplified by
the spread of turbines to T5, which would be somewhat detached from the
others when seen from these general directions. It is thus my conclusion that
neither four nor five turbines would suitably preserve or enhance the setting of
the Church, or what I regard as important views into the Conservation Area.
Church of St Peter, Church Whitfield
83. This Church is both a Scheduled Ancient Monument and a Grade II* Listed
Building. Despite its rural location, it serves a sizeable and mainly urban parish
and stands a little under 1 km to the south west of the nearest turbine, in this
case T3. The front of the Church and churchyard face away from the turbines,
which would only be visible from the graveyard behind it, mainly from two
conjoined areas of land that have become a graveyard extension. The
relatively few burials that have so far taken place here are in a line along the
western boundary, in the shelter of a boundary hedge. There is also a small
garden of memory sited more towards the centre of the westernmost section of
land, and a memorial bench stands close to the north east boundary but faces
inwards towards the Church rather than outwards across the surrounding
landscape. I saw that the A256 between Dover and Sandwich passes in a
cutting just beyond this boundary and I found the traffic noise here very
audible. Turbine noise would not, in my estimation, be heard above this at the
distance concerned. However, all five turbines would be seen rotating well
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above the woodland canopy on the horizon. As at St Augustine’s, turbine T5
would appear in relative isolation to one side of the cluster, which would thus
be strung out for a considerable distance squarely across the main outward
field of view, making it difficult to ignore their presence. I acknowledge that
the visual relationship to the Church itself is, at best, tenuous in this case but
the physical and functional relationship between the Church and this section of
graveyard is likely to become more consolidated over time. The sensitivity of
viewpoint and viewer are also factors to which I attach weight in coming to the
conclusion that, while the historic setting of the Church would not be directly
harmed, the proposal for either four or five turbines would have some adverse
impact on the general ambience that those attending or visiting the extended
graveyard might reasonably expect to experience.
Swingate Mill
84. This tall brick windmill tower is a Grade II Listed Building. The sweeps are no
longer attached and the tower has been adapted for residential occupation. It
stands in relative isolation about 2 km to the south east of the turbine field. It
is a landmark of some prominence in the local landscape and its historic setting
might reasonably be taken to extend as far as is necessary to demonstrate the
importance of topography to wind exposure. I do not therefore question that
the proposed turbines can be held to fall within its setting. Nonetheless, there
is clear synergy between both the mill and the turbines inasmuch as they
would be inter-visible examples of mans’ past and present approaches to
harnessing the power of the wind in this area and the variety of uses to which
that power can be put. The turbines would also provide a contrasting image of
the progression of the technology and the physics of wind capture relative to
height, scale and appearance. The separation distance between the mill and
the turbines would be sufficient for each to be seen as an individual entity and I
take the view that the setting of the Listed Building would in this case be
enhanced rather than diminished by their distant presence.
Maydensole House
85. This Grade II* Listed Building stands about 1.5 km from the site and is part of
a small enclave of farm development (including a Grade II Listed barn) situated
at the bottom of a valley to the north west of West Langdon. The Council
acknowledges that the fold in the landscape here coupled with woodland shaws
to the south and west prevent any unacceptable juxtaposition of turbines and
buildings. I share that view. The setting would be preserved.
Church of St Martin of Tours, Guston
86. I agree with the Council’s assessment that the setting of this Grade II* Listed
Church would also be preserved.
The White Cliffs and South Foreland Lighthouse
87. The length of the Saxon Shore Way from Kingsdown via Hope Point and then
atop the cliffs to Bockell Hill where stands the Dover Patrol memorial (VP 15), a
tea room and a swathe of land owned by the National Trust to my mind ranks,
in terms of visual quality, among the finest sections of coastal paths in
England. In any landward view from this well trodden section of footpath the
turbines would represent a distant but significant landmark. Many who come
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here specifically to absorb and admire the qualities of rurality, natural beauty
and stillness might find the presence of such a broad array of turbines
incongruous, even at a distance of 4.6 km, when seen as part of the experience
of a landscape of such high intrinsic aesthetic quality. Much the same applies
to the view from South Foreland Lighthouse (Grade II Listed). This is perhaps
not the most easily accessible among the National Trust’s portfolio of buildings,
and is set adjacent to an area of scrubland concealing some large World War II
bunkers. Nonetheless, the view from the platform around the light
encompasses probably the most panoramic and uncluttered stretch of landward
skyline available from the cliff tops (A23). From here I noted, in particular,
that the skyline silhouette of the turbine cluster would be much less compact
and symmetrical than the three WWII radar masts (maximum 110 m high) at
Swingate, while the rotation of their blades would draw the eye more
compulsively. The setting of this building would not, in my estimation, be
impaired but the attractive and uncluttered panorama, that people come to
enjoy from it, would be.
Dover Castle and the Western Heights.
88. I was unable to climb the keep of Dover Castle (Grade I Listed and Scheduled
Ancient Monument) during my inspection as building work was in progress and
I can therefore only rely on the verbal and photographic evidence before me.
While it was argued that the seaward view alone was historically significant, I
heard that the rear of the Castle was most vulnerable to attack, formed the
processional entrance route and provided a first or last sight of England for
royal guests arriving from or departing to the continent. The present day
visual relationship to Fort Burgoyne and the Duke of York’s Royal Military
School further consolidate the view northwards (to the horizon above the ridge
beyond) as part of the setting of castle. Within this setting, it is apparent from
the relevant photomontage (A17, at 3.72 km) that even though the Swingate
masts appear taller than the proposed turbines because of their greater
proximity, the spread and rotation of the turbines on the horizon would
represent a more demanding and less harmonious focus for the eye. I also find
turbine 1 in particular in this view to be uncomfortably close to the otherwise
suitably isolated tower of the Duke of York’s Royal Military School. In these
specific respects, I consider that the setting of the Castle would not be
preserved or enhanced.
89. Conversely, from the Western Heights, I saw that the angle of view is away
from the Castle and passes across the built up area of Dover itself (which
portrays a scene of movement rather than stillness) to a part of the skyline
already populated with a number of pylons and masts. Views of the blade tips
from here (VP16) would not, I consider, be either significant or incongruous.
Other matters
90. Paragraph 21 of the PPS22 Companion Guide advises that amendments to
existing roads required to gain access to a site should be detailed in any wind
farm application. At the time the ES was compiled, it had been intended to
deliver turbine components via the port of Dover but, in the light of concerns
expressed by the Highway Authorities (in this case both the Department for
Transport and the County Council) it was proposed at the Inquiry to use the
port of Chatham instead. The Companion Guide does not stipulate the length
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of the access between the point of manufacture/importation of the turbines and
delivery to site over which road alternations need to be considered by the ES.
However Chatham was, I understand, used for turbines of similar size for Little
Cheyne Farm and, on the basis that no further alterations would be needed in
the Medway Towns, I indicated that I would consider only the section between
the point of departure from the Trunk Road network and the North Dover site
entrance. In effect, that section is adequately covered by the existing ES and I
could see no reason to require any further Environmental Information on the
subject. While the route is narrow in places, and its use would inevitably cause
some inconvenience to local people, I am content that turbine delivery would
not represent an insurmountable obstacle to turbine development. Any
residual concerns could, I consider, be suitably dealt with by planning
conditions.
91. The Companion Guide further says that, with regard to driver distraction, the
presence of turbines within sight of roads should not be considered particularly
hazardous. In this case, objector concern focuses on the A258 between Dover
and Walmer. This is a two way road, for the most part with no footways. It is
subject to the national 60mph speed limit. I was told that this road has a poor
accident record, there having been a number of fatalities along it. In places,
forward visibility is limited by undulations and it was also pointed out that the
road serves as an access to a caravan site at Martin Mill, apparently much
frequented by drivers from the continent who might be unfamiliar with driving
on the left. Nonetheless, even at its closest, the turbine field would be some 2
km to the west of the road and, at this distance, turbines would only appear
directly in front of drivers approaching from junctions on its eastern side, or
departing from junctions on its western side. There is no reason to believe that
continental motorists would regard wind turbines as such a novelty as to
distract their attention when undertaking these manoeuvres. The main risks
would seem to be from poorly sighted overtaking of one vehicle by another,
and from drivers coming unexpectedly upon slow moving or stationary traffic.
Drivers are required by law to take reasonable care to ensure their own and
others’ safety at all times. I do not therefore consider that the turbines would
add to accident risks on A258.
92. Moreover, although I am aware of a great deal of research on the subject, I
have found no evidence that actually demonstrates a causative relationship
between the presence of turbines and any attributable pattern of the incidence
of ill-health, despite the presence of a great number of wind farms in the UK
and elsewhere. While understanding parental concerns, I do not therefore
attach any weight to a suggestion that, on the basis of “attachment theory”,
the turbines might give rise to depression and declining levels of academic
achievement among local school children.
93. Concern about the effect on business interests was drawn to my intention in
the context of two local enterprises – one being the “White Doves of Dover” at
Dane Cottages in Pineham and the other being a studio used for fine art
restoration attached to a house on the edge of Guston. I understand that doves
might be reluctant to fly across the turbine field, but not all outward or return
flights will necessitate this. From the ornithological evidence before me, I also
have little reason to doubt that the birds would soon grow accustomed to the
presence of the turbines and find suitably safe routes between or around them.
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The art studio at Guston falls within an arc of the sun’s traverse where shadow
would not be cast by the turbines.
94. Following correspondence with MOD during the Inquiry, it would also seem that
provision of turbine lighting would not be a significant obstacle to development
of the wind farm, any request for low intensity or infra-red illumination of the
nacelles being a matter that can be suitably dealt with by planning condition.
Risk of public danger from ice-throw could be similarly avoided by planning
condition requiring the turbines to be fitted with vibration sensors. The
turbines would, I consider, be sufficiently exposed to view to avoid startling
horses and riders using the local road and bridleway network. However, I do
take note of objector criticism that turbine T1 would lie within “fall-over”
distance of Waldershare Lane and that turbine T5 would lie within “fall-over”
distance of the 33kV power lines traversing the site itself. While there are no
mandatory separation distances in either respect, both indicate that the siting
of turbines has not been undertaken with a view to achieving maximum safety.
Overall conclusions:
95. In dividing the main issues in this case into two categories, I have sought to
distinguish between broad matters of policy principle and detailed matters of
development control.
96. In the first of these categories, it is clear that there is a need in Kent to
increase capacity for the generation of electricity from renewable sources,
including wind, in order to ensure that the target expressed in extant and
emerging RSS for the period to 2016 can be met. There is no statutory or
other need to explore alternatives because this site has the wind resource to
make due contribution and is in a part of Kent where there is, I consider,
landscape capacity to absorb a “small cluster” of 120 m high turbines as
defined in SP paragraph 9.26.
97. However, beyond those points there are two repeating criticisms of the
application scheme that variously permeate through each of my remaining
conclusions. The first is inadequate attention to prescribed processes in the
formulation of the application, and the second is failure to demonstrate the
sensitive approach to exploitation of renewable energy resources expected by
paragraph 16(i) of PPS7.
98. In the case of aviation interests, I consider that paragraph 25 of PPS22
requires a more attentive response than a unilateral suggestion by a wind farm
developer, in an ES or at Inquiry stage, that pilots of aircraft be advised to fly
through or around potential hazards placed in their present main flight paths.
With KIA, it is also not in my view sufficient for the Appellant to argue that the
prospect of ATC being unable to provide a satisfactory service is so small that it
should be ignored. Air accidents are rare but generally arise from unlikely and
unforeseen combinations of events. When they do occur, they also often end
in fatality, as the light aircraft crash above East Langdon in 1996 demonstrates.
I therefore look upon the maintenance of air safety as an important public
interest and a material planning consideration of great weight. It is the
purpose of ATC to minimise the unforeseen, and this can only be achieved by
being able to offer the best level of service that is practicable. There may or
may not be a way in which radar effects of concern KIA can be economically
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mitigated (at least until such time as the airport’s growth ambitions
materialise). Mr James’s evidence to the Steadings Wind Farm Inquiry, for
example, suggests that there might be. However, despite a collaborative
assessment having apparently being offered by the developer, and cooperation and engagement having apparently been offered by KIA, for
whatever reason the parties have not consorted in discussion or investigation
of the subject. I am left only to either agree or disagree with the Appellant’s
assertion that the turbines, by themselves, would not, in the CAA’s words,
“diminish the existing ATC service or constrain the future expansion of that
service”.
99. In that respect, the unique features that make the North Dover Area a hub of
flying activity and thus problematic for ATC at KIA include the position of the
Dover VOR beacon and the presence of the White Cliffs, the short sea crossing
and the thermals above the Downs. Those features cannot be moved and nor
can the flight patterns associated with them to achieve the requisite 5 km
avoidance distance, whereas the siting of wind turbines is comparatively
footloose. It follows that, if the ATC service would be diminished or
constrained and suitable technical mitigation cannot be agreed, it is the
turbines that would have to be moved and not the flight paths.
100. The problem at Inglenook airfield is different in both character and scale and
may, with further discussion, prove more readily capable of being overcome for
example by adopting the four turbine option and, if necessary, agreement not
to fly in certain weather conditions. Again, discussion with the operator was
recommended by CAA but this was not followed through with any vigour, a
criticism that can be applied also in some measure to at least the first round of
correspondence with MOD on the subject of turbine lighting, which was not
resolved until the end of the Inquiry.
101. On the balance of the evidence placed before me, I have found demonstrable
risks that ATC and air safety would be unacceptably compromised by the
presence of the proposed turbines. More particularly in PPS22 terms, however,
it is my conclusion that those risks, no matter how small they might be, have
not been either properly or satisfactorily addressed or resolved. In either case,
I am unable to conclude that this is an acceptable location, in principle, for a
turbine cluster to be developed, and it would be wrong to grant conditional
permission in the absence of any certainty that workable mitigation could be
agreed later.
102. Turning then to the development control details, I again find inadequate
attention to process, not only in relation to the ETSU-R-97 recommendations
for measurement of background noise levels but also in the way in which the
ES deals with “shadow throw”, leaving the more important subject of “shadow
flicker” open largely to conjecture. In cases where there is substantial
separation between turbines and neighbouring places of habitation, these
matters of process may not be significant. However, although the Appellant’s
planning witness was able to refer to cases where turbines had been sited at
about 600 m from one or two dwellings, he accepted that he had not before
come across a case in which turbines of the size and number involved in this
case have been proposed so close to so many properties. Indeed, having
examined all of the many wind farm decisions in the Inquiry documents (not all
of which include dimensions), and on the basis of my own experience, I come
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to much the same conclusion. That may or may not be because schemes with
lesser separation distances have been “weeded out” at the pre-application
stage of impact analysis but it does, in my opinion, at least signal a need for
particular caution.
103. Different opinions were expressed to me on how long it would take, and what
would be needed, to check the validity of background noise levels with fresh
measurements taken on a consensual basis. However, I find that this is not a
matter that can be left to planning condition, because the margins here are so
tight that there can, at the present point in the decision-making process, be no
guarantee that achievable noise limits would then derive from them. To
impose a condition in such circumstances would (as with radar mitigation at
KIA) be contrary to the judgment in Maureen Smith and S of S for the
Environment, Transport and the Regions and others [2003] EWCACiv262, to
which LAG was at pains to direct me. The risk of unacceptable shadow flicker
is, I acknowledge, slight and more readily susceptible to control by planning
condition. However, public perception of the least satisfactory living conditions
will inevitably attach to those properties considered to be most exposed to the
combined effects of noise, flicker and visual impact. It cannot pass without
notice that my adverse findings on the last of these coincidentally alight also on
the same properties as the first two. I have not been convinced that physical
separation between turbines and places of habitation would be sufficient in this
case to ensure that satisfactory living conditions would be maintained.
104. I return again to questions of process in relation to my findings on cultural
heritage interests, where I note that the approach recommended in PPS16 to
investigation of on-site archaeology has not been followed. That aside, the
impact of the turbines on other cultural interests would be visual rather than
physical, and both more widely and thinly scattered. English Heritage has not
objected, but in the case of the two churches to which I have referred (St
Augustine’s and St Peter’s), I nevertheless consider the turbines to be
uncomfortably close and conspicuous. In comparison, the effect of the turbines
on the setting and views into and out of East Langdon Conservation Area, and
on more distant views from Bockell Hill, South Foreland Lighthouse and Dover
Castle are, I consider, more a matter of broad landscape composition (or
“landscape architecture” in its grandest sense). I attach importance to that
subject in this case because of the acknowledged quality of the respective
viewpoints (including the quintessentially undisturbed rural setting of East
Langdon) and the numbers and likely qualitative expectations of visitors to
them. In all of these, it is the number and spread of the turbines, together
with their silhouette above the skyline, that I find unacceptably inelegant.
105. Omission of turbine T1 would go some way to addressing spread but the
remaining even number of turbines would serve only to make the silhouette
still less attractive, by creating what might, by some, be recognised as a
restless architectural form (because, like a house without a front door, there
would be no central point for the eye to naturally alight upon). Conversely,
omission of two turbines, for example T1 and T5, would leave the outline of a
simple trinity of more closely spaced turbines which, I consider, the eye could
more easily assimilate. Such an outline would blend more comfortably into
long distance views and settings, provide greater separation from East Langdon
(including St Augustine’s Church, and other places of habitation to the east),
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and be less likely to dominate the outlook from West Langdon. It would also
impinge less intrusively into the view from the extended graveyard area of St
Peter’s Church. Notably too, safety concerns about “fall over” distance would
be overcome, while at Enifer Downs farmhouse (which is the closest of any
dwelling to a proposed turbine), omission of both T1 and T5 would almost halve
the spread of turbines and nearly double the distance between the house and
those that would then remain. There would thus be less impact on neighbour
living conditions here and nearby, even though the absence of T5 would only
peripherally reduce the visual effect on residents in Pineham. Investigation of
the implications of excising these two turbines would, furthermore, allow for
consideration of a greater range of alternatives for the preservation of any
archaeological finds that might be identified by timely field “evaluation”.
106. Nevertheless, notwithstanding the context provided by my ruling following the
pre-Inquiry meeting, both the Appellant and the Council cautioned against
reducing the number of proposed turbines, not least because of the
implications for the amount of energy the site would then be able to generate.
Even with three turbines, important matters of principle (air safety) and
process (noise) that I have identified would remain to be properly addressed.
Separation distance from properties at Pineham might, as paragraphs 55, 65,
68 and 103 above imply, also prove insufficient (if the combined effects of
noise, flicker and visual intrusion are still found to require mitigation) to ensure
satisfactory living conditions. Planning conditions alone cannot resolve those
points, whether for five turbines or any lesser number.
107. In sum, notwithstanding the significant weight attached by paragraph 1(iv) of
PPS22 to the wider environmental and economic benefits of proposals for
renewable energy projects, and my finding that there is both need and
landscape capacity for renewable energy generation in this part of Kent,
important safeguards in National planning guidance and the statutory
development plan have not, in this case, been satisfactorily met. I have
considered all other matters raised at the Inquiry, including ecological,
arboricultural and agricultural concerns but I find nothing to alter my
conclusion that the scheme as put before me is unacceptable in policy, safety
and environmental terms. It does not represent a sensitive approach to
exploitation of renewable energy resources in this particular area of countryside
and I therefore refuse planning permission for it.

D Lavender
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Speech by the Prime Minister (Low Carbon Economy Summit - June2008)
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outdoors, Part 2
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cultural heritage features, April 2008)
Conservation principles - Policies and guidance for the sustainable
management of the historic environment (English Heritage, April
2008)
D e s c r i p t i o n s a n d s c h e d u l i n g of Listed Buildings and
Ancient Monuments within 5Km of appeal site
Aviation

S1

'’Wind Energy and Aviation interests, Interim Guidelines’ Wind
Energy,Defence & Civil Aviation Interests Working Group, ETSU
W/14/00626/REP, DTI, 2002
S2
Civil Aviation Authority, CAP 764 'CAA Policy and Guidelines on Wind
Turbines'
S3
Civil Aviation Authority, CAP 738 - Safeguarding of Aerodromes (excerpts
only)
S4
Wind Turbines And Aviation Interests - European Experience And
Practice, STASYS Ltd, ETSU W/14/00624/REP, DTI PUB URN No.
03/515, DTI, 2002
S5
Civil Aviation Authority, Safety Regulation Group, CAP 493: Manual of Air
Traffic Services Part 1 (excerpts only)
S6
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Services Safety Requirements, Part B, Section 4, GEN 01, 12 June 2003
(excerpts only)
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only)
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Other
The BWEA handout/press release dated 29 November 2007 re the
Advertising Standards Agency report on CO2 savings
SPP6
British Horse Society Guidance on Wind farms
A short history of Guston (M.E. Bodiam)
Saint Martin of Tours - Guston Parish Church History
East Langdon and Martin (Major G.S. Johnson)
A history of St Augustine's church, East Langdon
Langdon Primary School, consultation report 8th June 2006 (Dr Alan
F Snoad)
St Mary's Church, West Langdon
A history of Whitfield (Rev. 3 Howard Brown)

Statement of Common Ground between Ecotricity Group Ltd and
Dover District Council
Statement of Common Ground between Ecotricity Group Ltd (5
January 2009 version) and NATS and covering letter dated 12
December 2008
Statement of Common Ground between Ecotricity Group Ltd and
Infratil on Aviation Matters - Radar
Working drafts of planning conditions, dated 21 January 2009, 5
February 2009 and 9 February 2009.
Inspector’s notes on documentation, dated 26 January 2009.
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Inspector’s initial comments on working drafts of conditions,
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Council’s opening statement
Letter from Terence O’Rourke to PINs dated 11 November 2008
(referred to in Council’s opening statement).
Ms Kaner’s Proof of evidence and Summary
Ms Kaner’s Appendices
Appeal Decision A2066130 – residential development at
Franconia, The Droveway, St Margaret’s Bay.
“Renewable Energy Technologies in the English Countryside”,
February 1994 (whole document).
Mr Trehy’s Proof of evidence and Summary
Mr Trehy’s Appendices
Visitor figures for Dover Castle (including The Keep).
Extract from Institute for Archaeologists’ Standard and Guidance
for desk-based assessment, revised October 2008.
Extract from Institute for Archaeologists’ Standard and Guidance
for Stewardship of the Historic Environment, September 2007.
Good Practice Guide to managing risk and maximising benefit
when dealing with archaeology and development.
Bundle of plans indicating numbers of properties within 1, 2 and 5
km of each turbine and calculation sheets.
Plans and bundle of lists of properties within 820 m of each
turbine (submitted at Inspector’s request).
List showing distances of Little Pineham Farm, Enifer Downs Farm
and Langdon Court from the nearest turbines to them.
Dr A Farahmand-Razavi’s proof
Bundle of plans, letters and e-mails dated 12-13 January 2009
seeking to establish division of trunk road and County highway
networks at Whitfield roundabout and width of highway in Archers
Court Road (submitted at Inspector’s request)
Bundle of e-mails relating to turbine lighting, up to 10 December
2008.
Mr Jensen’s Proof of evidence and Summary
Mr Jensen’s assessment of background noise levels using
regression line formulas based on figures in 2007 ES - tables.
Mr Jensen’s assessment of background noise levels using
regression line formulas based on figures in 2007 ES - graphs.
Combined graphs for the 5 representative receptors daytime/night
time (Pineham Farm daytime adjusted).
Mr Miller’s Proof of evidence and Summary.
Mr Miller’s Appendices.
GOSE correspondence on saved policies in SP (relevant to SLA).
SP Panel report on Local Landscape designations.
Extract from Stilton Wind Park ES, dealing with site selection
Renewable energy Schemes in the Pipeline in Kent 22 January
2009.
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BBC news report on Eurotunnel bid for Dover Strait to become
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Assessment of ES Shadow Flicker Report, November 2008.
Swale Council report on Port of Sheerness wind turbine proposal.
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Plan showing wind speed relative to designated areas in Dover
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Memo from Ramboll to Council detailing Mr Jensen’s comments on
proposed noise conditions.
Council’s closing statement.
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Mr Houghton’s Opening Statement
Plan showing application site outlined in red and land under
control of Appellant outlined in blue (submitted at the Inspector’s
request).
Mr David’s Proof of evidence
Mr David’s Summary
Mr David’s Appendices
Mr David’s Figures
Mr David’s Rebuttal evidence
Six plans showing shadow flicker receptors by sector
Amended Viewpoints A7 for 5 and 4 turbine schemes.
Extract from “Renewable Energy Technologies in the English
Countryside”, February 1994.
Extended photomontage A19 and explanatory note
Bundle of e-mail correspondence with Energy Defence Estates
concerning turbine lighting.
Mr Collett’s Proof of evidence
Drawing numbered 67.90.001-0 showing generator transport by
turnable trailer.
Mr McKenzie’s Proof of evidence
Mr McKenzie’s Summary
Mr McKenzie’s Appendices
Mr McKenzie’s Rebuttal proof of evidence
Mr McKenzie’s noise and wind time histories Appendices
Evidence to Mountboy wind farm by Mr Bowdler
Sound Power levels for E-82 turbine and noise safety factor.
Mr Spaven’s Proof of evidence
Mr Spaven’s Summary
Mr Spaven’s Appendices
Radar plots across East Kent and Channel.
CAA consultation document on proposal for incremental expansion
of transponder use in UK airspace.
Stakeholder Consultation by NATS on proposal for controlled air
space at Stansted.
Mr James’s evidence to the Steadings Wind Farm Inquiry 18
January 2008.
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Document
Document
Document
Document
Document
Document
Document
Document

77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84

E-mail exchange between Mr Smith and Mr Spaven , June 2007.
Mr Stewart’s Proof of evidence
Mr Stewart’s Appendices
Written rebuttal submission on White Doves of Dover
Responses to Inspector requests for further information
Plan of swept path for turbine vehicle.
Note on draft conditions by Ecotricity – 5 February 2009
Mr Houghton’s Closing Statement.

Parish Councils’ Documents
Document
Document

85
86

Document
Document
Document
Document
Document

87
88
89
90
91

Document
Document
Document
Document
Document

92
93
94
95
96

Document

97

Document
Document

98
99

Parish Councils’ opening statement.
Three bound volumes of witness proofs and, statements and
appendices.
Ring binder containing Parish Councils’ Core Documents
Summary of Mr Leach’s evidence.
Summary of Mr Walters’s evidence.
Mr Moor’s supplementary photographs
Four photographs of the Dublin spire accompanying Mr Clayson’s
evidence
Script of Mr Sencicle’s evidence.
Mr Sencicle’s letter of appointment.
Extract from Definitive Rights of Way Map for Langdon area.
Letter from Mr G Sencicle, dated 3 January 2009.
Request from Mr Walters for Inspector to visit Bowerfield Farm
Kennels, dated 8 January 2009.
List prepared by Mr Walters to show numbers of properties
within 820 m of turbines, categorised by village.
Comments on proposed conditions.
Parish Councils’ closing statement.

LAG’s Documents
Document
Document
Document
Document
Document

100
101
102
103
104

Document

105

Document
Document
Document

106
107
108

Document
Document
Document
Document
Document
Document

109
110
111
112
113
114

LAG’s opening statement.
Two bound volumes of wind farm appeal decisions.
Ms Bolger’s Proof of evidence.
Ms Bolger’s Appendices.
Appeal decision A2047477 - Aston Grange Farm Wind
Turbines, Cheshire.
Kent Downs AONB Management Plan “Final Text approved for
Adoption”, dated October 2008.
Mr Hyde’s Proof of evidence and Appendices.
Plan showing locations of LAG’s photographs.
Reports of blade fracture of Conisholme turbine and iceshedding at Whittlesey turbine.
Mr Stigwood’s Proof of evidence and Summary.
Mr Stigwood’s response to Dr McKenzie’s evidence and rebuttal.
Mr Pound’s written submission.
Mrs Pound’s written submission.
Ms Baker’s written submission.
Conditions note for Inspector
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Document
Document
Document

115
116
117

Document

118

Document

119

Comments on proposed conditions.
Extract from Guardian Newspaper 7 November 2008.
MAS Environmental – alternative approach to conditions as
suggested by the Inspector.
MAS Environmental -the enforceability and reasonableness of
wind farm conditions
LAG’s closing statement.

Infratil Documents
Document
Document

120
121

Document
Document
Document
Document
Document

122
123
124
125
126

Mr James’s Rebuttal Proof of evidence.
Extract from Mr James’s evidence to the Shipdam wind turbine
Inquiry.
Lower Airspace Radar Statistics.
Mr Thompson’s Proof of evidence of evidence.
Mr Thompson’s Appendices.
Mr Leitch’s Proof of evidence of evidence.
Infratil’s Core Documents, as follows:
KIA1
KIA2

KIA3

KIA4
KIA5
KIA6

KIA7
KIA8
KIA9
KIA10
KIA11
KIA12

KIA13
KIA14
KIA15

KIA16
KIA17

Civil Aviation Authority, CAP 168: Licensing of Aerodromes - Cover
Page and Chapter 1
Civil Aviation Authority, CAP 393: Air Navigation: the Orders
and Regulations -Cover Page, Parts 9-10 & 12-14 of Section 1 and
Sections 1-6 of Schedule 1 of Section 2.
Civil Aviation Authority, Safety Regulation Group, CAP 493: Manual of Air
Traffic Services - Cover Page, Sections 1, 3 & 5 and Chapter 2 of
Section 8.
Civil Aviation Authority, CAP 670: Air Traffic Safety Requirements Cover Page, Part A and Part B.
Civil Aviation Authority, CAP 738: Safeguarding of Aerodromes.
Annex 11 to the Convention on International Civil Aviation;
International Civil Aviation Organisation (ICAO) - Cover Pages,
Paragraph 2.2 of Chapter 2, Paragraph 2.6 of Chapter 2.
Manual of Air Traffic Services (MATS) Part 2 - Section 2 and Chapters 1,
2 and 3 of Section 4.
The Future of Air Transport (Aviation White Paper) dated December
2003 - Cover Page, Paragraphs 11.93, 11.95 & 11.99.
The Future of Air Transport Progress Report dated December 2006 Cover Page, Paragraphs 1.12, 4.11 & 5.5.
The Town and Country Planning (Safeguarded Aerodromes, Technical
Sites and Military Explosive Storage Areas) Direction 2002.
Royal Air Force Air Warfare Centre: The. Effects of Wind Turbine
Farms on ATC Radar, 10 May 2005.
United States Department of Defense Report to the Congressional
Defense Committees: The Effect of Windmill Farms on Military
Readiness, 2006.
Appeal Decision IEC/3/73 on application for 85 turbine development at
Kyle Forest, east Ayrshire.
Kent International Airport - Manton Draft Master Plan dated October
2008.
Civil Aviation Authority , CAP 764 'CAA Policy and Guidelines
on Wind Turbines' [updated version from July 2006 document
included with Core Documents, as yet unpublished although proof read
and in final form, produced with permission of the CAA; publication
expected in early February 2009]
Annotated aviation map of the South East of England (including Kent
International Airport and the appeal site)
Letter from the Civil Aviation Authority to the Dover District
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KIA18

Document

127

Document

128

Council dated 5 December 2008
Letter from the Civil Aviation Authority to the Dover District
Council dated 18 December 2008

Letter dated 9 February 2009 containing comments on proposed
conditions.
Infratil’s closing statement.

Third Party Documents
Document

129

Document

130

Document

131

Document

132

Document

133

Document
Document
Document

134
135
136

Document

137

Document

138

Bundles of third party representations received at application
and appeal stage, prior to the opening of the Inquiry.
Bundle of third party representations received in response to
SEI (circulated to the parties by the Inspector at the Inquiry).
Letter dated 9 January 2009 from Highways Agency to PINs
proposing its representations be dealt with through planning
conditions rather than Inquiry appearance.
Two e-mails supporting the proposal (from Ms Bateman and Mr
Kinrade)
Letter dated 24 November 2008 setting out National Trust
objection to the proposal in light of SEI.
E-mail dated 12 January 2009 from Mr A Sencicle
Script of Mr Thomas’s evidence to the Inquiry (appearance)
Script (e-mail 14 January 2009) of Mr Sencicle’s evidence to the
Inquiry (appearance)
Letter dated 16 January 2009 from English Heritage, indicating
no comments on this occasion.
Script of Mr Smith’s evidence to the Inquiry (appearance)
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APPENDIX TWELVE
ACTION NUMBER 21: THE APPLICANT IS TO SUBMIT THE INFORMATION TABLED AT
THE HEARING REGARDING THE HISTORY OF THE TRACK AT GROESFFORDD MARLI.
Status of the track
1.

The track running south from Groesffordd Marli to Hafod is not designated as a
national asset and nor does it benefit from protection within the Lower Elwy Valley
Historic Landscape Area HLW (C) 4, which lies over 550m to the south east at its
nearest point.

2.

The track is not recorded in its own right in the Historic Environment Records of
Denbighshire Council.

3.

The track falls within the defined area of Groesffordd Marli, an undesignated asset
recorded in the regional Historic Environment Records (HER) of Denbighshire Council
(HERS 105497). The HER’s GIS records Groesffordd Marli as a polygon with an area
of 1km2, centred on the present-day village. The asset is described as “A linear
settlement, consisting of a small number of farms, cottages and a chapel strung out at
intervals along a minor road.”

4.

Although the asset description does not mention the track, the Historic Environment
assessment of the ES considered the track along with other components of the local
historic landscape which fell within the defined area of the Groesffordd Marli HER
asset. For this reason the track was considered in the ES to have the same value as
the settlement, this being a value of medium.

Description and interpretation of the track
5.

The earliest evidence of the present-day track comes from the Meriadog tithe map of
1846, where the track appears as a road running south west from Groesffordd Marli
for c.750m towards Hafod (see map extracts 1 and 2).
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Extract 1 of 1846 Tithe Map
Orange = track, Black = Proposed Development

Extract 2 of 1846 Tithe Map
Orange = track
6.

The track is just one of numerous features, including roads, tracks, buildings field
enclosures and woodland, which appear on this particular tithe map and which remain
extant today, forming part of the present historic landscape around the settlement of
Groesffordd Marli.

7.

Field reconnaissance, undertaken as part of the historic environment assessment in
Chapter 8 the Environmental Statement (APP-099), recorded that the road marked on
the tithe map survived as a ‘holloway’ track with intermittent raised banks and hedges
on either side.

8.

Closer examination of the Tithe map and later OS maps reveal that the track in
question appeared to form a local transport link between Groesffordd Marli and Hafod
and also provided access to local field enclosures and woodland.

9.

The track does provide transport links, via a network of other roads and tracks, to the
surrounding villages and the town of St Asaph, but these connections do not appear to
rely on the track, suggesting that the track is primarily part of the ‘local’ network.

10.

Significantly in this respect, the nearest bridge crossings of the River Elwy are at Pen
Y Bont to the north west and Bont-newydd to the south west. The track in question
does not appear to provide the most direct access to either of these crossings,
suggesting that it was non-essential to cross-country movement beyond Groesffordd
Marli and Hafod (see map extract 2).
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Groesffordd Marli: origins and morphology
11.

The settlement takes its name from two of the farms within it, reflecting the agricultural
origin of the settlement and the importance of access to the surrounding agricultural
land. Little is known of the history of the settlement until the time of the Tithe survey of
1846. The earliest existing buildings in the village appear to be 18th century.

12.

It is likely that the village and much of the local road network, including the track under
discussion, developed out of the economic opportunities of the time. Improvements to
the transport network were often undertaken to benefit local farming communities and
help boost the export of agricultural produce. In term of morphological development,
study of later OS maps suggests that little has changed in the local landscape to the
present day.

Historic Environment Assessment
13.

As discussed above, the track has not been assessed individually. Together with other
existing roads, trackways and agricultural fields, the track forms part of the historic
landscape setting of the village of Groesffordd Marli and falls within the defined area of
the Groesffordd Marli asset as recorded in the Historic Environment Records of
Denbighshire Council (HERS 105497).

14.

The settlement at Groesffordd Marli has been fully assessed in SP Manweb’s
Environmental Statement Chapter 8 Historic Environment (APP-099) (Table 8.13 and
Paragraph 8.7.75, Figures 5, 32). In this assessment, Groesffordd Marli is ascribed
“Medium” importance. The visual effect is determined as “Minor”, on account of slight
change to the setting and slight visual changes to the settlement, resulting from nearand middle-distance views of the Proposed Development to/from the south western,
south eastern and eastern parts of the settlement.

15.

The corresponding significance of the determined effect is “Slight” and not, therefore,
Significant.
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APPENDIX THIRTEEN
ACTION NUMBER 22: THE APPLICANT IS TO SUBMIT A COPY OF THE
CORRESPONDENCE FROM CADW REGARDING THEIR ASSESSMENT OF THE EFFECT
OF THE PROPOSAL ON THE SETTING OF BERAIN.
1.

In response to the Examining Authority's First Written Question 9.1(b) the Welsh
Government States:
"Cadw has agreed the results and the findings of the heritage assessment and have
no particular concerns. The route has been informed by the heritage assessment and
avoids any direct impacts on designated assets whilst minimising any setting impacts
on Scheduled Monuments / historic landscapes. The wooden pole and line is unlikely
to raise any significant issues in this case."
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APPENDIX FOURTEEN
ACTION NUMBER 24: FOR COMPLETENESS THE APPLICANT IS TO UPDATE TABLE 3.2
(A) TO INCLUDE THE 3 RAMSAR SITES THAT ARE WITHIN 70KM OF THE SCHEME BUT
ARE CURRENTLY OMITTED FROM THE TABLE, THESE ARE THE MERSEY ESTUARY,
RIBBLE AND ALT ESTUARY AND MARTIN MERE RAMSAR SITES.
1.

The revised Table 3.2(a) is included below as requested.

Name of Site

Primary Reason for Designation

Distance from
Final
Route
Alignment

Dee Estuary (RAMSAR)

Extensive intertidal sand and mud flats with
expanses of saltmarsh.

20km

Supports breeding colonies of Natterjack Toad.
Supports internationally important numbers of
waterfowl and waders.
Supports the following species / populations
occurring at levels of international importance:
redshank, teal, shelduck, oystercatcher, curlew,
pintail, grey plover, knot, dunlin, black-tailed
godwit, bar-tailed godwit.
Cors Fochno, and Dyfi /
Dyfi Estuary (RAMSAR)

Active raised bogs, degraded raised bogs
capable of regeneration and depressions on
peat substances of the Rhynchosporion.

68km

Mersey
(RAMSAR)

Estuary

Saltmarsh and extensive intertidal sand and
mudflats and associated habitats within a rural
and industrial environment. Supports large and
internationally
important
populations
of
waterfowl. During the winter, the site is of major
importance for duck and waders. The site is also
important during spring and autumn migration
periods for waders.

36km

Ribble and Alt Estuary
(RAMSAR)

The tidal flats and saltmarsh support
internationally
important
populations
of
waterfowl in winter and the sand dunes support
vegetation
communities
and
amphibian
populations of international importance.

36km

Supports breeding colonies of Natterjack Toad.
Martin Mere (RAMSAR)

2.

Areas of open water with associated muddy
margins with seasonally flooded marsh and reed
swamp habitats. Botanically rich with a large
and diverse wintering, passage and breeding
bird community.

58km

Table 3.2(a) has been updated to include the three RAMSAR Sites requested.
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3.

RAMSARS were included in the assessment if they fall within a 20km radius of the
Proposed Development. However, in relation to the Dyfi Estuary, the Welsh
Government suggested a potential impact on the migratory Greenland whitefronted
goose population. Ordinarily at a distance of 68km it would be assumed that there
would be no impact on the interest feature of the relevant site, even if it was
designated in relation to migratory species of birds. However, following the specific
comment from Welsh Government during the consultation process, SP Manweb
decided to include the site in the assessment. However, this did not mean that the
study area was extended from 20km to 70km.

4.

As such, any RAMSAR sites outwith 20km of the Proposed Development, apart from
the Dyfi Estuary, have not been included within the assessment. There are therefore
no omissions in the assessment process.
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APPENDIX FIFTEEN
ACTION NUMBER 25: THE APPLICANT IS TO UPDATE TABLE 3.1, Q6.2 TO INCLUDE THE
GREAT CRESTED NEWT COLONY AT HALKYN MOUNTAIN SAC.
Table 3.1
Name of site

Primary Reason for
Designation

Secondary Reason
for Designation

Distance
from
Final
Route
Alignment
(closest point)

Dyffryn Elwy /
Elwy Valley
Woods

Elwy Valley Woods
one of three sites
representing
TilioAcerion forest across
its geographic range,
an example of the
habitat
with
an
outstanding lower-plant
flora.
Alluvial forests with
alder Alnus glutinosa
and ash
Fraxinus excelsior.
Semi-natural
dry
grasslands
and
scrubland facies,TilioAcerion
forest
of
slopes,screes
and
ravines and Alluvial
forest with alder and
Ash.
European dry heaths,
Calaminarian
grasslands
of
the
Violetalia
calaminariae,seminatural dry grasslands
and scrubland facies
and Molinia meadows
on calcareous, peaty
or clayey silt- laden
soils.

Lesser horseshoe
Rhinolophus
Hipposideros
resident.

0.7km

Llwyn

Alyn Valley
Woods /
Coedwigoedd
Dyffryn Alun

Halkyn
Mountain /
Mynydd
Helygain

1.

5km

Lesser horseshoe
Rhinolophus
hipposideros
and
otter Lutra lutra
resident.

14km

Great crested newt
Triturus
cristatus
resident.

15km

Halkyn Mountain SAC is primarily designated for its grassland habitats and also for its
great crested newt population. This site has been considered in the assessment and
no impact was considered likely. There would be no impact on the habitats because
of the distance between the SAC and the proposed development. Great crested
newts are known to travel some distance over land but it is unusual for them to travel
more than five hundred metres. As the Halkyn Moutains SAC is located 15km from the
Proposed Development this site was not taken further in the assessment.
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APPENDIX SIXTEEN
ACTION NUMBER 26: THE APPLICANT IN CONJUNCTION WITH NRW IS TO PROVIDE AN
UPDATE AS TO WHERE DISCUSSIONS WITH NRW ARE WITH REGARDS TO LICENSING
- THE PANEL ARE HAPPY FOR POINTS 26 AND 27 TO BOTH BE ADDRESSED THROUGH
THE STATEMENT OF COMMON GROUND
1.

NRW confirmed in its oral submission that it does not anticipate any reason why the
necessary protected species licences would not be granted for the Proposed
Development.

2.

NRW’s position will be confirmed in writing in the Statement of Common Ground
between the Applicant and NRW. It is hoped that the signed Statement of Common
Ground will be submitted for Deadline 4.
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APPENDIX SEVENTEEN
ACTION NUMBER 27: A STATEMENT OF COMMON GROUND WITH NRW IS TO BE
SUBMITTED AND IS TO INCLUDE REFERENCE AS TO NRW AGREEING THE PROPOSED
MITIGATION STRATEGY FOR DORMICE. - THE PANEL ARE HAPPY FOR POINTS 26 AND
27 TO BOTH BE ADDRESSED THROUGH THE STATEMENT OF COMMON GROUND
1.

NRW confirmed in its oral submission that it has considered and agreed the mitigation
strategy set out in the draft method statement for dormice.

2.

NRW’s position will be confirmed in writing in the Statement of Common Ground
between the Applicant and NRW. It is hoped that the signed Statement of Common
Ground will be submitted for Deadline 4.
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APPENDIX EIGHTEEN
ACTION NUMBER 28: THE APPLICANT IS TO PROVIDE WEBLINKS (INCLUDING TO THE
BAT CONSERVATION TRUST GUIDELINES) FOR INFORMATION REGARDING THE
FLYING PATTERNS OF BATS.
1.

One of the best sources of free information about bats is the Bat Conservation Trust
website. There is a large amount of information on the legal protection, potential
impacts of developments and the ecology of bats. A very useful document, “Hundt L
(2012) Bat Surveys: Good Practice Guidelines, 2nd edition. Bat Conservation Trust”,
can be downloaded from this site. The site is at:
http://www.bats.org.uk/

2.

Further information on bats, their legal protection and the licensing of work that might
impact on bats or their roosts is available on the Natural Resources Wales website:
https://naturalresources.wales/conservation-biodiversity-and-wildlife/europeanprotected-species/bats/?lang=en
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APPENDIX NINETEEN
ACTION NUMBER 31: THE APPLICANT IS TO SUBMIT A TIMETABLE OUTLINING HOW
THEY PROPOSE TO UNDERTAKE THE NECESSARY SURVEY WORK AND OBTAIN THE
RELEVANT LICENSES/PERMITS IN ORDER TO ACHIEVE COMPLETION OF THE
PROJECT BY THE PROPOSED DEADLINE OF 2017.
A response will be provided by SP Manweb for Deadline 4, in accordance with the Action Points
published by the Examining Authority on 6th October 2015.
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ACTIONS FOR OTHER INTERESTED PARTIES – RESPONSE PROVIDED BY SP MANWEB
APPENDIX TWENTY
ACTION NUMBER 18: DCC IS TO INVESTIGATE WITH CADW WHETHER THE GROUNDS
OF ERIVIAT HALL WERE EVER GIVEN A FORMAL DESIGNATION
1.

Eriviat Hall country house occupies a large, non-registered park and are both recorded
in the regional Historic Environment Records (HER) of Denbighshire Council (HERS
101466, 48103).

2.

Eriviat Hall country house and parkland estate have been fully assessed in SP
Manweb’s historic environment chapter of the ES, Chapter 8 (Table 8.13 and
Paragraph 8.7.69, Figures 5, 32, Examination Library Reference APP-099).

3.

During the assessment, Network Archaeology consulted Cadw and obtained the then
current lists of Historic Landscape Areas, Scheduled (Ancient) Monuments and Listed
Buildings for Wales. Eriviat hall and park were not recorded on any of these lists.

4.

Network Archaeology receives regular updates from Cadw of changes to the lists,
including newly designated assets and those assets which are no longer designated.
Network Archaeology has checked and reviewed all updates received from Cadw
since the original assessment was made and can confirm that Eriviat Hall country
house and parkland estate remains an undesignated asset.

